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Summary

The field of genetic research was drastically changed by the advent of next-
generation DNA sequencing technologies during the last three years. These
technologies are able to generate unparalleled amounts of DNA sequence in-
formation at a cost that is several orders of magnitude lower than standard
sequencing techniques. Employing this technology allows identification of dis-
ease causative and disease associated mutations from a frequency spectrum
previously not accessible with standard techniques. Even though showing
great promise, researchers are also facing new challenges. In particular the
handling and analysis of unprecedented amounts of data.

The goal of this thesis was the conception and implementation of an auto-
mated, computational analysis pipeline for next generation sequencing data
in general and whole exome sequencing data in particular in order to robustly
identify disease related mutations. The pipeline covers all key analysis steps
including alignment to a reference genome, variant calling, quality filtering
and annotation of identified variants, storage of all variants in a relational
database and identification of putatively causative mutations. The pipeline is
a combination of public available software and custom developed programs
implemented primarily in Perl. Identification of candidate mutations for
specific disorders is facilitated through preformulated database queries via a
web interface. The database integrates external ressources such as dbSNP,
the Human Gene Mutation Database and Polyphen functional consequences
prediction in order to provide key information to select putatively causative
mutations. The user may specify regions of particular interest, for instance
from a previous linkage analysis, which are then highlighted during analysis.

The pipeline was employed in four distinct projects to show the appli-
cability for mutation identification from a broad frequency spectrum. In
the following all components of the analysis pipeline and the complemen-
tary database are discussed in detail. Additionally, example results of the
four projects, involving the identification of disease associated variants in
Leukemia, Intelectual Disability, Parkinson’s Disease and Myocardial Infarc-
tion, employing the pipeline are presented.
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Zusammenfassung

In den letzten drei Jahren wurde das Feld der Genetik durch die Einführung
von Next-Generation Sequencing Technologien drastisch revolutioniert. Diese
Technologien ermöglichen es noch nie dagewesene Mengen an DNA Sequen-
zdaten zu generieren, bei Kosten, die mehrere Grössenordnungen niedriger
sind als bei den bisherigen Standardtechniken. Der Einsatz dieser Techniken
erlaubt die Identifikation von Krankheitsverusachenden und Kranheitsassozi-
ierten Mutationen aus einem Frequenzspektrum, das bisher nicht erreichbar
war. Obwohl dieser Ansatz vielversprechend ist sehen sich Wissenschafftler
auch mit neuen Herausforderung konfrontiert, insbesondere der Umgang und
die Analyse von beispielosen Mengen an Daten.

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war die Entwicklung und Implementierung einer
automatisierten, rechnergestützen Analysepipeline für Next-Generation Se-
quencing Daten im allgemeinen und Whole-Exome Sequencing Daten im
besonderen, um krankheitsassoziierte Mutationen robust und reproduzierbar
detektieren zu können. Die Pipeline deckt alle notwendigen Auswerteschritte
ab: Alignment der Sequenzierdaten an ein Referenzgenom, Identifikation von
Varianten, Qualitätsfiltering und Annotation der identifizierten Varianten,
Abspeicherung der Varianten in einer relationalen Datenbank und Detektion
von möglichen Krankheitsverusachenden Mutationen. Die Pipeline ist eine
Kombination von frei verfügbarer und spezifisch entwickelter Software, die
vorrangig in Perl implementiert ist. Die Detektion von kranheitsrelevanten
Varianten wird durch Datenbankabfragen über ein Webinterface ermöglicht.
Die Datenbank integriert externe Ressourcen wie dbSNP, die Human Gene
Mutation Database und Polyphen Vorhersagen für funktionelle Konsequen-
zen, um essentielle Informationen für die Selektion von kranheitsrelevanten
Mutationen zur Verfügung zu stellen. Benutzer können optional Regionen
von besonderer Signifikanz spezifieren, zum Beispiel von vorherigen Linkage
Analysen, die dann während der Analyse besonders hervorgehoben werden.

Die Analysepipeline wurde Anhand von vier Projekten eingesetzt, um
die Anwendbarkeit zur Identifikation von Mutationen aus einem breiten Fre-
quenzspektrum zu demonstrieren. Im Folgenden werden alle Komponen-
ten der Analysepipeline und der zugehörigen Datenbank im Detail erläutert
und diskutiert. Die Ergebnisse des Einsatzes der Pipeline in vier Projekten,
in denen neue, krankheitsassoziierte Varianten bei Patienten mit Leukämie,
geistiger Behinderung, der Parkinson Krankheit und Myokardinfarkt erfol-
greich identifiziert wurden, wird beispielhaft dargestellt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Human Genetic Disorders

A genetic disorder is defined as an illness which is caused by abnormalties
or defects in the genome. These abnormalties may affect genes on the DNA
sequence level or constitute defects in the chromosomes (chromosomal rear-
angements or abnormal chromosomal counts). A genetic disorder may either
be caused by new mutations in an affected individual or may be passed on
through the parents genetic material. In the latter case the disorder is re-
ferred to as heritable. In some cases, the same disease may exist as heritable
form in some individuals, while the same disorder is caused by new mutations
in other individuals. Certain forms of cancer, for instance Acute Myoloid
Leukemia (AML) are an example for this type of disorder. Most genetic
disorders are very rare and typically affect one person in several thousands
or millions. Genetic disorders may be classified according to the number of
genes involved in contributing to disease genesis and, in the case of heritable
disorders, the underlying inheritance mode.

Single gene disorders: A Single gene, or monogenic disorder, is caused
by an genetic abberation in a single gene. There are estimated to exist over
4000 monogenic human disorders. Spontaneous de-novo mutations that af-
fect single individuals may give rise to monogenic disorders, a prominent
example of such disorders are types of Intelectual Disability (ID). On the
other hand, heritable monogenic disorder may be further classified by the
inheritance mode in which they are passed on to subsequent generations.
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Autosomal dominant: For an autosomal dominant disorder it is sufficient
to be affected if one mutated copy of a gene is present in an individual. Each
affected person thus ususally has one affected parent, where the chance of the
children inherting the mutated allele is 50%. Autosomal dominant disorders
sometimes have reduced penetrance, which means that even though only one
mutated copy is sufficient for disease progression, not all individual carrying
the mutation are affected. Examples of this type of disorders include Hunt-
ington’s disease, Marfan syndrome and neurofibromatosis type 1 and type 2,
which are all highly penetrant dominant disorders.

Autosomal recessive: In contrast to autosomal dominant disorders, two
copies of the genes have to carry mutated alleles in order to develop an au-
tosomal recessive disorder. Affected individuals typically have unaffected
parents who each carry a single mutated allele. The unaffected parents are
referred to as carriers. The chance of children of two carriers to inherit both
mutated alleles is 25%. The mutated alleles typically differ from one another,
i.e. two different gene affecting mutations are present. If a child inherits these
two distinct mutations the gene is referred to as compound heterozygous. A
different case arises if the parents carry the same mutation. In this case the
affected child will have a single homozygous mutation in the gene. This sce-
nario is extremly rare, except in the case of a consanginous union, where this
is the to be expected case. Examples of this type of disorders are sickle-cell
disease, cystic fibrosis and spinal muscular athropy.

X-linked disorders: A special case arises if the mutated gene resides on the
X-chromosome. X-linked dominant disorders affect both males and females,
with males typically being more severly affected than females. The risk of
passing on the disease to children differs with the gender of the affected par-
ent: The sons of a man with an X-linked disorder will all be unaffected by
the disease (since they inherit his Y chromosome) whereas all his daugh-
ters will be affected. A woman with an X linked dominant disorder has
a 50% chance of passing on the mutated allele to her offspring, regardless
of gender. Only few disorders follow this inheritance pattern, X-linked hy-
pophosphatemic rickets and Rett syndrome being two examples. X-linked
recessive conditions more frequently affect males than females. Again, the
chance of passing on the disorder differs between men and women. Sons of a
man with an X-linked recessive disorder will not be affected, daughters will
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carry one mutated allele, thus will only be affected if they also inherit a mu-
tated allele from the mother. Women who are carrier of a X-linked recessive
disorder have a 50% chance of having affected sons and a 50% chance of hav-
ing daughters who carry one copy of the mutated gene. X-linked recessive
disorders include Duchenne muscular dystrophy, Hemophila A and red-green
color blindness.

Y-linked and Mitochondrial disorders: A unique form of inheritance
occurs if mutations causative for genetic disorders arise on the Y- or mi-
tochondrial chromosome. These chromosomes are soley inherited from one
parent, the Y-chromosome from the father, the mitochondrial chromosome
from the mother. In the case of Y-linked disorders every son of an affected
father will inherit the mutation and all daughters will never inherit the mu-
tation. Since the Y chromosome is relatively small and contains very few
genes, there are relatively few Y-linked disorders, examples being male in-
fertility and hypertrichosis pinnae. The opposite case presents itself with
mutations on the mitochondrial chromosome. Since only egg cells contribute
mitochondria to the developing embryo, only mothers can pass on mitochon-
drial conditions to their children. An example of this type of disorder is
Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy.

1.2 Identification of Causative Mutations in

Genetic Disorders

The identification of causative variants and genes involved in the develop-
ment of genetic disorders has been a major goal in genetic research since the
discovery that genetics contribute significantly to human disease. Several
strategies have been applied to directly localize the causally related genetic
variants or identifying implied genes by mapping them in the genome based
on a correlation of the disease phenotype with naturally occurring DNA vari-
ants, termed markers [3]. The most widely employed successful approaches
include candidate gene studies, linkage analysis and genome wide association
studies (GWAS).

Candidate Gene Approach: Candidate gene studies are typically hy-
pothesis driven approaches utilizing prior biological knowledge about the
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examined genes. A single gene or several genes that may be involved in
a particular disorder due to their specific function or location in a certain
pathway known to be impaired in the specific disorder. These genes are
then sequenced in a group of affected individuals. If one or more putatively
damaging variants are identified the sequencing is extended to a larger con-
trol group to prove the absence of these variants in unaffected individuals
or show a statistically significant difference in variant frequency between the
two groups. This kind of genetic studies will focus on a limited number of
variants in a small number of genes due to the cost and labor involved in
sequencing.

Linkage Analysis: Genetic linkage is the term used to describe the ten-
dency of loci or alleles to be inherited together. Alleles that are located on
the same chromosome tend to stay together during meiosis and are thus ge-
netically linked. Genetic linkage is more likely the closer the loci are located
on the chromosome. Chromosomal recombination (i.e. crossing over) during
meiosis may prevent alleles originally located on the same chromosome from
being permanently linked. Linkage analysis is mainly employed to narrow
down the region in which causative mutations reside in pedigrees with heri-
table genetic disorders. A so called linkage map is computed to determine all
chromosomal regions that are shared between multiple affected patients. The
LOD score (logarithm (base 10) of odds), developed by Newton E. Morton,
is a statistical test often used for linkage analysis in human. The LOD score
compares the likelihood of obtaining the test data if the two loci are indeed
linked, to the likelihood of observing the same data purely by chance. Posi-
tive LOD scores indicate the presence of genetic linkage. LOD score analysis
is a simple way to analyze complex family pedigrees in order to determine the
linkage between inherited traits (or between a trait and a genetic marker).
Linkage analysis is then subsequently combined with sequencing of candidate
genes from the linkage regions in order to identify causative mutations in the
studied pedigree.

Genome Wide Association Studies: A genome wide association study
is an examination of many common genetic variants in different individuals
to determine wether any of these variants are associated with a genetic trait
[61, 41, 97]. GWAS typically focus on associations of genetic disorders with
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as follows: In order to determine
association with a genetic disorder DNA markers from two groups of partici-
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Figure 1.1: Manhatten Plot: An illustration of a Manhattan plot depicting
several strongly associated risk loci. Each dot represents a SNP, with the X-
axis showing genomic location and Y-axis showing association level. Example
taken from Ikram et al. 2010 [41].

pants are compared, people with the disease (cases) and similar people from
the same ethnological background without the disorder (controls). Millions
of genetic variants are tested typically using high-density SNP arrays. If a
variant (one allele) is more frequent in people with the disease, the SNP is
said to be ’associated’ with the disease. The probabilzy of association is
depicted in a so called Manhatten plot (example shwon in Figure 1.1). The
associated SNPs are then considered to mark a region of the human genome
which influences the risk of disease. In contrast to methods which specifically
test one or a few genetic regions, the GWAS investigates the entire genome.
The approach is therefore said to be non-candidate-driven in contrast to can-
didate gene studies. GWAS identify SNPs and other variants in DNA which
are associated with a disease, but cannot on their own specify which genes
are causal.

1.3 Common and Rare Variants in Genetic

Disorders

The underlying rationale for GWAS is the ’common disease, common variant
hypothesis’ [80]. The hypothesis postulates that in all populations which
manifest a give common polygenic disease there are common variants that
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confer susceptibility to this disorder. The individual risk convered will be
very small, but a potentially large number of common variants with additive
or multiplicative effects may explain the heritability of the disease. Many
associated loci for common disorders and traits in general have been identified
through successful GWAS, yet the majority of heritability of these traits and
disorders remains unexplained. For example, human height is a complex
trait with an estimated heritability of 80%. Numerous GWAS involving
tens of thousands of participants have been conducted and identified over
40 height-associated loci. However, altogether they explain barely 5% of
phenotypic variance, leaving the question how the remainder of heritabilty
can be explained. There are several possible explanation currently discussed
[62, 50]:

1. Much larger number undiscovered variants with even smaller effect
sizes.

2. Structural variants currently poorly detected by SNP arrays employed
in GWAS.

3. Gene-gene interactions that are difficult to detect using the GWAS
approach.

4. Rarer variants with potentially larger effect sizes that are undetected by
genotyping arrays which focus on variants with a population frequency
of more than 5%.

The main focus of discussion has been the last point, the contribution of
rare (0.5% < MAF < 5%) and very rare (MAF < 0.5%) variants. These vari-
ants are not sufficiently captured by genotyping arrarys nor do they amount
sufficiently large effect sizes for detection with linkage analysis. However,
the moderate effect sizes of multiple rare variants combined can account for
a large amount of the yet missing heritability. This up to date elusive point
can now be approached with the emerge of next-generation sequencing as
a new technology in variant discovery. To add to this point a recent study
has identified an excess of low frequency non-synonymous variants in the re-
sequencing of 200 human exomes from Denmark [58]. These low-frequency
non-synonymous variants are prime subjects for causative mutations in rare
and common genetic disorder. The goal of this work was to implement a
computational analysis pipeline to identify causative mutations from a wide
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spectrum of genetic disorders in next generation sequencing data in general
and exome sequencing data in particular. Figure 1.2 shows the frequency
spectrum of variants in genetic disorders depending on the expected effect
sizes. Next generation sequencing allows to mine previously unaccessible ar-
eas from this spectrum, as is demonstrated on four distinct projects. The first
project, Identification of recurring tumor-specific somatic mutations in acute
myeloid leukemia by transcriptome sequencing, serves as prove of principle
showing that the accurate identification of somatic mutations is possible by
next-generation sequencing. Most parameters for alignment, variant calling
and filtering that were later incoporated in the analysis pipeline implemen-
tation were evaluated on this project. The second project, Identification of
mutations in Adaptor Protein Complex 4 proteins as cause of Intellectual
Disability, is an example for the identification of a causative mutation in
a monogenic disorder where conventional analysis methods (linkage in this
case) failed. The third project, Identification of a mutation in VPS35 caus-
ing late-onset Parkinson, shows that by employing this new technology the
identification of causative mutations in a complex and common disorder like
Parkinson’s disease becomes feasible. Many different genetic and epigentic
factors can contribute to the phenotype of complex disorder, but there are
always a certain percentage of familial cases as opposed to sporadic inci-
dence. The project shows that these familial cases can be effectively mined
with this appraoch. The last project, Dysfunctional nitric oxide signaling
increases risk of myocardial infarction, goes one step further by identifying
strongly disease associated variants in myocardial infarction. The approxi-
mate location of variants identified in each of the projects in the frequency
spectrum of mutations is depicted in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Spectrum of Genetic Disorders: Feasibility of identifying ge-
netic variants by risk allele frequency and strength of genetic effect. Arrows
denote projects approached in this work and their approximate placement
in the spectrum of genetic disorders. Rare alleles: Identification of recurring
tumor-specific somatic mutations in acute myeloid leukemia by transcriptome
sequencing (1) and Identification of mutations in Adaptor Protein Complex
4 proteins as cause of Intellectual Disability (2). Low-frequency variants:
Identification of a mutation in VPS35 causing late-onset Parkinson (3) and
Dysfunctional nitric oxide signaling increases risk of myocardial infarction
(4). Figure adapted from Manolia et al. [62].

1.4 DNA Sequencing

The modern basis of genetic research was laid by Watson and Crick in 1953
with the elucidation of the molecular structure of Deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) [100, 101]. Yet, it took further 20 years until methods were de-
veloped for DNA sequencing that could actually determine the order of the
nucleotides adenosin, thymin, cytosin and guanine in the DNA, opening a
plethora of new opportunities and research fileds. Two different methods of
DNA sequencing were developed almost in parallel.

In 1977, Allan Maxam and Walter Gilbert developed a DNA sequencing
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method based on chemical modification of DNA and subsequent cleavage at
specific bases [64]. In brief, the method is based on radioactive labeling of the
DNA at the 5’ end. Afterwards, the to be sequenced DNA fragment is puri-
fied. Chemical treatment introduces breaks at a small fraction of one or two
of the four nucleotide bases in each of four reactions (G, A+G, C, C+T).
Subsequently, a series of labeled fragments is generated, from the radiola-
beled end to the first ’cut’ site in each molecule. These fragments can then
be size-separated side by side by electrophoresis in denaturing acrylamide
gels. In order to visualize the fragments, the gel is exposed to X-ray film
for autoradiography, yielding a series of dark bands each corresponding to a
radiolabeled DNA fragment. The actual nucleotide sequence can then be in-
ferred from these bands. This method is also known as ’chemical sequencing’.
Although Maxam and Gilbert published their chemical sequencing method
two years after the ground-breaking paper of Sanger and Coulson on plus-
minus sequencing, MaxamGilbert sequencing rapidly became more popular,
since purified DNA could be used directly, while the initial Sanger method re-
quired that each read start is cloned for production of single-stranded DNA.
However, with the improvement of the chain-termination method (see be-
low), Maxam-Gilbert sequencing has fallen out of favour due to its technical
complexity prohibiting its use in standard molecular biology kits, extensive
use of hazardous chemicals, and difficulties with scale-up.

The second technique to sequence DNA was invented by Frederick Sanger
and colleagues in 1975 [87]. It became known after it’s inventor as Sanger
sequencing or chain terminator method. The key component of Sanger se-
quencing are dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTPs), which are employed
as chain terminators. Whenever a DNA polymerase incoporates one of the
ddNTPs into a growing strand of DNA, the DNA strand is effectively blocked
and further elongation is prevented due to the ddNTPs lacking a 3’-OH group,
which is neccessary for the formation of a phosphodiester bond between two
nucleotides. The method requires a single-stranded DNA template, a DNA
primer, a DNA polymerase, normal deoxynucleotidetriphosphates (dNTPs),
and modified ddNTPs, which additionally carry either a radioacive or floures-
cent label. Radioactive labels were used at the start of the techinique, but
were later replaced by flourescently labeled groups. For the sequencing reac-
tion, the DNA sample is first divided into four distinct sequencing reactions.
Each reaction setup contains all four of the standard deoxynucleotides (dATP,
dGTP, dCTP and dTTP) and the DNA polymerase. In contrast, only one of
the four dideoxynucleotides (ddATP, ddGTP, ddCTP, or ddTTP) is added
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to each reaction. The DNA polymerase randomly incorporates ddNTPs in-
stead of normal dNTPs, stopping further elongation of the strand and thus
resulting in DNA fragments of varying length. The newly synthesized and
labelled DNA fragments are then heat denatured and separated according to
size by gel electrophoresis on a denaturing polyacrylamide-urea gel with the
resolution of one nucleotide. Each of the four reactions is run in one of four
individual lanes (one for each nurcleotide). The resulting DNA bands are
then visualized by autoradiography or UV light, allowing the DNA sequence
to be directly read off the X-ray film or gel image. This techinque was later
refined for automated sequencing machines [92]. As already previously men-
tioned, the radioactive labels got replaced by flourescent labels, suitable for
automated signal detection using an optics system. The sequencing instru-
ments employ capillary gel electrophoresis for the size selection and detection
of the DNA fragments. The process can be parallelized to 384 DNA samples
in a single run. After more than three decades of gradual improvement and
optimizing, the Sanger biochemistry can be applied to achieve read-lengths of
up to ∼1,000 bp, and per-base accuracies as high as 99.999%. In the context
of highthroughput shotgun genomic sequencing, Sanger sequencing costs in
the order of 0.50$ per kilobase.
During the last three years the field of DNA sequencing changed dramati-

cally with the advent of ’next-generation’ sequencing methods. These meth-
ods, in contrast to traditional Sanger sequencing, rely on the massively paral-
lel sequencing of very short DNA fragments [91]. Reaching an unpredecessed
throughput the cost of DNA sequencing decreased by several orders of magni-
tude (Figure 1.3). This decrease in sequencing cost is even more remarkable
when translated into a cost for sequencing a complete human genome. When
the first human genome was published in 2002 the project took about 11 years
from the start of sequencing in 1990 to the first working draft sequence [21].
The total cost amounted to approximately over $100,000,000. In contrast,
using next generation sequencing instruments it is possible to determine the
nucleotide order of a complete human genome for about $10,000 (Figure 1.4).
The decrease in sequencing cost is so rapid that it even surpasses Moore’s
law, enabling new venues of research previously not thought possible. This
includes large scale endeavors like the 1000 Genomes Project [17] which aims
to detect rare polymorphisms in the frequency range of 0.5-5% by population
scale sequencing, or the International Cancer Genome project aiming to de-
termine the sequence of 50 different tumor types by sequencing 500 samples
of every tumor, totaling over 25,000 complete human genomes.
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Figure 1.3: Development of DNA sequencing cost per megabase. Figure
available at NIH (http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/)

Advantages of second-generation or next-generation sequencing, in con-
trast to Sanger sequencing, include the following:

1. In vitro construction and amplification of a sequencing library, cir-
cumventing previous bottlenecks that restrict the parallelism of Sanger
sequencing (i.e. transformation of E. coli and colony picking)

2. Array-based sequencing, enabling a much higher degree of parallelism
than capillary-based sequencing by omiting gel electrophoresis steps

3. Significantly lower cost in sequence production due to the high paral-
lelism

Although second-generation sequencing platforms offer several major im-
provements there are currently certain disadvantages. The most prominent
of these include read-length, which is with reads of length 36-100 bp drasc-
tically lower than Sanger sequencing. Secondly raw base accuracy is about
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Figure 1.4: Decrease in sequencing cost for a complete human genome. Dif-
ferent coverage levels are assumed for a high quality human genome (size
for calculation 3 GB): 6-fold coverage for Sanger-based sequencing (av-
erage read length 500-600 bp), 10-fold coverage for 454 sequencing (av-
erage read length 300-400 bp) and 30-fold coverage Illumina and SOLiD
sequencing (average read length 50-100 bp). Figure available at NIH
(http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/).

ten-fold lower than base-calls generated by Sanger sequencing, although this
disadvantage can be alleviated by redundant sequencing, as each base is se-
quenced multiple times and a consensus genotype call is then generated.

1.5 Next-Generation Sequencing

Initially, the term ’next-generation sequencing’ arouse to describe the first se-
quencing technologies that took alternative approaches to Sanger sequencing
to determine the DNA nucleotide order. Three distinct platforms where in-
troduced in a relativley short time span from 2005-2007. The first technology
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commercially available was the Roche/454 instrument (introduced in 2005)
[102]. It was closely followed by two further sequencing instruments, the
Illumina/Solexa technology (2006) [6] and the SOLiD System manufactured
by LifeTechnologies (former ABI, 2007) [65]. While all of these platforms
are commonly summarized as second-generation sequencing machines, each
employs a distinct and unique sequencing approach. In this work the Illu-
mina/Solexa technology was employed and the sequencing and data analysis
workflow of this system will be discussed in detail in the following, while
briefly introducing the defining characteristics of the remaining two tech-
nologies.

1.6 Roche/454 Sequencing

454 Life Sciences was founded by Jonathan Rothberg originally as 454 Cor-
poration. The company has experienced rapid growth since its acquisition
by Roche Diagnostics and release of the GS20 sequencing machine in 2005.
454 sequencing employs a large scale pyrosequencing approach that is ca-
pable of sequencing 400-600 megabases of DNA in the course of a 10 hour
instrument run, while achieving an average read length of 300-400 bp. In
2008, 454 Sequencing launched the GS FLX Titanium series reagents for use
on the Genome Sequencer FLX instrument, improving both in read length
(400-500 bp) and overall throughput. The key steps of library preparation
and sequencing are now briefly presented [102, 85].

Library preparation and emPCR: The to be sequenced genomic DNA
is first fractioned to fragments of length 300-800 bp. Specific adaptors that
provide priming sequences for both amplification and sequencing are then
ligated to the fragments. One adaptor contains a 5’-biotin tag enabling im-
mobilization of the DNA library onto streptavidin-coated beads. The non-
biotinylated strand is released and used as a single-stranded template DNA
library. Following a quality assessment of the library, the optimal amount
(DNA copies per bead) needed for emulsion PCR (emPCR) is determined
by titration. In the next step the library is immobilized onto beads and
the bead-bound library is then emulsified with the amplification reagents in
a water-in-oil mixture. Each bead is captured within its own microreactor
where PCR amplification occurs, resulting in bead-immobilized, clonally am-
plified DNA fragments (Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5: 454 Sequencing. (a) Genomic DNA is isolated, fragmented, lig-
ated to adapters and separated into single strands. (b) Fragments are bound
to beads under conditions that favor one fragment per bead. (c) Beads carry-
ing single-stranded DNA templates deposited into wells of a PicoTiterPlate.
(d) Smaller beads carrying immobilized enzymes are deposited into each well.
Figure available at http://www.roche.com.

Sequencing: Prior to sequencing the library beads are distributed onto
a PicoTiterPlate, each library bead positioned in a specific well on the plate.
The loaded PicoTiterPlate is placed into the Genome Sequencer FLX In-
strument for sequencing. The fluidics system delivers sequencing reagents
(containing buffers and nucleotides) across the wells of the plate. The four
DNA nucleotides are added sequentially in a fixed order over the course of a
sequencing run. During the nucleotide flow, millions of copies of DNA bound
to each of the beads are sequenced in parallel. When a nucleotide complemen-
tary to the template strand is added into a well, the polymerase extends the
existing DNA strand by adding the complementary nucleotide(s). Addition
of one (or more) nucleotide(s) generates a light signal that is recorded by the
optics system in the instrument. The signal strength is proportional to the
number of nucleotides incorporated. If multiple identical nucleotides occur
consecutively in the DNA template, i.e. homopolymer stretches, a greater
signal is emited. However, the signal strength for homopolymer stretches
is not linear, resulting in difficulties to determine the exact length of a ho-
mopolymer.

1.7 SOLiD - Sequencing by Ligation

SOLiD (Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection) is a next-
generation sequencing technology developed by Life Technologies (fromerly
Apllied Biosystems Inc., ABI) and has been commercially available since
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Figure 1.6: SOLiD sequencing. Schematic overview of steps involved in
SOLiD sequencing: Addition of flourescently labeled di-nucleotides, ligation
of complementary probe and cleavage of the flourescent label for color detec-
tion. Figure available at www.appliedbiosystems.com.

2008. The SOLiD technology is a short read sequencing system initially ca-
pable of generating reads of length 35 bp and achieving a throughput of 3
GB per x-day run. In comparison to other sequencing approaches, SOLiD
sequencing bears some specific characteristics that will be briefly highlighted
in the following [65].

Library preparation: A library of DNA fragments is prepared from the
sample to be sequenced, and is used to generate clonal bead populations.
These fragments are bound to magnetic beads such that only a single species
of fragment is present at each bead. In a comparable fashion to 454 se-
quencing emPCR is employed to amplify the fragments. The resulting PCR
products attached to the beads are then covalently bound to a glass slide.
Each fragment contains a known adaptor sequence that is used to initiate
the sequencing reaction.

Sequencing-by-ligation: In the sequencing reaction a set of four fluores-
cently labeled di-base probes compete for ligation to the sequencing primer
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Figure 1.7: SOLiD colorspace encoding. Table of color space encod-
ing of the 16 possible dinucleotides and colors grouped by template se-
quences that generate the same color during sequencing. Figure available
at www.appliedbiosystems.com.

(Figure 1.6). Specificity of the di-base probe is achieved by interrogating
every 1st and 2nd base in each ligation reaction. Multiple cycles of ligation,
detection and cleavage are performed with the number of cycles determining
the eventual read length. As only the first two nucleotides are interrogated
at each cycle it is necessary to remove the extension product and to reset
the template with a primer complementary to the n-1 position for a second
round of ligation cycles. Five rounds of primer reset are completed for each
sequence tag. Through the primer reset process, each base is interrogated
in two independent ligation reactions by two different primers. If a probe
is complementary to the interrogated di-nucleotide a ligation reaction takes
place during which course the flourescent label is excited and detected via an
optics system. The color system is redundant as four distinct colors are used
to detect the 16 different dinucleotide combinations. This lead to the term
’color-space sequencing’ and even though the system may not be as intuitive
as traditional nucleotide space sequencing it has certain advantages that may
be exploited during data analysis.

Color space: A complete table of all dinucleotides and their respective
color encoding can be seen in Figure 1.7. It is not advisable to convert the
color space reads to nucleotide space for alignment to a reference sequence
as a single error in color space (i.e. the detection of a ’wrong’ color) leads
to a frameshift in the corresponding nucleotide sequence. Therefor the ref-
erence sequence is converted to color space and the alignment is performed
by matching color spaced reads to color spaced reference sequence. In doing
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so specific color space featured may be exploited during alignment: As each
base is interrogated twice during sequencing a true single nucleotide polymor-
phism is always indicated by two adjacent color changes. This enables true
SNVs to be distiguished from sequencing errors which only show an isolated,
single color change in comparison to the reference sequence. More specifi-
cally, this method is not an error correction tool but an error transformation
tool. Color-space transforms your most common error mode (single measure-
ment errors) into a different frequency than your most common form of DNA
variation (single base changes). On the other hand, color space sequencing
has some sgnificant disadvantages depending on the application. For exam-
ple when performing de novo assembly one is left with the raw instrument
error rate as errors may not be corrected in the way described above without
a reference sequence.

1.8 Solexa Technology

The company Illumina was founded in April 1998 and started offering its first
SNP genotyping services in 2001. The first system, the Illumina BeadLab
based on GoldenGate Technology was launched 2002. Illumina entered the
Next-generation sequencing sector in 2006 by acquiring the company Solexa,
which developed the first 1G Genome Analyzer. This instrument was the first
to sequence over 1 GB in a single run. The system matured in 2007 with
the introduction of ’paired-end’ sequencing, allowing to sequence short DNA
fragments from both ends. This sequencing method was termed ’sequencing-
by-synthesis’ and is described in detail in the following paragraphs. .

1.8.1 Sequencing-by-Synthesis

The Illumina ’sequencing by synthesis’ approach uses reversible terminator
chemistry to sequence billions of short, fragmented DNA molecules cova-
lently attached to a glass slide, the so-called flow cell [6]. The flow cell acts
as reaction chamber and has eight distinct compartements, referred to as
lanes. The sequencing is a stepwise process which subsequently alternates
between incorporation of a single nucleotide, complementary to the base in
the DNA template, and the detection of the incorporated base, the imaging.
Sequencing is performed cycle-wise, where the cleavage of the terminator
group marks the end of the cycle. Prior to the sequencing the DNA sample
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has to be prepared for sequencing in the so-called library preparation. All
steps involved in the library preparation and sequencing using the Illumina
technology are now further discussed.

Library preparation: In this step the sample, which is to be sequenced,
typically genomic DNA, is prepared for the sequencing with the Illumina
technology. In the following the standard sample preparation for genomic
DNA is discussed. The library preparation for transcriptome sequencing,
chromatin immuno-precipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-Seq) and tar-
geted enrichment of specific regions of the genome followed by sequencing all
have modified library preparation procedure (for exome sequencing see Sec-
tion 1.4). The processing of the sample DNA begins with the fragmentation
of the DNA into smaller fragments. The DNA may be sheared into the de-
sired fragments using different approaches, for example nebulization or sonic
waves. Fragmentation of all libraries used in this work was performed with
the sonic wave based Covaris technology, either employing the single tube
S2 system or the E210 system, which enables the processing of 24 samples
in parallel. The shearing process is followed by an end repair step of the
fragments. A single Adenosin is added to the 3’ end of the fragments to
enable the ligation of specific adapters, which have a single Thymin over-
hang. The adapters are required later to attach the fragments to the flow
cell (Figure 1.8a). Since the shearing generates fragments from a wide size
distribution, the fragments of the desired length of 350-450 bp have to be
selected by gel extraction. The quality of the finished library is reviewed
with a 2100 Agilent Bioanalyzer. The following steps of attachment of the
fragments to the flow cell surface and cluster generation are carried out on
the Illumina Cbot.

Attachment to flow cell: A small amount (1-5 mug) of the library is
inserted in one or multiple lanes of the flow cell. The ligated adapters will
bind to complementary sequences, which are covalently attached to the flow
cell surface. The adapters are then used as sequencing primers to synthesize
a complementary DNA strand at the flow cell adapters, in order to covalently
bind the DNA fragments to the flow cell surface. The hybridized strands are
then removed in a washing step, leaving single stranded, covalently bound
DNA fragments in the flow cell (Figure 1.8b).

Cluster generation: Since the detection of a nucleotide incorporation event
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Figure 1.8: Library preparation: Ligation of adaptor sequences (a) and
attachement of DNA fragments to flow cell (b). Figure available at
www.illumina.com.

in a single molecule is not possible with the Illumina technology, the last step
prior to sequencing is the generation of millions of identical molecules, i.e.
clusters, that are densely packed at the flow cell surface. Cluster generation is
facilitated through so-called bridge amplification: By increasing the temper-
ature from 4C to 40C the free adapter of the single stranded DNA fragment
hybridizes to the complementary oligonucleotide on the flow cell surface,
forming the characteristic ’bridge’ (Figure 1.9a). This single stranded DNA
bridge is then processed to double stranded DNA via addition of a polymerase
and free dNTPs. The original DNA fragment now forms a double stranded
bridge (Figure 1.9b), which is then denaturated using a thermal step. This
results in the, again, single stranded original DNA fragment and its com-
plementary strand being covalently attached to the flow cell (Figure 1.10a).
This process, in effect a modified PCR reaction, is then repeated to build
dense clusters of identical molecules (and their reverse complements) that
can now be sequenced (Figure 1.10b).

Sequencing by synthesis: Following the cluster generation step, the flow
cell is transferred to the sequencing instrument. The first step of the actual
sequencing process is the linearization of clusters: The reverse complement
of the original DNA fragments gets enzymatically cleaved at the adapter
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Figure 1.9: Bridge Amplification: Formation of single stranded (a) and dou-
ble stranded DNA bridges (b). Figure available at www.illumina.com.

sequences to generate clusters that are now in fact composed of identical nu-
cleotides only. After the linearization, modified nucleotides and sequencing
primers are washed through the flow cell (Figure 1.11a). The nucleotides
carry both a flourescent label and a reversible terminator group that ensures
that only a single nucleotide gets incorporated during each sequencing cycle
(Figure 1.11b). Subsequently the flourescent lable is excised by a laser and
the signal is detected during the imaging step (Figure 1.11c). The images
can then be used to determine the DNA sequence in the base-calling step.
The sequencing is performed cycle-wise up to a predefined sequencing length.
The number of possible bases that can be accurately determined started at
36 bp, but subsequently increased to a read length of up to 150 bp through
improvements in the underlying chemistry and reagents.

Paired-End Sequencing: A particular feature of the Illumina instruments
is the capability of paired-end sequencing. The 350-450 bp long DNA frag-
ments are hereby sequenced from both ends with the desired read length of up
to 100 bp. The two reads originating from the ends of one DNA fragment are
called mates and are seperated by an unsequenced stretch of DNA, termed
insert, of size 150-200 bp. Paired-end sequencing has advantages in further
downstream analysis steps, in particular in the read mapping and variant
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Figure 1.10: Cluster generation: Denaturation of DNA bridges (a) and ampli-
fication to densely packed clusters (b). Figure available at www.illumina.com.

calling [6, 56, 53]. Additionally, the detection of larger structural variation
becomes feasible by exploiting paired-end sequencing properties [12]. The
benefits of paired-end sequencing will be discussed in the respective chapters
(1.3 Alignment algorithms and 2.2.5 Variant calling). Paired-end sequenc-
ing is facilitated through a cluster resynthesis after the completion of all
sequencing cycles of the first read. The process is similar as described in this
chapter, with the exception that this time the forward strands, instead of the
reverse strands, are cleaved and washed away during the cluster linearization
step. On the Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx this step was performed using
an add-on machine to the sequencing instrument, the Illumina Paired-End
Module. This circumvents the need to remove the flow cell from the instru-
ment for use with the CBot. In the newer generation of sequencing machines,
the HiSeq2000 series, the paired-end capability is directly integrated into the
core instrument.

1.8.2 Illumina Data Analysis Pipeline

The primary Illumina data analysis pipeline consists of three key steps:

1. Image Analysis, performed by the Firecrest module

2. Base Calling, performed by the Bustard module
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Figure 1.11: Sequencing by synthesis: Incorporation of complentary, floures-
cently labeled nucleotides into cluster (a), signal detection by laser excition
of lables (b and c). Figure available at www.illumina.com.

3. Alignment to the reference sequence using the ELAND module

Image Analysis: The first step of the Illumina analysis pipeline is the image
analysis, the extraction of actual intensitiy levels from the recorded images.
This step has two main difficulties: Overlapping clusters and signal decay
due to phasing. If the flowcell is too densely loaded with sample DNA, the
clusters are in very close proximity and the image analysis algorithm has diffi-
culties distinguishing between the single clusters. This leads to the problem
that some intensity signals are mixtures of different clusters with overlap-
ping borders. The second key problem is phasing, or rather de-phasing of
clusters. With growing number of sequencing cycles some molecules of the
cluster get out of phase, meaning that the nucleotide incorporation fails or
that more than one nucleotide gets incorporated in a single cycle. These
molecules are then out of phase with the majority of the cluster for the re-
maining sequencing cycles and give a ’wrong’ intensity signal during each
further incorporation. Since the clusters are composed of thousands of iden-
tical molecules, the majority of them still yield the correct signal. While the
problem is negligible during the first cycles it aggravates with growing num-
ber of sequencing cycles, resulting in the phenomenon that the base quality
steadily decays during a sequencing run, thus limiting the maximum number
of sequencing cycles that may be performed. Although the maximum read
length steadily increased due to improvements in the reagents and underlying
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chemistry, the core probelm of phasing yet still remains in Illumina sequenc-
ing.

Base Calling: The process of converting the intensity levels to an actual
nucleotide sequence is referred to as base calling. Due to phasing problems or
impure signals it is possible that a base gets miscalled or not called at all (in-
dicated by the letter N). Thus, the base calling algorithm assigns a PHRED
scaled sore [30, 31] to measure the probability that the base is called wrong.
The PHRED score is defined as:

score =
−10 · log(errorprobability)

log(10)

A quality value Q10 for example means one error in 10 bases, while Q20 indi-
cates one error in 100 bases, and so forth. This score is a key quality criteria
to estimate the success of the run, currently only runs exceeding 80% Q30
bases are considered a success. Previously Illumina used a different, custom
definition for the quality values which was only asymptotically equal to the
PHRED scores, but since the latest software update the standard PHRED
scores are employed.

Read Alignment: The read alignment to a reference sequence is performed
by the ELAND algorithm [6], a hash table based alignment program. Differ-
ent types of alignment algorithms and their respective strengths are discussed
in Section 1.3.1.1.

1.8.3 Genome Analyzer IIx

The Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx (GA) was the first widely adopted next-
generation sequencing platform, capable of sequencing up to 3 GB in one
intrument run using 36 bp paired-end reads [6] (Figure 1.12). The throughput
of the system gradually scaled up with the introduction of new sequencing
reagents and improvements in the maximum read length. The read length
was stepwise increased from 36 bp to 50 bp and 76 bp, ultimately reaching
100 bp paired-end reads in the end of 2009 for a final throughput of up to 50
GB per run.
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Figure 1.12: Illumina GAIIx sequencing instrument (a) and flowcell (b).
Figure available at www.illumina.com.

1.8.4 HiSeq2000

While based on the same underlying chemistry, the HiSeq2000 system pro-
vides several advancements in comparison to its predecessor, the GA IIx.
The first major improvement is the possibility of sequencing two flow cells
in parallel. The two flow cells are independent, and the sequencing of the
two flow cells need not necessarily be started together, enabling a flexible run
handling. Additionally, the HiSeq2000 employs a new generation of flow cells
where both the top and the bottom surface may be populated with clusters,
effectively doubling the amount of clusters per flow cell. In conjunction with
a maximum read length of 150 bp this results in a throughput of up to 300
GB per flowcell, or 600 HB per complete instrument run. The HiSeq2000
retains the paired-end capability without the need for a separate paired-end
module, integrating this functionality in the core machine.

Table 1.1: Sequencing Throughput Development of the Illumina Platform

Instrument Date Read Length (BP) Throuput per flow-cell (GB)
GAIIx Jun 2008 36 3
GAIIx Nov 2010 76 50

HiSeq2000 Dec 2010 76 100
HiSeq2000 Feb 2011 100 150
HiSeq2000 Jun 2011 100 300
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1.9 Short-read Alignment Algorithms

A key point in the analysis of next-generation sequencing data is the sequence
alignment, where millions of short reads must by aligned to a chosen reference
sequence in reasonable time. A variety of different alignment algorithms and
strategies have been subsequently implemented since the emerge of next-
generation sequencing [55]. Due to the amount of data that is generated,
next-generation sequencing aligners use auxiliary data structure, so-called
indices, for the read or the reference sequences. Based on the properties of
these indices alignment algorithms may be grouped into two major categories.
The first group utilizes hash tables as key index structure while the second
group focuses on suffix arrays. In particular they apply and exploit the
Burrows-Wheeler string transformation for sequencing data. In the following
the different key concepts of these aligners will be discussed and specific
members of each group will be examined in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Sequence Alignment Algorithms

Program Algorithm Paired End Gapped Quality
ELAND Hash based Yes Yes No

MAQ Hash based Yes Yes Yes
Bowtie BWT No No No
BWA BWT Yes Yes Yes

1.9.1 Hash table based Algorithms

One of the first and most well known algorithms to employ hash tables for
sequence alignment were BLAST and BLAT [2, 43]. In general all hash
table based algorithms follow a seed-and-extend strategy by storing k-mer
subsequences of the query in a hash table with the k-mer sequence as key.
A database of sequences, i.e. the reference genome, is then scanned for k-
mer exact matches, the seeds, by looking up the hash table. Speed and
sensitivity is dependant on the choice of k, Blast for example uses k=11 as
default parameter. The seed hits are then extended and refined using Smith-
Waterman alignment [93, 37] and statistically significant hits are outputted.
The basic idea of hash tables for sequence alignment has been subsequently
improved and applied to short read sequencing.
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One improvement was the implementation of spaced seeds, i.e. seeds
allowing for internal mismatches. These non-consecutive seeds improve sen-
sitivity [60]. For example, a template ’111010010100110111’ requiring 11
matches at the ’1’ positions is 55% more sensitive than BLASTs default
template ’11111111111’ for two sequences of 70% similarity. The number of
mismatches in the seed is called weight.

A drawback of both the consecutive and spaced seed strategies is that
they disallow gaps within the seed. Since short insertion and deletion events,
so called Indels, are a frequent type of genomic variation this poses a prob-
lem to read mapping if an Indel is in the seed region. Per default these
types of algorithms identify gaps only during the extension step. A solu-
tion to this problem is the implementation of an index that allows gaps also
within the seed, the so-called q-gram filter. The q-gram filter is based on
the observation that at the occurrence of a w-long query string with at most
k differences (mismatches and gaps in this case), the query and the w-long
database substring share at least (w+1)-(k+1)q common substrings of length
q. In contrast to spaced seed algorithms, which initiate extension from long
seed matches, q-gram filter based algorithms typically initiate seed extension
from multiple shorter seed matches, but both algorithm categories rely on
fast lookups in a hash table [55].

Examples of hash-based algorithms are ELAND, the Illumina default
alignment program [6] and MAQ, a popular open source aligment software
[56] that was employed in this work. MAQ was later replacement by the
BWA alignment software, yet many key concepts of aligning next-generation
sequencing reads, like mapping uniqueness and mapping quality, were intro-
duced by MAQ.

1.9.1.1 MAQ

The Mapping and Assembly with Quality software, MAQ, is the first short
read aligner to adopt the concept of mapping quality. Similar to base quality
score in Sanger [30, 31] and next generation sequencing, mapping quality is
a measure of confidence that a read is actually derived from the position it is
aligned to by the mapping algorithm. This concept adresses two main prob-
lems of short read mapping: First, mammalian genomes contain a multitude
of repetitive or close to repetitive sequences on the length scale of the reads,
so in consequence a read may map equally well to multiple genomic locations.
Additionally, reads contain mismatches to the reference sequence, sequencing
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errors or genuine mutations, which may lead to incorrectly mapped reads.
A measure of mapping quality addresses these problems through allowing
to keep all ambiguously mapped reads and evaluate for each read alignment
the likelyhood that it has been wrongly mapped. Poor alignments may be
discarded later through a minimum threshold of mapping quality, to ensure
that low confidence alignments do not contribute to variant calling.

During alignment, MAQ determines the ungapped match with the lowest
mismatch rate, defined as the sum of base quality values of all mismatched
bases. With default parameters MAQ considers only the first 28 bases of
a read, the most reliable part of Illumina reads. Gapped alignment is per-
formed for reads which could not be mapped in the alignment stage but have
a reliable mapped mate pair read. To speed up the mapping, gapped align-
ment is only performed for the genomic region defined by the mapped mate.
MAQ then assigns a PHRED scaled score to each alignment that evaluates
the probability that the alignment is wrong. If the case occurs that a read
may be mapped equally well to multiple genomic locations MAQ chooses
a position randomly and assigns the read a mapping quality of zero, thus
always reporting a single alignment for each individual read. Reads with
mapping quality of zero do not contribute to variant calling but are kept to
provide valuable information about the repetitiveness of a genomic region.

The algorithm used to identify best hits is similar to ELAND. Per default,
MAQ uses six hash tables, ensuring to find all alignments with up to two
mismatches. For a 8 bp long read the six spaced seeds would for example
consist of 11110000, 00001111, 11000011, 00111100, 11001100, and 00110011.
During alignment, MAQ loads the reads into memory and applies the hash
function to transform all nucleotides at ’1’ positions of the template into a
24 bit integer. The reads are then ordered based on the integers to group
reads with similar sequences together. MAQ always indexes the reads with
two complementary templates simultaneously. Each 28 bp subsequence of
the reference is then scanned through the hash table to identify seed hits. If
a hit is found the alignment is extended to the full length of the read and the
sum of mismatching base qualities is calculated. MAQ stores the position of
the best two alignments, while additionally recording the number of 0-, 1-,
and 2-mismatch hits in the seed region. This process is repeated with the
following two templates until all templates are scanned.

The main concept of calculating a mapping quality is to evaluate mapping
uniqueness. There are several ways to define mapping uniqueness, one of the
most widely adopted being the following: A read is uniquely mapped if its
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best hit contains more mismatches than its second best hit [56]. In theory
this simple definition works well, whereas in practice the case is not that
simple. For instance consider the following two examples:

1. a read has two one-mismatch hits, one with the mismatched base having
a quality of 30 and the other having a quality of 3

2. a read has one perfect hit and 100 one-mismatch hits

In the first case the read is, according to the aforementioned definition, not
uniquely aligned, yet the Q30 mismatch may be reliable, representing a gen-
uine variation. In contrast, in the latter case the read is uniquely mapped
according to the defintion, although the alignment is highly unreliable. Thus
MAQ uses mapping quality to asign a reliability to each read alignment that
can be interpreted as the likelihood of the alignment being correct.

1.9.2 Suffix-Array-based Algorithms

Suffix-Array-based algorithms distinguish themselves from the former group
through the characteristic of building an index of the reference genome using
a certain representation or data structure, such as suffix tree, enhanced suffix
array and FM-index. The inexact matching problem is hereby first reduced
to the exact matching problem, while inexact alignments are generated from
supporting exact matches. The main advantage of using a trie is that align-
ment to multiple identical copies of a repeat in the reference genome is only
needed to be performed once. The identical copies of the repeat collapse
into a single path in the trie, whereas with a typical hash-based alignment
tool, the alignment has to be computed for each copy seperately. Special
attention has been drawn to the BurrowsWheeler transform and its use in
string matching, which will be discussed in the following.

1.9.2.1 Burrows-Wheeler Transformation

The BurrowsWheeler transform (BWT, also called block-sorting compres-
sion), is an algorithm originally invented by Michael Burrows and David
Wheeler in 1994. It was first employed in data compression techniques such
as bzip2. When a character string gets transformed by the BWT, a permu-
tation of the order of characters is created. If the original string had several
substrings that occurred multiple times, the transformed string will have
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several places where a single character is repeated multiple times in a row,
which can be exploited for compression. The BWT is performed following
three steps:

1. Generate all rotations of the character string

2. Sort the rotations in lexicographic order

3. Output the last column

An example BWT of the string .ANANAS. is giving in Table 1.3. A remark-
able property of the BWT is that the process is reversible - the original string
can be recreated from the last column data. The BWT is most successful if a
single character or substring occurs multiple times, an attribute most suited
for use with DNA sequences which consist only of a four letter alphabet. In
a new generation of alignment algorithms [57, 53, 49] the BWT is used to
index the reference genome in order to reduce memory requirements.

Table 1.3: BWT of string .ANANAS

input rotations sorting output
.ANANAS. ANANAS..
..ANANAS ANAS..AN
S..ANANA AS..ANAN
AS..ANAN NANAS..A

.ANANAS.
NAS..ANA NAS..ANA

.NNAAA.S

ANAS..AN S..ANANA
NANAS..A .ANANAS.
ANANAS.. ..ANANAS

1.9.2.2 BWA

The read alignment program BWA was developed by Heng Li at the Sanger
Center as substitute for his prior hash-based alignment tool MAQ. Since the
output of the sequencing instuments steadily increased the speed of MAQ
could not scale up to the need as new large scale sequencing programs, like
the 1000 Genomes Project [17], are conducted. Additionally, the read length
also increased and MAQ does not support gapped alignment for single reads,
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rendering it unsuitable for the alignment of longer reads where indels occur
more frequently. BWA is based on backwards search using the BWT. The
BWT is used to index the genome, effectively collapsing all repeat regions
into a single path in the prefix trie. In consequence reads do not have to
be aligned to each copy of the repeat seperately, greatly reducing alignment
time. Evaluations on both simulated and real data suggest that BWA is 10
to 20 times faster than MAQ while achieving similar accuracy. Additionally
BWA outputs the aligned sequences in the standard SAM format.

1.9.2.3 SAMtools

SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map) is a generic format for storing large DNA
sequence alignments [54]. SAMtools is a collection of programs developed
complementary to BWA to provide various utilities for manipulating align-
ments in the SAM format, including sorting, merging, indexing and generat-
ing alignments in a standard format. To circumvent the caveats that result
from sequence alignments being stored in many different formats SAM was
developed with key features:

1. Generic format to store all alignment information generated by various
alignment programs

2. Simple format to be easily generated by alignment programs or con-
verted to from existing formats

3. Compact in size, achieved by the binary SAM format (BAM)

4. Allowing most operations on the alignment to work on a stream without
loading the whole alignment into memory

5. Allowing to be indexed by genomic position to efficiently retrieve all
reads aligning to a locus

SAMtools is employed to store and manipulate alignments. Core function-
alities include sorting alignments for fast access as well as merging of align-
ments of the same sample that are sequenced in multiple lanes or sequencing
runs. With the mpileup position specific information for each chromosomal
coordinate can be extracted, which constitutes the basis for variant calling.
Additionally, SAMtools offers utility programs such as a function to remove
duplicate reads (command rmdup) and extract statistics of the alignment
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(flagstat). A text alignment viewer (tview) for visualization of alignment is
also included.

All utilities resolving around variant calling and output in the standard
variant call format VCF (and its binary form BCF) [24] are included in an
additional set of programs, bcftools. These tools handle variant calling based
on the mpileup output, variant filtering on multiple criteria (which will be
further discussed in Chapter 2.2.2. Variant Calling), generating output in
VCF or BCF format and conversion between the two.

1.10 Exome Sequencing

Exome sequencing is the term used to describe the targeted enrichement and
sequencing of all coding regions of the human genome. Despite rapidly de-
creasing sequencing costs, the cost for whole genome sequencing still remains
prohibitive for many projects, thus requiring new methods for targeted en-
richment of specific regions of the genome, in this case the complete exome.
The technique was widely adopted and used to identify new causative genes
in recessive [72, 32] and dominant disorders [71, 40, 106]. Different technolo-
gies for targeted enrichment are available, based on in-solution enrichment,
which replaced the previous array based enrichment procedures. Currently,
there are three different exome enrichment systems available:

1. The SureSelect Human All Exon 50 Mb Kit, developed by Agilent

2. The SeqCap EZ Exome library v2.0 by Roche/Nimblegen

3. The TruSeq Exome Enrichment kit from Illumina

Each system employs a form of biotinylated oligonucleotide baits that are de-
signed complementary to exonic target regions of the human genome. These
baits then hybridize to their respective targeted regions and are collected
using magnetic streptavidin beads. While all technologies follow the same
initial approach there are substantial differences between them in the target
defintion, bait density and length and the molecule employed for the capture
procedure (DNA oligos for Illumina and Nimblegen, RNA baits for Agilent
[14]). The most crucial point where these platforms differ from each other
is the bait density and spacing. Nimblegen uses overlapping baits, thus each
targeted base is covered by more than one bait. Agilent employs directly
adjacent baits to cover each targeted base exactly once, while Illumina uses
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spaced out baits, relying on paired-end reads to fill in the gaps. Another ma-
jor point of difference are the target definitions, i.e. which exonic bases are
enriched. The targeted sequences with respect to different exome definitions
(RefSeq, UCSC KnownGenes and Ensembl) are shown in Table 1.4. The
total time needed for a complete library preparation and exome enrichment
amounts to 3.5 days for Agilent and Illumina protocols and 7 days for the
Nimblegen workflow. Of special note is that Illumina is the only platform
up to date which also covers UTR regions. In the following, the SureSelect
System developed by Agilent Technologies [36] will be described in detail.

Table 1.4: Comparison of exome enrichment platforms

Nimblegen Agilent Illumina
Bait length (bp) 55-105 124-126 95

Total targets (bp) 44,070,352 51,542,882 61,884,224
RefSeq coding (bp) 29,918,359 32,326,914 31,817,166
RefSeq UTR (bp) 2,804,875 3,920,825 31,642,004
Ensembl CDS (bp) 29,779,535 33,472,589 31,918,846

Ensembl all exons (bp) 32,499,085 38,123,201 59,275,652

1.10.1 In-Solution Enrichment

Agilents SureSelect protocol follows a standard Illumina library preparation
procedure with additional steps to capture the targeted region. The genomic
library is mixed in solution with an excess of 120 bp long, biotinylated RNA
oligos, termed probes or baits, that are complementary in sequence to the
targeted exons. The probes are designed with an 60 bp overlap, ensuring that
each exonic sequence is targeted by at least two probes. These RNA baits
then anneal to their targets and are pulled down with streptavidin-coated
magnetic beads. The caught sequences are then PCR amplified with univer-
sal primers and subjugated to sequencing on a next-generation sequencing
instrument (see Figure 1.13). Standard kits are available for ’whole exome’
sequencing that target either 38 MB or 50 MB of the human genome (assem-
bly hg19). The definition of the exonic sequences is based on the Consensus
Coding Gene Set CCDS. The enrichment is a quantitative process and de-
pending on the experiment 50-80% of actual reads will directly overlap the
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targeted area. The capture process also bears certain difficulties during the
analysis of sequencing data, mainly incomplete enrichment and a non-uniform
coverage distribution over the targeted bases. These caveats will be further
discussed in Chapter 3.3.

Figure 1.13: Agilent SureSelect Workflow: Genomic library is mixed in
solution with capture probes. Specific probes bind to complementary ex-
omic sequences and are captures via magnatic beads. Image available at
www.agilent.com.
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1.10.2 Applications

Exome sequencing has become the method of choice for many researchers in
rare and common disease. The standard procedure consists of the sequencing
of the complete exomes of several affected, related or unrelated, individuals
and subsequent validation of candidate causative variants in larger cohorts
of cases and controls. This approach identified numerous new mutations
causative for a variety of diseases. One of the first successful results was
the identification of DHODH, which encodes a key enzyme in the pyrimi-
dine de novo biosynthesis pathway, of being causative for Miller syndrome
(MIM%263750). Miller syndrome is a rare multiple malformation disorder
displaying an autosomal recessive form of inheritance [72]. Another example
for the discovery of a gene causative for an autosomal recessive disorder is
WDR35 involved in Sensenbrenner syndrome / cranioectodermal dysplasia
(CED) [32].

Additonally, the genetic basis for several autosomal dominant disorders
have been elucidated by the use of exome sequencing. The first report identi-
fied heterozygous de novo variants in SETP1 as causative for Schinzel-Gideon
syndrome, a disorder characterized by severe intellectual disability, distinc-
tive facial features and multiple congenital malformations [40]. Mutations
in the gene MLL2 were proven causative for another autosomal dominant
disorder, Kabuki syndrome [71]. Kabuki syndrome is a rare, multiple mal-
formation disorder characterized by a distinctive facial appearance, cardiac
anomalies, skeletal abnormalities, immunological defects and mild to moder-
ate intellectual disability. Apart from rare disorders, there have additionally
been successful applications to common disorders, including the identification
of VPS35 as being involved in Parkinson’s disease [106]. All these studies
have in common the general setup of sequencing relatively few affected indi-
viduals, ranging from 3 to 10 patients.

Moving beyond the single causative mutation scenarios, exome sequencing
has also been applied to identify an excess amount of de-novo mutations in
several different genes as prime cause of general Intellectual Disability [98]
and Shizophrenia [34]. In both studies an increased de novo mutation rate
could be demonstrated in the affected individuals, while the evaluation of
causality of the individual variants still differs from case to case.

On the other hand there have been larger studies employing exome se-
quencing as the method of choice. The sequencing of 50 exomes led to the
identification of EPAS1, a transcription factor involved in response to hy-
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poxia, as key to high altitude adaption when compairing Tibetian and Han
Chinese samples [105]. The discovered polymorphism in EPAS1 had a 78%
frequency difference between the two populations. In another study 200
exomes of danish origin were sequenced, revealing an excess amount of low-
frequency (minor allele frequencies between 2% and 5%), non-synonymous
variation [58].

These examples demonstrate that exome sequencing is established as a
state-of-the-art technology in genetic research. Therefore new computational
methods have to be developed for the analysis of exome sequencing data. In
the following an automated anaylsis pipeline and database structure covering
all steps necessary to identify causative variants in exome sequencing data
and the application of this pipeline in four distinct projects is presented.
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Chapter 2

Results

2.1 Analysis Pipeline for Next-Generation Se-

quencing Data

For the analysis of next generation sequencing data in general and whole ex-
ome sequencing in particular, an automated analysis pipeline was developed
and implemented. The pipeline is a combination of public available software
and custom developed scripts with the aim of generating reliable variant
calls and to identify candidate genes for a variety of disorders and different
study designs. It calculates quality metrics and performs read alignment to
the reference sequence, variant calling, variant annotation and selection of
candidate variants according to the suspected underlying genetic model. All
called variants are imported in an relational database scheme and candidate
gene identification is facilitated through data base query. A web front end
has been implemented where users are able to search the database using pre-
formulated queries. The pipeline has a modular composition and subsets of
components may be run in an arbitrary combination. For manual inspec-
tion of the results, bed- and html-files are provided. For variant annotation
external resources like dbSNP, the UCSC Genome Browser gene tables, the
Human Gene Mutation Database HGMD, the 1000 Genomes Project results
and polyphen predictions are integrated. The pipeline has been sucessfully
employed in identifying new genes implicated in Intellectual Disability (ID)
[42] and Parkinson’s disease [106]. An schematic overview of the pipeline
can be seen in Figure 2.1 and the individual components are discussed in
detail in the following section. Table 2.1 shows the individual programs and
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Figure 2.1: Exome sequencing analysis pipeline: Schematic overview of com-
ponents.

scripts, their respective origin (public available or custom developed) and
their purpose in the analysis pipeline as seen in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Components

Custom analysis starts following the completion of the standard image anal-
ysis and base calling steps of the Illumina pipeline. As a first step an initial-
ization file is created by the user which contains all relevant information to
initiate the pipeline. The following entries are mandatory in the initialization
file:

1. Input folder: Run folder of the Illumina analysis pipeline (for sequence
file retrival)

2. Reference genome (default human reference genome, assembly hg19)

3. Output folder: Destination of all output files

With this information a config file containing all analysis steps that will
be executed is created. All parameters for the specific analysis steps may
be altered by the user prior to analysis. If only certain analysis steps are
to be performed, for example if specific analysis steps are repeated using
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Table 2.1: Individual Pipeline Programs and Scripts

Name Origin Function
pipeline.pl custom pipeline initialization

Utilities.pm custom pipeline initialization
bwa public alignment

samtools public variant calling
bwa aln.pl custom alignment

parse stats.pl custom run statistics
varfilter.pl custom variant filtering

filterSNPs.pl custom variant filtering
checkPileup.pl custom variant filtering

annotateSNPs.pl custom variant annotation
annotateIndel.pl custom variant annotation

codingSNPStats.pl custom variant statistics
transversion.pl custom variant statistics

snvdbExomeInsert custom database import
statsdb.pl custom database import

different parameter settings, a list containing these analysis steps can be
optionally provided in the configuration file. The pipeline then executes only
the specified components.

2.2.1 Alignment

Alignment of the reads to the selected reference genome is performed using
BWA [53] with mainly the default parameters (Chapter 1.5.2.2). Reads are
aligned in paired-end mode (commands bwa aln and bwa sampe) and the
output alignment is stored in the binary SAM format (.bam) [54]. The
additional parameter -q is employed during alignment to iteratively trim
reads of low quality bases at the ends of each read. The default quality for
trimming is set to 15 but may be altered by the user in the initialization
file. BWA trims a read as follows: Let qi be the base quality at the i-th
position of a read, l be the original read length, x a position in the read and
INT the trimming quality threshold. The length of the trimmed read equals

argmaxx(
l∑

i=x+1

INT − qi) if ql < INT . The removal of low quality bases at
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the end of reads reduces the possibilty of false positive SNV calls during the
sunsequent variant calling step.

2.2.2 Variant Calling

The accurate identification of sequence variants is the key step in the analysis
of exome sequencing data. In the following parameter settings and filter crite-
ria that are employed in the pipeline are discussed in detail. The paramount
objective in variant calling is to distinguish sequencing errors from genuine
variants. This process has some ceveats: If a single read shows a single mis-
match to the reference sequence it is X times more likely to constitute a
sequencing error (approximate error rate 1 in 100) than a true variant (ap-
proximate human mutation rate 10−8). Accuracy in variant calling stems
from the redundant sequences as each genomic position is covered by multi-
ple reads. If multiple reads show the same mismatch to the reference genome
it likely represents a true variant as errors are mainly random. An exception
are systematic errors like sequencing artifacts which are discussed in Chapter
3.2. Another difficulty is the detection of heterozygous variants in diploid
organisms. Even though an equal distribution of alleles is assumed, a ran-
dom sampling of alleles occurs during sequencing. This results in the need
for a high amount of coverage to reliably detect heterozygotes. It is gener-
ally assumed that coverage levels of 20-30X are required to reliably detect
99% of heterozygous variants [56]. This problem is further aggrevated by the
fact that the alignment is slightly biased towards reference alleles. During
the alignment step all variants are treated as mismatches to the reference
genome, thus reads which already contain variant alleles are more difficult
to align as all alignment programs have a maximum number of mismatches
to the reference genome which may be tolerated due to the time constraint
on alignment. In practice this leads to the variant allele being on average
slightly underrepresented. Variant calling algorithms thus have to compen-
sate for this situation when trying to accurately fit a statistical model. In
the following the variant calling and filtering of the SAMtools package and
how it is employed in the analysis pipeline will be further discussed.

2.2.2.1 SNV Calling

Single nucleotide variants are called using the mpileup function of BWA,
employing the following parameter settings.
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1. -M maximum mapping quality that can be assigned to a read (default
60, only achievable with mapped mate in paired-end reads

2. -q omit alignments with a mapping quality below threshold (default 0)

3. -Q omit bases with base quality value below threshold (default 5)

Further parameters are specified for identification of indels, especially to set
minimum requirements for indel calls:

1. -L maximum read depth (default 250)

2. -m minimum total number of gapped reads fpr indel candidates (default
1)

3. -F minimum fraction of gapped reads for indel candidates (default
0.002)

4. -e PHRED-scaled gap open error porbability (default 40)

5. -o PHRED-scaled gap extension error probability (default 20)

2.2.2.2 Variant Filtering

A first filtering of the variants is performed using the varFilter function of
vcftools. The following parameters are set for the filtering process:

1. -Q Root Mean Square (RMS) mapping quality

2. -d minimum read depth

3. -D maximum read depth

4. -a minimum number of alternate alleles

5. -w window around gaps in which SNVs are filtered

6. -W window size around gaps

In addition to the vcftools variant filter a set of custom developed filters
is implemented to apply auxiliary quality parameters. Three different filter
criteria and default values are employed:
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1. The total perecentage of reads indicating the variant allele (default
15%)

2. The ratio of forward to reverse reads showing the variant allele (default
5%)

3. The median quality of the variant bases (deafult median quality 20)

The first criteria ensures that sufficient reads indicate the variant allele. This
is mainly important in regions with high coverage to ensure that sufficient
distinct reads indicate a potential variant. The second and third criteria were
specifically developed and configured to mitigate the problem of false positive
variant calls resulting from systematic errors. This phenomenon is commonly
referred to as sequencing artifacts and further described in Chapter 3.1.

2.2.3 Run Statistics

Key run parameters are recorded by the pipeline in order to assess the success
of the sequencing and enrichment experiments. These parameters include:

1. Percentage of duplicate reads

2. Percentage of mapped reads

3. Number of targeted bases that are covered at levels 1X, 4X, 8X and
20X

4. Percentage of reads that are on target

The first two parameters cover the sequencing experiment itself. The amount
of duplicate reads, in short duplicates, are a measure of quality for a library.
Duplicates are defined as reads with identical outer coordinates, i.e. the start
coordinate of the first read and the end coordinate of the second read are
equal for two or more read pairs. This implies that the same DNA fragment
was sequenced multiple times, denoting two problems. On the one hand,
multiple sequencing of the same fragment does not yield new sequence in-
formation. On the the other hand, multiple sequencing bears the danger of
generating false positive SNV calls. As the human genome is sheared ran-
domly it is highly unlikely that fragments with the exact same start and end
coordinates are generated during this step, the duplicate fragments are rather
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created during the PCR amplification step. Since the PCR polymerase intro-
duces errors with a certain probability an error during an early PCR cycle
gets propagated through all further amplification rounds. If the identical
fragments are then sequenced and aligned, each of them shows the same mis-
match to reference sequence, thus generating a possible false positive SNV
call. As a consequence, duplicates are removed after the alignment, but be-
fore the variant calling step. Duplicate removal is facilitated through the bwa
rmdup command. The percentage of duplicates is highly dependant on the
amount of starting material and the number of PCR cycles during library
preparation. After duplicate removal, bwa should be able to align more than
98% of the remaining reads to the human reference genome hg19. A signifi-
cant deviation of the total amount of aligned reads from this value indicates
problems during the library preparation or sequencing of this sample, and
the experiment is repeated if necessary.

2.3 Exome Variant Database

All identified variants are imported into a relational database. The identifi-
cation of candidate genes is then facilitated through database queries. The
database is accessible via a web interface where preformulated queries allow
the search for candidate genes. A schematic overview of the database is seen
in Figure 2.2. The scheme resolves around three central tables:

1. SNV table storing all variants and annotations

2. Sample table storing all information about the sample

3. Table snvsample resolving the n:m reslationship between samples and
variants

As one sample has obviously many variants (on average 20,000 coding SNVs)
and each variant may be detected in multiple samples the snvsample table
becomes a necessity to link each sample to their respective variants. Variant
annotation, such as occurence in dnSNP, hgmd or the 1000 Genomes Project
as well as functional consequences in the corresponding gene is also stored
in the variants table. Additionally, polyphen2 predictions are included here.
The sample table is linked to our LIMS system to store sample specific quality
measures of both sample preparation and the sequencing run. These quality
values include all the parameters discussed in Chapter 2.2.3 Run Statistics.
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Figure 2.2: Exome variant database: Schematic overview

While a given variant may be detected in multiple samples, quality values
such as coverage of the variant, bwa SNV score, percentage of reads showing
the variant allele and median base quality of the variant base are stored in
the snvsample table. Apart from these main tables the database contains
several additional tables linking specific diseases to the affected samples and
variants to their respective genes.

2.3.1 Candidate Gene identification

Figure 2.3 shows the database web front end. The specific parameters and
queries to facilitate candidate gene identification for a variety of different
settings is discussed in the following. In addition to candidate gene searches,
the database provides further functionality. Coordinate based queries allow
the display of all variants at a specific position, while gene queries report all
variants in a certain gene. This functionality is especially useful to assess, for
example, how many deleterious variants are present in non-affected individ-
uals, aiding in the process of estimating how plausible the discovered genes
are.

2.3.2 Query Parameters

The majority of parameters are similar between all query types and these
will be discussed in the following. The first batch of parameters handle the
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Figure 2.3: Database web front end

basic search conditions. Which samples should be used as cases and controls,
especially certain samples or complete disease phenotypes may be excluded
from the controls. This setting is used if multiple samples or pedigrees share
the same disease phenotype, where it is possible that they also share the same
causative variant. The parameter ’alleles’ specifies the underlying inheritance
model, dominant (alleles = 1) or recessive (alleles = 2). In the recessive
setting both homozygous as well as compound heterozygous variants in a gene
are identified. In the next parameters one can specify how many samples of
the case group have to bear the variation and how often the variant is allowed
in the controls. When querying for severe dominant disorders the ’allowed
in controls’ parameter is typically set to zero, whereas it is prudent to allow
the variant with a low frequency in controls in the recessive setting as there
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may be carriers among the sample group.
The next set of paramaters apply constraints to the variants. Variants

from dbSNP and especially HapMap exceeding a certain frequency may be
excluded. The default settings exclude all HapMap variants with an aver-
age heterozygosity of more than 2%, but these settings may be modified to
exclude any dbSNP or HapMap variants by frequency. Additionally, a mini-
mum SNV quality, as calculated by SAMtools, may be set. Lastly, the type
of variation may be determined. In the default setting all missense, nonsense,
splice-site SNVs are displayed along with all coding indels and frame-shift
mutations. Synonymous, intronic, near splice site and UTR variants can be
optionally displayed.

2.3.3 Query Types

There are three different query types available: Pedigree based, gene based,
and de-novo centered queries.

Pedigree based queries: These queries aim at identifying causative mu-
tations in a sample of related individuals. Typically three to four affected
family members are sequenced. As the affected individuals all stem from the
same family it can be assumed that they share the same causative variant.
The query thus identifies all variants that are shared between the family mem-
bers, but do not exceed a certain frequency in the specified control group (as
discussed in the previous section). If the suspected underlying disease mech-
anism is recessive both homozygote and compound heterozygote mutations,
i.e. two heterozygote missense mutations in the same gene, are displayed.
With an additional parameter the minimum occurence of the variant(s) in the
pedigree can be specified, so it can be allowed that some affected individuals
do not have the variant. This is necessary to handle potential phenocopies
in the pedigree, which can occur in particular when dealing with common
disorders like Parkinson’s disease or Cardiomyopathys. An example pedigree
based query is shown below. The queries are preformulated, user defined
parameters (shown in italics in the example) for the queries are parsed from
the web interface.
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SELECT result FROM
snv v RIGHT JOIN snvsample x on (v.idsnv = x.idsnv)
LEFT JOIN dgv dgv on (v.chrom = dgv.chrom AND
v.start=dgv.start)
LEFT JOIN sample s on (s.idsample = x.idsample)
LEFT JOIN snvgene y on (v.idsnv = y.idsnv)
LEFT JOIN gene g on (g.idgene = y.idgene)
INNER JOIN snv2disease f ON (v.idsnv = f.fidsnv)
LEFT JOIN hgmdpro.hg19coordsmod h ON (v.chrom =
h.chromosome AND v.start = h.coordSTART)
LEFT JOIN disease2gene dg ON (s.iddisease=dg.iddisease AND
g.idgene=dg.idgene)
LEFT JOIN pph2 pph ON v.idsnv=pph.idsnv
WHERE s.pedigree = pedigree id
AND x.snvqual ≥ quality threshhold
AND x.alleles ≥ 1
AND frequency in hapMap / frequency in dbSNP ≤ fre-
quency threshhold
AND mutation types
AND gene not in blacklist
AND passed quality params
AND selected disorder
GROUP BY variants
HAVING count variant allele ≥ min occurence threshhold
ORDER BY chromosome, position

Gene based queries: Gene based queries are very similar to the previ-
ously described pedigree based searches but exhibit a key difference: In this
setting unrelated individuals affected by the same disorder are investigated.
Thus it is not likely that the individuals share the same causative variant(s).
On the other hand it can be assumed that mutations in the same gene might
be responsible. These query type outputs all variants that affect the same
gene in each of the inspected samples. Likewise to gene based queries both
homozygote and compound heterozygote variants are determined and a num-
ber of individuals who do not have mutations in the same gene can be allowed
to cope with phencopies. An example gene based query is displayed in the
following. It differs from the previously shown pedigree based query mainly
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in the GROUP BY clause where in this case the result is grouped by the
gene symbol first, ensuring that a specified number of affeceted individuals
have variants in the same gene.

SELECT result FROM
snv v RIGHT JOIN snvsample x on (v.idsnv = x.idsnv)
LEFT JOIN dgv dgv on (v.chrom = dgv.chrom AND
v.start=dgv.start)
LEFT JOIN sample s on (s.idsample = x.idsample)
LEFT JOIN snvgene y on (v.idsnv = y.idsnv)
LEFT JOIN gene g on (g.idgene = y.idgene)
INNER JOIN snv2disease f ON (v.idsnv = f.fidsnv)
LEFT JOIN hgmdpro.hg19coordsmod h ON (v.chrom =
h.chromosome AND v.start = h.coordSTART)
LEFT JOIN disease2gene dg ON (s.iddisease=dg.iddisease AND
g.idgene=dg.idgene)
LEFT JOIN pph2 pph ON v.idsnv=pph.idsnv
WHERE s.pedigree = pedigree id
AND x.snvqual ≥ quality threshhold
AND x.alleles ≥ 1
AND frequency in hapMap / frequency in dbSNP ≤ fre-
quency threshhold
AND mutation types
AND gene not in blacklist
AND passed quality params
AND selected disorder
GROUP BY genesymbol, variant HAVING count(distinct
v.chrom,v.start) ≥ min occurence threshhold OR max(x.alleles) ≥
min occurence threshhold ORDER BY chromosome, position

De-novo variant queries: The third query type covers a different exper-
imental setup, the sequencing of trios of father, mother and affected child.
Usually this setup is chosen if the affected child of the healthy parents has
a severe disorder where the suspected cause of the disorder is a new muta-
tion that occured de-novo in a child. This query type consequently excludes
all variants that at least one parent shares with the child as these can be
eliminated as possible disease origin. All potential de-novo variants are then
again checked against the control sample to further exclude variants. The
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results of de-novo queries typically have a slightly elevated false positive rate
as two types of errors are possible. False positive calls in the affected child,
the same error that can occur in all types of experimental settings, as well as
false negative, i.e. missed calls in one of the parental exomes. These missed
calls can lead to variants being falsely classified as de-novo that are actually
inherited. Consequently, all variants have to be investigated in the complete
trio during validation step to validate the de-novo state. De-novo queries are
similar to pedigree-based queries with the only difference being that none of
the potential causative variants is allowed in the unaffected members of the
pedigree, i.e. the parents.

2.4 Identification of Disease Causing and Dis-

ease Associated Muations

The pipeline was employed for successful identification of disease causing and
disease associated mutations in four distinct projects, showing the application
of the software for variant identification in different areas of the mutational
spectrum.

2.5 Somatic Mutations - Identification of re-

curring tumor-specific somatic mutations

in acute myeloid leukemia by transcrip-

tome sequencing.

During development an alpha version of the analysis pipeline, in particular
the alignment, variant calling, filtering and annotation components (with ex-
ception of the database), was employed to identify recurring tumor-specific
somatic mutations in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) [38]. It had been re-
cently shown that tumor-specific driver mutations could be identified in AML
by comparing variants from a tumor and a remission sample of the same pa-
tient [52, 63]. Whole exome sequencing kits were not yet available, thus due
to the prohibitive cost of whole genome sequencing a whole transcriptome
(mRNA-seq) approach by sequencing all transcriptionally active genes was
chosen. Mutations were detected by comparing the transcriptome sequence of
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an AML sample with the corresponding remission sample, essentially replac-
ing the database comparison that was used later for whole exome sequencing
projects.

The incidence rate of a cute myeloid leukemia (AML) is approximately
three to four cases per 100,000 individuals, thus representing one of the most
abundant hematological malignancys. In particular the long term prognosis
is is very poor, the 5 year survival rate ranges from 25 to 30%. The most
frequent cause of AML are chromosmal abberations, which are encountered in
approximately half of the patients with AML, whereas the other half displays
a normal karyotype (cytogenetically normal-AML) [68]. Despite a growing
number of studies elucidating the molecular background of the disease there
still remain about 25% of AML patients where no currently known mutation
can be identified.

In this study a diagnostic bone marrow sample was collected from a 69
year old patient, diagnosed with AML M1 in May 2008. A complete remis-
sion could be achieved by an induction therapy using the sequential high-dose
cytosine arabinoside and mitoxantrone (S-HAM) protocol, and a remission
sample from peripheral blood was taken after leukocyte recovery in July 2008.
Approximately 50x106 cells from each sample were used for mRNA extrac-
tion using Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The sequencing library
was prepared using mRNA-Seq sample preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego,
CA, USA). In brief, mRNA was selected using oligo-dT beads (dynabeads,
Invitrogen). The mRNA was then fragmented using metal ion hydrolysis
and reversely transcribed using random hexamer primers. Following steps
included end repair, adapter ligation, size selection and polymerase chain
reaction enrichment [38].

Sequence alignment was performed using the analysis pipeline as previ-
ously described. In order to be able to map reads spanning splice junctions an
expanded reference sequence comprising the human genome assembly (build
NCBI36/hg18) and all annotated splice sites extracted from the University of
California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser-known gene track was used.
Splice site extraction was performed using a custom Perl script (spliceRef.pl).
In total, 127,115,919 paired-end reads of 36 bp length for the AML sample
(totalling 4.35 GB of sequence), of which 95.08% aligned to the reference se-
quence, and 187,782,678 paired-end reads (5.54 GB) for the remission sample
with 82% aligning to the reference, were generated on multiple GAII runs.
During alignment, 31.27% and 39.81% apparently duplicated reads were re-
moved from the AML and remission sample, respectively. This comparably
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of reads mapping to exonic, intronic and intergenic
regions for the AML (a) and remission sample (b). Figure reprinted from
[38]

high number of duplicate reads stems from sequencing of limited input ma-
terial (only expressed mRNA) to a relatively high coverage.

The success of the RNA library preparation was assessed by the percent-
age of reads matching to known exons from the UCSC genome browser. For
the AML sample, ∼63% of reads aligned to exons, ∼28.5% to introns and
∼7.5% to intergenic regions, whereas for the remission sample, ∼73.5% of
reads aligned to exons, ∼20.5% to introns and ∼6% to intergenic regions
(Figure 2.4). The relatively high levels of intronic reads stem from unspliced
mRNAs. The proportions of intronic and exonic reads showed high varation
between different preparations from the same samples. This is an indication
that minor differences in RNA concentration and quality might strongly in-
fluence the competitive binding of shorter spliced and longer incompletely
spliced mRNAs to oligo dT-beads [38].

To assess the number of genes that were sufficiently covered for mutation
detection a non-redundant mRNA set from the Ensembl transcripts database
was compiled, resulting in a set of 35,876 genes. The average sequence read
depth for every gene was calculated. The read depth per gene ranged from 0
to over 1000. A total of 10,152 genes had an average read depth of at least
sevenfold and 6,989 genes had an average read depth of 20 or greater in both
samples. These genes were considered as sufficiently covered for accurate
mutation detection. Coverage levels varied grately due to expression bias.
Nevertheless all positions, even when covered with less than 20 reads, were
used for initial mutation detection, accepting a higher false positive rate for
poorly covered genes. Figure 2.5 shows a histogram of the per gene average
read depth for both samples, and the average read depth for the AML and
the remission sample seperately.
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Figure 2.5: Histograms of the sequence coverage in a non-redundant gene set
based on the Ensembl annotation (35,876 genes) for genes detected in both
samples (left), the acute myeloid leukemia (AML, middle) and remission
(right) samples. Minimum sequence coverage is plotted on the x-axis and
number of genes is plotted on the y-axis. 10,152 genes were sequenced with
an average coverage of 7 or greater, 6,989 genes with an average coverage
of 20 or greater and 5,535 genes with an average coverage of at least 30 in
both samples (left). The result obtained from the AML sample was 11,293
genes with an average coverage of 7 or greater, 7,878 genes with an average
coverage of 20 or greater and 6,326 genes with an average coverage of 30 or
greater (middle). The sequencing of the remission yielded 11,906 genes with
an average coverage of 7 or greater, 8,805 genes with an average coverage of
20 or greater and 7,446 genes at an average coverage of at least 30 (right).
The high proportion of genes detected in both samples indicates a good
comparability of expression profiles. Figure reprinted from [38]

Single-nucleotide variants and indels were called, filtered and annotated
in the AML sample using the analysis pipeline with the default paramters as
previously described, resulting in 8,978 SNVs in coding regions. In the next
step, all coding SNVs that were present in the dbSNP database version 130
or in the exomes of 8 HapMap samples [73] were excluded. The remaining
926 sites contained 612 SNVs, which led to an amino acid substitution or
which disrupted canonical splice sites (the remaining 314 SNVs comprised
synonymous variants). These 612 SNVs were then compared with the un-
filtered calls of the remission sample at these 612 positions. We excluded
all positions with any indication that the same SNV was also present in the
remission sample. This strategy resulted in the identification of 11 candidate
SNVs unique to the tumor sample. Capillary sequencing of genomic DNA
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from both the tumor and the remission sample confirmed five SNVs, which
affected the genes RUNX1, TLE4, SHKBP1, XPO7 and RRP8. Two SNVs
were false positives with the same heterozygous SNVs being also present in
the genomic DNA of the remission sample, four SNVs could not be confirmed
in the AML sample. Table 2.2 shows the four confirmed mutations and their
respective consequence on the corresponding protein. All four mutations were
heterozygous. Among the identified tumor-specific mutations were strong

Table 2.2: Confirmed tumor-specific mutations

Gene Position Amino Acid Read depth Read depth
(hg18) Substitution AML Remission

TLE4 chr9:81523675 N511S 167 114
SHKBP1 chr19:45775904 V89I 81 249
RUNX1 chr21:35128760 Q208X 59 36
XPO7 chr8:21883756 R139G 52 44
RRP8 chr11:6579867 S85C 23 38

candidates for leukemogenesis in this patient. RUNX1 (AML1 ) carried a
heterozygous stop mutation in the Runt domain. RUNX1 is the fusion part-
ner of RUNX1T1 in the recurring t(8;21) (q22;q22) translocation present in
813% of de novo AML cases [77]. In addition, point mutations in RUNX1
have recently been described in AML at a frequency of 810% [74]. TLE4 is
located on chromosome 9 band q34, which is frequently deleted in AML with
t(8;21) translocations, and is therefore a putative tumor suppressor gene. Ad-
ditionally, the TLE4 protein interacts with RUNX1, and haploinsufficiency
of TLE4 was shown to collaborate with the RUNX1/RUNX1T1 fusion to
rescue cells from apoptosis [25]. The third tumor-specific SNV resulted in a
missense mutation (V89I) in SHKBP1 (also known as SETA binding protein
1, SB1 ). Through SETA, SHKBP1 interacts with CBL, a ubiquitin ligase
that regulates the degradation of FLT3. CBL mutations, which result in the
increased activity of FLT3, have been described in AML and myelodysplastic
syndrome. Thus, it is possible that SB1 mutations affect FLT3 signaling.
SHKBP1 overexpression in cell lines has antiapoptotic effects [9, 81, 59]. The
fourth and fifth AML-specific mutations were missense mutations in XPO7 (a
member of the importin beta superfamily) and RRP8 (a methyltransferase,
possibly involved in ribosomalRNA processing). These two mutations have
no apperent link to AML and putatively constitute passenger mutations.
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Based on these results a collective of 95 AML patients was screened for ad-
dtional mutations in the three candidate genes RUNX1, TLE4 and SHKBP1.
11 additional patients had heterozygous mutations in RUNX1, while 2 ad-
ditional mutations could be identified in both TLE4 and SHKBP1, lending
further evidence that mutations in these two genes contribute to Leukemia-
genesis in these patients.

The author’s contributions to this work were the implementation of the
core analysis pipeline components (read mapping, variant calling, filtering
and annotation), primary data analysis, candidate variant identification by
tumor/remission sample comparison and writing of the manuscript.

2.6 Monogenic Disorders - Identification of

mutations in Adaptor Protein Complex 4

proteins as cause of Intellectual Disability

Intellectual disability (ID), with a prevalence of approximately 2%, is the
most frequent cause of severe cognitive-dysfunction disorders. A new, autosomal-
recessive subtype of ID with the distinct symptoms of progressive spastic
paraplegia, shy character and short statue could be identified by employ-
ing a combination of autozygosity mapping and either Sanger sequencing of
candidate genes or next-generation exome sequencing. Using this approach
mutations in each of the three genes encoding adaptor protein complex 4
(AP4) subunits were identified [42]. In total, three consanguineous families
with eight affected individuals were investigated. The affected individuals
presented with severe intellectual disability, absent speech, shy character,
stereotypic laughter, muscular hypotonia that progressed to spastic paraple-
gia, microcephaly, foot deformity, decreased muscle mass of the lower limbs,
inability to walk, and growth retardation. In the following, the discovery of
a mutation in the gene AP4S1 using exome capture and sequence anaylsis
by the previously described pipeline will be discussed in detail.

In this case, DNA from a single individual of a nuclear family was en-
riched with the SureSelect Human All Exon Kit 38Mb kit and subsequently
sequenced on a Illumina GAIIx with 76bp paired-end reads. Sequence anal-
ysis was performed using the pipeline as previously detailed. In this special
case the sequencing of a single individual was sufficient due to two further
filtering criteria for variants:
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1. The parents are a consaguinus union, in consequence the causative
mutation is expected to be homozygous

2. A previous linkage analysis is available and only variants from the link-
age region were considered as causative

In total, 26,037 variants were identified. Of these, 6,655 variants were
coding and homozygous, 345 of those were rare (frequency below 2% in db-
SNP and the in-house exome database), and 139 of those were nonsynony-
mous. There were two variants identified that were located in the linkage
region on chromosome 14: a missense variant in the last exon of SLC22A17
(Val477Met) and a nonsense variant in the first coding exon of AP4S1 (Arg42*)
[42]. A region of interest (in this case the linkage) may be optionally supplied
to the pipeline during analysis. Variants residing in this region are then au-
tomatically highlighted when the results of the database query are displayed.
The variants cosegregated with the affected status within the family, and
were not present in a control group consisting of 740 chromosomes of similar
ethnical background, providing further evidence for that one of these variants
is causative for ID in this family. Additionally, both variants were subjected
to an in silico analysis with MutationTaster [90] and PolyPhen [79], which
showed a high probability for a pathogenic effect for both variants.

Both SLC22A17 (highly expressed in the brain and belonging to the
organic cation transporter family [MIM611461]) and AP4S1 (encoding the
small subunit of the adaptor complex 4, MIM [607243]) are thus good po-
tential candidates for ID. It was assumed that the mutation in AP4S1 is the
true causative mutation due to two main reasons:

1. The clinical presentation of affected persons with mutations in the dif-
ferent AP4 subunits shows high similarity. Two additional families
with mutations in this protein complex have been identified by linkage
and candidate gene approaches

2. The mutation introduces a premature stop codon, truncating the pro-
tein in the first exon

Although an additional effect of the SLC22A17 variant in the linkage
region can not be ruled out with certainty. By mediating several types
of vesicle formation and selecting cargo molecules to be included in these
vesicles, adaptor protein complexes, like AP4, assume a pivotel role in the
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signal-mediated trafficking of integral membrane proteins. These complexes
have a heterotetrameric composition which is evolutionarily conserved and
consist of four distinct subunits [42]. The different adaptor complexes are
known to be associated with ID as mutations have already been linked to
human disorders. For example, mutations of AP1S2 (encoding a subunit of
the adaptor complex 1 [MIM300629]) cause an X-linked form of intellectual
disability [8, 95]. Mutations in AP3B1 (encoding a subunit of the adaptor
complex 3 [MIM 603401]) cause Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome type 2 (HPS
[MIM 608233]), a disease characterized by hypopigmentation of the eyes and
skin, prolonged bleeding, and lysosomal ceroid storage [11].

The author’s contribution to this project consisted of implementation of
analysis pipeline components, in particular the realization of the relational
database scheme, primary data analysis of the family investigated by exome
sequencing and drafting the sequencing paragraph of the manuscript.

2.7 Common Disease I - Identification of a

mutation in VPS35 causing late-onset Parkin-

son

One of the first whole exome sequencing projects employing the pipeline was
the identification of a causative mutation in an Austrian family in which 16
members were affected by Parkinson’s disease (PD)[106]. PD was suspected
to be inherited in an autosomal dominant mode with high penetrance. The
family consisted of seven affected members that were available for clinical and
DNA investigations. The most distantly related cousins were sunjected to
exome sequencing in order to identify potentially disease-causing variant. Se-
lecting distantly related members of the pedigree minimizes the proportion of
alleles shared by descent. Exome sequencing was performed on a Genome An-
alyzer IIx system (Illumina), exonic sequences were captured by in-solution
enrichment (SureSelect Human All Exon 38 Mb kit, Agilent). Read align-
ment, variant calling and filtering, and selection of candidate causative mu-
tations was performed using the analysis pipeline as previously described.
The pedigree based database search identified 10 rare variants shared be-
tween the two samples. Table 2.3 shows the stepwise filtering process, only
the 10 shared variants are the result of the database query. Only a single
heterozygous variant in the VPS35 gene (c.1858G>A, p.Asp620Asn) fulfilled
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Table 2.3: Stepwise variant filtering for two PD cases

Patient 1 Patient 2
Total variants (SNVs + Indels) 24,804 23,783

Coding + splice site (SS) variants 16,236 15,931
Non-synonymous (NS) + SS variants 7,717 7,517
Rare NS + SS variants (dbSNP132) 1,158 1,128

Rare NS + SS variants (exome database) 410 392
Shared variants in Patient 1 and 2 10

two further criteria of being possibly causative:

1. it was found in all seven affected members investigated

2. it was absent in approximately 680 KORA S4 general population sam-
ples [103]

Additionally, two further families carrying this mutation were identified. All
eight affected individuals were investigated in both families and the VPS35
variant was detected in all of them. On the other hand the variant was
abesent in a second set of 554 Austrian controls and in an additional 1014
KORA-AGE controls. Cross-species alignment of plants, fungi, invertebrates,
and vertebrates VPS35 showed complete conservation of amino acid Asp620
[106]. The likely consequence of the Asp620Asn variant was predicted to be
damaging by PolyPhen2 [79], SNAP [10] and SIFT [1]. The crystal structure
of the C-terminal part of VPS35, the area of the protein in which the variant
p.Asp620Asn is located, has been resolved [39]. The impact on protein stabil-
ity was investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The mutation
was manually introduced to the crystal structure and the side chains were
modeled by scwrl 4.0 [47]. All MD simulations were performed via GRO-
MACS 4.5, with the allatom force field AMBER0335 and the water model
TIP3P36 as parameters. The protein is found on the edge of a helix interact-
ing with VPS29. Wild-type residue Asp620 forms frequent hydrogen bonds
(HBs) to Lys622, but these bonds are less frequent in the p.Asp620Asn vari-
ant (Figure 2.6). This change results in the loss of salt bridges and cause the
protein to be locally more flexible, culminating in convincing computational
evidence that this mutation may indeed be causative for Parkinson’s disease
in these patients [106].
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Figure 2.6: Molecular dynamics modeling: Hydrogen bonds (HB) are shown
as red dashed lines. Wild type form is displayed in green, mutation
Asp620Asn in orange. Asp620 forms a HB to Lys622 and shows an additional
saltbridge interaction, Asp620Asn forms fewer HBs, and no electrostatic in-
teraction is possible. Figure reprinted from [106].

Additionally, there is reason from the biological side that makes this vari-
ant a plausible choice: VPS35 is a component of the retromer complex and is
involved in retrograde transport from the endosomes back to the trans-Golgi
network [7]. This multi-protein complex consists of the cargo-recognition
VPS26 -VPS29 -VPS35 heterotrimer and a membrane-targeting heterodimer
or homodimer of SNX1 and/or SNX2 [7, 84]. All proteins involved are evo-
lutionarily conserved and have been previously described in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. Most interesting in this context is the involvement of the retromer
into the retrograde transport of SORL1, a VPS10P -domain receptor protein
that has been implicated in Alzheimer disease [104, 83].

We therefore concluded that the variant Asp620Asn is indeed causative
for PD in the investigated families [106]. Simultaneously a report was pub-
lished that identified the Asp620Asn mutation in VPS35 to be involved in
Parkinson’s disease in a Swiss kindred, three more families and one patient
with sporadic PD [96].
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The author’s contribution constitued the analysis pipeline, primary data
analysis and writing the sequencing paragraphs of the manuscript.

2.8 Common Disease II - Dysfunctional nitric

oxide signaling increases risk of myocar-

dial infarction

Myocardial infarction (MI) is a life-threatening disease, which results from
sudden atherothrombotic occlusion of a coronary artery (coronary artery dis-
ease, CAD). Most cases of MI occur sporadically. The importance of genetic
predisposition to MI/CAD is best documented by genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) with more than 30 loci identified so far. Auxillary to spo-
radic manifestations the disease sometimes clusters in families, indicating
possible monogenic subforms. In addition to such large-scale studies of spo-
radic cases, investigation of families with multiple affected individuals can
potentially provide new insight in the pathogenesis of the disorder [86, 89].

The starting point of the present study was the identification of a MI
family with 30 members diagnosed with CAD of whom 17 had early onset
MI (< 60 years of age). Prior to the next-generation sequencing approach the
family was already examined using traditional methods. Microsatellite-based
linkage analysis failed to identify any significant single-locus logarithm-of-
odds (LOD) scores. In a next step exome sequencing was performed as 54 bp
paired-end runs on a Genome Analyzer IIx system (Illumina) after in-solution
enrichment of exonic sequences (Agilent) for three cousins (III.21, III.25 and
III.49, Figure 2.7) who represented distantly related family members. Data
analysis and candidate variant identification was performed employing the
analysis pipeline as described. An autosomal dominant inheritance model
was assumed when querying the databse for candidate variants.

Considering only rare variants (MAF < 0.5%) and a dominant model, all
three affected members showed two loss-of-function (GUCY1A3 and ETFDH )
and two nonsynonymous variants (CCT7 and GCLC ). These four variants
were investigated for cosegregation pattern in the family, impact on protein
function, and biological links to CAD/MI by literature search, as well as pres-
ence in further control individuals. ETFDH and GCLC could be excluded
from further studies, because neither a linkage signal nor pathophysiological
relevance was observed. By contrast, the GUCY1A3 and CCT7 variants are
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Figure 2.7: Persons III.21, III.25 and III.49 (marked in red rectangles) have
been selected for exome-sequencing, +/+ denotes double mutation carri-
ers (p.Leu163Phefs*24+/p.Ser525Leu-), +/- denotes probands carrying the
p.Leu163Phefs*24 mutation in GUCY1A3 only, -/+ denotes probands car-
rying the p.Ser525Leu mutation in CCT7 only.

Table 2.4: Occurence of mutations in the MI extended pedigree

Affected Healthy
Both Mutations 7 0
One Mutations 4 5
No Mutation 2 3

linked to MI in the family in a two-locus model and mechanistically related
to the disease.

A single nucleotide insertion (T) in exon 6 of GUCY1A3 (NM 001130683.2:
c.488dup, p.Leu163Phefs*24) resulted in a frameshift and a premature stop
codon after 24 aberrant amino acids. This variant was present in 7/15 af-
fected and 2/8 unaffected family members for whom DNA was available for
sequencing. Moreover, a single nucleotide substitution (C>T) was found in
exon 10 of CCT7 (NM 001166284) leading to a missense mutation at amino
acid position 525 (p.Ser525Leu). This variant was present in 11/15 affected
and 3/8 unaffected family members. Interestingly, all 7 carriers of digenic
mutations were affected (Figure 2.7, Table 2.4). Both mutations were absent
in 3,150 healthy subjects and 3,842 unrelated MI cases.

These initial findings indicate a possible digenic inheritance of MI in this
family. To test this hypothesis a linkage analysis was performed with as-
sumption of the locus order M1 - D1 - D2 - M2, where M1 = marker
p.Ser525Leu (chromosome 2p13.3), D1 = disease locus CCT7, D2 = dis-
ease locus GUCY1A3, and M2 = marker p.Leu163Phefs*24 (chromosome
4q31.3), with recombination fractions Θ1, Θ2, and Θ3 in the three consecu-
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tive intervals for the given locus order. Single-locus linkage analyses (D1 =
D2) revealed a maximum LOD score of 1.11 at recombination fraction Θ1

= 0.19 for p.Ser525Leu in CCT7, and a maximum LOD score of 0.08 at Θ3

= 0.33 for p.Leu163Phefs*24 in GUCY1A3. However, in two-locus analyses,
a maximum LOD score of 5.68 was obtained at Θ1 = 0.21 with Θ2 fixed
at 0.0001 (Supplementary Figure 2). To estimate inheritance parameters,
searching for the maximum LOD score over a range of penetrance values and
recombination fractions may be used. The resulting LOD score (= MOD
score [16, 82]) turned out to be 10.32 at penetrances of 0.99 and 0.20 at dis-
ease loci CCT7 and GUCY1A3, respectively, but this LOD score cannot be
interpreted at face value as it has been maximized over model parameters.
To see whether our evidence for linkage is simply mediated by a phenotype
association between marker p.Ser525Leu in CCT7 and the disease locus clus-
ter CCT7/GUCY1A3, we carried out pedigree segregation analysis [75] by
testing whether penetrances at the disease loci depend on marker genotypes.
However, results were not significant (P = 0.245) supporting the conclusion
that the linkage finding is real, and not merely mediated by a phenotype
association.

To further study association between rare GUCY1A3 and CCT7 vari-
ants and MI risk beyond this family, the coding exons of the two genes
were sequenced in 48 patients from 22 additional MI families with more
than 5 affected family members. In this analysis, one non-synonymous vari-
ant, p.Gly537Arg, was identified in GUCY1A3. This highly conserved vari-
ant (Figure 2A) was found in 3/5 affected family members and was neither
present in the current 1000Genome release, or the NHLBI Exome Sequenc-
ing Project (http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/), nor in 3,150 controls and
3,842 MI cases. Furthermore, we searched for rare potentially deleterious
variants in GUCY1A3 and CCT7 in 252 young MI cases (age of onset be-
tween 24 and 49 years, 24% women) with a positive family history and 800
individuals affected with diseases other than cardiovascular, for whom full
exome sequencing data was available through the pipeline database. In
the GUCY1A3 gene, 8 rare missense mutations were identified (5 [2%] in
CAD/MI cases and 3 [0.37%] in the other disease samples, Fisher exact test
P = 0.023. In the CCT7 gene, 7 different missense mutations were identified
(3 [1.2%] in CAD/MI cases and 5 [0.62%] in the other disease samples (Fisher
exact test P = 0.12). Interestingly, p.Ser525Leu in CCT7 was found in a fur-
ther patient suffering from premature MI (age of onset 43 years). No further
person carrying mutations in both GUCY1A3 and CCT7 was identified.
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Figure 2.8: The soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC) consists of an α1-subunit
(encoded by GUCY1A3) and a β1-subunit (encoded by GUCY1B3). The
protein is stabilized by the a chaperone protein encoded by CCT7.

GUCY1A3 encodes the α1-subunit of soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC),
while CCT7 a member of the chaperonin containing TCP1 complex, which,
among other functions, stabilizes sGC (Figure 2.8). Mice deficient for the
α1-subunit sGC protein displayed accelerated thrombus formation in the
microcirculation upon local trauma. The interaction between the two genes
in which mutations were identified further indicate a combined effect of these
mutations in the development of MI in this family.

The author’s participation in this work involved contribution of the anal-
ysis pipeline and primary data analysis.
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Chapter 3

Discussion

3.1 General Mutation Identification Strate-

gies for Exome Sequencing

Typically more than 20,000 variants are identified per sequencend exome.
Quality filtering and annotation to prioritize these variants is necessary to
identify causative variants. Furthermore, different studies warrant different
exome sequencing strategies, i.e. which and how many samples are analyzed,
in order to be successful. Likewise to traditional approaches the suspected
underlying inheritance model and the individual family pedigree determine
the best approach [33]. The individual exome sequencing strategies are shown
in Table 3.1 (adapted from [33]) and can be briefly summarized as follows:

Homozygosity Approach: In the case of a rare recessive disorder in a
child of a consanguinous union two prior assumptions can be made: (i) the
causative mutation is present in homozygous state as it is inherited from both
parents and (ii) that the variant resides in a larger homozygous stretch in the
patient’s genome. A prior homozygosity mapping can be used to pre-select
these genomic regions to greatly reduce the search space. When combining
this information with the standard criteria of the variant priorization steps
(i.e. frequency in controls, dbSNP and the 1000 Genomes Project and effect
of the variant on the protein level) the number of potentially causative vari-
ants can be on average reduced to 10 or less. In this setting the sequencing
of a single affected patient is thus often sufficient to identify the causative
variant. This approach was employed in the Identification of mutations in
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Table 3.1: Mutation Identification Strategies

Strategy Sequencing Filter Criteria Examples
Homozygosity Single patient from Homozygous mutation [42, 4, 99]

consanguinous union in homozygous region

Linkage Multiple distantly related Shared rare variant [106, 72]
patients, same pedigree in all patients

Compound Single patient with Rare, compound [32]
Heterozygous recessive disorder heterozygous mutations

Monogenic Multiple unrelated Rare variants [40, 71]
Dominant patients, same phenotype in same gene

De-novo Trio De-novo variants in [98]
the affected child

Adaptor Protein Complex 4 proteins as cause of Intellectual Disability (Chap-
ter 2.4.2 [42]).

Linkage Strategy: For families with a suspected monogenic disorder the se-
quencing of multiple affected family members is employed to identify shared
variants. To reduce the number of potentially causative variants and to keep
the number of shared benign variants to a minimum it is necessary to se-
quence the most distantly related affected family members available. The
number of sequenced patients is typically two or three, which is sufficient to
narrow down the number of variants to be considered to below 10, even the
identification of a single candidate variant is possible [73, 72]. In order to
further reduce the number of possible causative variants it is possible to com-
bine the sequencing data with a previous linkage analysis to further limit the
search space, likewise as in the homozygosity approach. This strategy (with
the incorporation of linkage information )was employed in the identification
of VPS35 variants in Parkinson’s disease in this work (Chapter 2.4.3 [106]).

Compound Heterozygous Strategy: If the underlying suspected inheri-
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tance mechanism is recessive with no indication of consanguity in the parents
the disorder is most likely caused by two different heterozygous mutations in
the same gene. Addtionally it can be assumed that both variants are rare
in control populations and databases. By selecting only compound heterozy-
gous, low-frequency mutations the search space is suffciently reduced that
the sequencing of a single affected patient can lead to a successful variant
identification.

Strategy for Dominant, Monogenic Disorders: In the presence of a
monogenic disorder with dominant mode of inheritance the approach is very
straightforward. Even though the number of non-synonymous, rare variants
found in any single patient is considerably high (typically 150-250 variants),
the number of candidate variants can be reduced dramatically by sequencing
additional, unrelated patients exhibiting the same phenotype. Only can-
didate variants from genes which bear putatively damaging variants in all
examined patients are retained. In this setup, the sequencing of 3-4 patients
is usually sufficient for candidate gene identification. An important point to
consider is that this approach relies heavily on accurate phenotyping of the
patients. If a patient gets misclassified due to a phenotype closely resembling
the phenotype of the investigated disorder the approach will most likely fail
to identify a common candidate gene.

De-novo Strategy: For disorders that are genetically highly heterogenous
it is very unklikely to identify a common gene in any number of sequenced
patients. However, the increased mutational target or these kind of disorders
increases the possibility of causative de-novo mutations. These mutations
can be identified by a family based strategy were the trio of father, mother
and affected child are sequenced. Candidate variants can be rapidly iden-
tified by using the parents’ exome data as control and thus filtering out all
inherited variants. On average only 1-3 candidate variants remain for fol-
low up studies employing this approach. A drawback of this strategy is a
slightly higher error rate, as a false de-novo variant may have two different
causes. Firstly, a genuine de-novo variant may be missed due to an error
in the affected child’s variant calling or secondly, an inherited variant may
be falsly classified as de-novo because it was missed in one of the parents’
variant calling.
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3.2 Accuracy of Variant Calls

3.2.1 Sequencing Artifacts

Variant calling is a crucial step in the analysis of next generation sequencing
data and there are certain caveats that need to be discussed, in particular
sequencing artifacts. Sequencing artifacts are an in literature rarely debated
problem of systematic errors that cause false positive SNV calls. These false
positive SNV calls are identified by following criteria:

1. Variant alleles occur only on one strand

2. Following the variant base the read has a stretch of low quality

Figure 3.1 shows a typical example of such a sequencing artifact. The figure
shows an image of the SAMtools tview text alignment viewer. The reference
sequence is given in the first line while the consensus sequence called from
the reads is given in the second line. The following lines show the actual
read sequences, where dots indicate bases similar to the reference on the
foward strands and commas represent matches to the reference genome on
the reverse strand. Likewise, mismatches are given as the actual base letters
either in capital (forward strand) or lower case (reverse strand) letters. The
marked position shows the SNV call in question: Approximately half of the
reads show the variant allele G, whereas the other half shows the reference
allele A. This results in a heterozygote SNV call at this position, abbreviated
as R in the consensus sequence. The variant call shows the criteria previ-
ously described, the variant allele is only indicated by reads from one strand,
represented by the capital letters. Additionally, the scheme in the image is
color coded for base quality, white indicates the highest base quality (Q30
and more), while the other colors denote lower quality bases: Yellow Q20-
Q30, green Q10-Q20 and blue the lowest quality, Q2-Q10. All reads bearing
the variant allele have large stretches of very poor quality bases following
the variant allele, indicated by the grey box. During candidate evaluation by
Sanger sequencing we verified a variety of SNV calls displaying these char-
acteristics as false positives. This constitutes a not to be underestimated
problem in analysis. To mitigate this problem we implemented additional
filter criteria.

The additional filter takes into account the median base quality all read
bases following the variant psoition. If the median base quality falls below a
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Figure 3.1: Sequencing artifact example. Red frame highlights a typical
artifact, yellow box shows reads inducing the artifact.

user defined threshold (default Q10) the variant is marked as low quality and
excluded for the remaining analysis. The variant is not excluded entirely, if
the user chooses to also investigate low quality variants they may still be
displayed in the database queries. Table 3.2 shows the results of applying
this custom filter for one sample. As it is unfeasible to manually verify more
than 20,000 coding variant calls, a different criteria to estimate the accuracy
of varaint calls is employed: The percentage of variants in the called set that
is already known from public ressources, in this case dnSNP (v132) and the
International HapMap Project [18, 19, 20]. These known polymorphisms,
especially the set discovered by HapMap, are more likely to represent true
positives and thus a good prior for the accuracy of the calls. As one can see,
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Table 3.2: Sequencing artifact filter

Calls Coding SNVs rsSNPs (%) HapMap SNVs (%)
All SNVs 20924 91.1 37.3

After custom filter 19956 93.6 38.7
Filtered SNVs 968 38.7 9.5

the custom filter removes about 1,000 coding variant calls, increasing both
the number of rsSNPs as well as the number of HapMap SNVs in the resulting
call set. These numbers are significantly lower in the set of removed SNVs,
implying that most of the removed SNVs are likely sequencing aritfacts and
false positives. On the other hand, in the set of removed SNVs the percentage
of HapMap SNVs is 9.5%, indicating that the additional filter also removes
some true positive SNV calls. We estimate that on average the filter removes
4-7% of coding SNV calls per sample. Of these, two thirds are actual false
positive calls, while 1/3 may represent genuine SNVs, constituting a problem
as these are marked as low quality and are excluded from the analysis using
default settings. Nevertheless, these SNVs can still be accessed by the users
by modifying the search parameters. A combination of filters, or a multi-
layered filter may be needed to further seperate true positive SNV calls from
sequencing artifacts more accurately.
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3.3 Enrichment Bias

The in-solution enrichment using oligonucleotide probes is prone to distinct
biases. In particular, certain regions of the genome are easier to enrich than
others. The binding affinity of the probes is influenced by sequence specific
properties like GC-content and repetitivness of the target regions. These bi-
ases may result in an incomplete enrichment or an uneven coverage distribiu-
tion of certain target genomic regions. These biases are further evaluated in
the following.

3.3.1 Coverage Distribution

A key parameter to evaluate the enrichment efficiency of the targeted exome
capture is the percentage of bases that are covered at certain coverage levels.
The average coverage of all targeted bases may convey a skewed image. For
example a situation where half of the targeted bases are covered at 100X and
the other half is not sequenced at all would result in an average coverage
of 50X. To circumvent this problem the pipeline quantifies the percentage
of targeted bases at four different coverage levels: 1X, 4X, 8X and 20X.
These levels where chosen to roughly display the sequencing depths at which
homozygote detection is reliable (4X), heterozygote detection is reasonably
accurate (8X) and heterozygote detection is reliable (20X). In addition to
the efficiency of the enrichment procedure the percentage of bases covered
at certain coverage levels is also dependent on the total amount of sequence
generated. The tracking of the coverage distribution over multiple samples
is also used to detect possible saturation effects where more sequence does
not yield further improvement in coverage levels.

Figure 3.2 shows the percentage of bases covered at the previously de-
scribed levels for four different samples, dependent on the total amount of
sequence generated. While almost all bases are at least covered once already
at a low amount of sequence (4GB), the amount of bases suitably covered
for heterozygote detection (<70% of bases at 20X for sample 54858) is still
inadmissibly low. The amount of bases covered at 20X or more gradually in-
creases with the amount of sequence generated until it saturates at ∼90% for
10-12GB of total sequence. A further increase of the sequencing amount does
not yield additional bases covered at this level (sample 56302 in Figure 3.2).
Interestingly, even if an excess amount of sequence is generated, regions with
low coverage (1-4X) still persist. This suggests that the enrichment process is
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Figure 3.2: Coverage distribution at sequencing depths 1X, 4X, 8X and 20X
for four different samples, depending on the amount of sequence generated.

biased in a way that certain regions are more difficult to capture than others,
decreasing the capture efficiency for these regions. This effect is reproducible
over multiple samples, resulting in the same regions being poorly covered in
all samples.

3.3.2 Incomplete Enrichment

A further cause for inefficient capture of certain regions is the sensitivity
of capture efficiency to GC content. A lower than average coverage is ob-
served for regions from the edges of the GC content distribution, i.e. both
GC rich and AT rich regions are generally poorly covered [27] in sequencing.
The source of this bias is due to the PCR steps during the library prepara-
tion procedure. Regions with a very high (60% to 80%) or low (20%-40%)
GC content cause reduced amplification efficiency, thus resulting in a lower
sequence coverage.

This problem of general sequencing bias is further aggrevated in exome
sequencing as it has been also shown that GC content influences the hy-
bridization performance of oliginucleotides [48]. In consequence, exome se-
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quencing suffers from the double burden of GC content bias in the library
preparation as well as in the enrichment of the the targeted regions.

3.4 Statistical Analysis of 732 Exomes

The pipeline has been successfully employed in the analysis of 732 human
exomes. In addition to the identification of potentially causative variants
for a variety of disorders in these samples, aggregate analysis was performed
on all of them to further characterize the ’average’ human exome and the
contained coding variants. It is estimated that the complete human exome
contains approximately 19,000-23,000 coding variants [70]. The majority of
these (18,000-22,000) constitute single nucleotide variants, small insertions
and deletions comprise only a small proportion (∼300) due to the high dis-
ruptive potential of these variants. Slightly more than half of the single
nucleotide variants are expected to be synonymous changes, leaving on av-
erage ∼10,000 non-synonymous SNVs per human exome (ratio synonymous
: non-synonymous changes 1.2 : 1). Figure 3.3 shows the average distri-
bution of human exonic variation. A special case are de-novo variants that
are unherited from the parents. On average only 0.8-1 de-novo variants are
expected in each generation.

3.4.1 Average Exome Statistics

In total the pipeline was successfully employed for the analysis of 732 exomes.
For 97 of them the targeted enrichment was performed using the Agilent 38
Mb kit, while the 50 Mb kit was used for the remaining 635 samples. On
average, 7.5 GB of sequence were generated for the 38Mb samples, while
10.2 GB were sequenced for the 50 Mb samples. This results in a total
amount of 7209 GB of sequence generated and analysed in the course of
exome sequencing projects. About 97-98% of the reads could be mapped to
the human reference genome (assembly hg19) using BWA and the pipeline as
previously described. The percentage of duplicate reads that were removed
prior to analysis was 3-5%. The percentage of reads counted as on target,
i.e. reads with at least one base pair overlap with a targeted region, were
gradually improved, starting from an average of 52.81% reads on target for
the 38Mb kit to 77.67% reads on target with the 50 Mb kit. This results
in an average coverage of targeted bases of 85X and 121X for the 38Mb
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Figure 3.3: Average distribution of human exonic variation.

and 50 Mb samples, respectively. Approximately 1% of targeted bases are
uncovered, while 96% / 97% are covered by at least 4 reads, 93% / 95%
are covered by at least 8 reads and 82% / 89% are covered by 20 reads or
more (number always given for 38Mb samples / 50 Mb samples). Detailed
statistics ± standard deviation are shown in Table 3.3.

With these data we identified on average over 16,000 and 21,000 coding
variants for the 38 Mb and 50 Mb samples, respectively. As expected, slightly
over half of the single nucleotide variants were synonymous (8621 / 11081 on
average), whereas the mean value of missene variants was 7333 and 10047
for the two kits. In addtion to the missense variants we identified 65 /
103 variants that result in premature stop codons, and 9 / 18 variants that
dissolve a regular stop codon and extend the natural reading frame (stoploss
variants). This results in ratios of synonymous : nonsynonymous SNVs of
1.17 : 1 and 1.10 : 1. This corresponds well to figures given in literature
where the ratio is set between 1.1-1.2 : 1 [70, 73]. We further called 45 / 156
variants at canonical splice sites and 4394 / 6683 variants near splice sites
(i.e. in a window of 20 bases into the intron). Variants near splice sites are
annotated because a variation in close proximity to a splice site may affect
splice affinity.
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Table 3.3: Average exome statistics

38 MB kit 50 MB kit
Samples 97 635

Total sequence (GB) 732.96 6572.48
Sequence per Sample ± sd 7.55 ± 2.41 10.20 ± 2.91

Mapped reads ± sd 98.36 ± 1.13 97.48 ± 4.98
Read on Target ± sd 52.81 ± 5.14 77.67 ± 5.77

Coverage ± sd 85.60 ± 26.93 121.62 ± 34.35
Targets uncovered ± sd 1.01 ± 0.48 1.35 ± 2.33

Targets covered ≥ 4X ± sd 96.33 ± 1.29 96.71 ± 7.28
Targets covered ≥ 8X ± sd 92.74 ± 2.34 94.82 ± 7.74
Targets covered ≥ 20X ± sd 82.11 ± 5.05 89.83 ± 7.96

Aside from single nucleotide variants 129 / 248 small insertions and dele-
tions that result in frame-shifts of the corresponding reading frame and 113
/179 Indels that don’t affect the entire reading frame (i.e. indels with a
length multiple of 3) were called on average. UTR regions are generally not
included in the targets for exome enrichment, nevertheless many reads and
their mate-pair extend from the edges of the coding regions into UTR areas,
yielding sufficient coverage for variant calling. Thus 1658 / 2831 variants are
identified in 5’ UTRs while 1358 / 2760 variants are called in 3’ UTRs, on
average.

To assess the quality of the variant calls the percentage of variants known
from dbSNP and especially the HapMap project was assessed. It is expected
that the majority of variants (∼ 90% [70]) are already entered in dbSNP. We
use HapMap variants as addtional quality measures as these variants have
been called using very stringent conditions and are likely to represent true
positives. 89.1% / 89.4% of the variants were previously known from dbSNP
and 35.9% / 36.9% of variants constitute HapMap variants. All variant
statistics are summarized in Table 3.4. The distribution of variants is not
homogenoues and fluctuates greatly between different genes. The variant
distribution and it’s biases are further discussed in the following.
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Table 3.4: Average variant statistics
38 MB kit 50 MB kit

Coding Variants ± sd 16315 ± 1151 21803 ± 2010
Synonymous SNVs ± sd 8621 ± 347 11081 ± 1018

Missense SNVs ± sd 7333 ± 296 10047 ± 886
Nonsense SNVs ± sd 65 ± 8 103 ± 11
Stoploss SNVs ± sd 9 ± 2 18 ± 3

Frame-shift variants ± sd 129 ± 32 248 ± 51
Indels ± sd 113 ± 13 179 ± 27

Splice Site variants ± sd 45 ± 5 156 ± 14
Near Splice variants ± sd 4394 ± 493 6683 ± 640

5’ UTR variants ± sd 1658 ± 158 2831 ± 332
3’ UTR variants ± sd 1354 ± 192 2760 ± 296
dbSNP variants (%) 89.1 89.4

HapMap variants (%) 35.9 36.9

3.4.2 Variant Distribution per Gene

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of potential damaging variants per gene,
normalized to 1,000 amino acids. Putative damaging variants in this context
comprise all non-synonymous SNVs, coding indels and splice site variants.
On average each gene carries 29 of these variants per 1,000 aminoacids. The
distribution shows high variation and ranges from 1,350 genes with no amino
acid altering variants to genes with over 180 protein changing variants per
1,000 amino acids. Genes with an unusual high number of variants may in-
terfere with the candidate gene identification as they appear to be candidates
for a variety of disorders as all subjects have different low frequency variants
in these genes. We identified several of them and these genes can be masked
during initial analysis to reduce false positive candidates. These ’blacklisted’
genes include for example MUC4, MUC16, CDC27 and PRAMEF4.

Additionally, we investigated whether the variant distribution varies be-
tween those genes known to be involved in human heritable disease and those
that are not. Figure 3.5 shows the proportion of genes from the Online Inher-
itance in Man database (OMIM genes) relative to the number of discovered
variants from zero variants per gene to 50. The figure is capped at 50 as
higher variant count classes consist of too few individual genes to be signifi-
cant. Initially, one might think that OMIM genes may carry on average fewer
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Figure 3.4: Number of non-synonymous variants per gene, normalized to
1000 amino acids

putativly damaging variants, however no significant difference between the
distributions could be detected.

3.4.3 Comparison with Gene Mutation Database HGMD

The Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) [22, 45, 23] represents an at-
tempt to collect all published mutations and variants responsible for heritable
disease. These data comprise various types of mutation within the coding
regions, splicing and regulatory regions of human genes, while somatic mu-
tations and mutations in the mitochondrial genome are not included. Each
mutation is entered only once in order to avoid confusion between recurrent
and identical-by-descent lesions. The database focuses on amino acid altering
mutations. Synonymous mutations are not recorded. In the case that these
mutations are known to affect mRNA splicing or gene expression, or have
been reported in significant association with disease, they may be included.
The HGMD database aims to include only disease associated mutations. Ev-
idence for their authenticity in a pathological context is evaluated following
a catalogue of different lines of evidence:
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Figure 3.5: Proportion of OMIM genes and non-OMIM genes relative to the
number of discovered potentially damaging variants per gene.

1. Absence in normal controls.

2. Novel appearance and subsequent cosegregation of the lesion and dis-
ease phenotype through the family pedigree.

3. Absence of any other lesion in the gene that could be responsible for
the observed clinical phenotype.

4. Previous independent occurrence in an unrelated patient.

5. Non-conservative amino acid substitutions are more likely to disrupt
protein function.

6. Location in a protein region of known structural or functional impor-
tance.

7. Location in an evolutionarily conserved nucleotide sequence and/or
amino acid residue.

8. In vitro demonstration of reduced gene expression/mRNA splicing/activity
or stability of protein product consequent to mutation.
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9. Demonstration that the mutant protein has the same properties in vitro
as its in vivo mutant counterpart.

10. Reversal of the pathological phenotype in patient/cultured cells by gene
replacement.

Despite the best efforts of the HGMD curators, it has to be assumed that
some entries listed in HGMD are likely to include mutations that are not
actually causative even though they have been reported as being so.

3.4.3.1 Carrier Burden and Identification of Literature Misanno-
tations

The average carrier burden of severe recessive disease mutations for severe
childhood recessive diseases was assessed in 327 DNA samples. All variants
meeting the standard filtering criteria of the analysis pipeline described above
and flagged as disease mutations in the HGMD database were enumerated.
In total, we tested 327 samples for 26,890 HGMD mutations contained in
438 autosomal recessive genes [5]. We identified 699 mutations. Figure 3.6
A shows that most of them are present at a low frequency. However, 204
mutations were found in more than 2% of the samples (7 samples, indicated
by the red line in Figure 3.6 A) and are therefore suspected to be not disease
causing. These cases may represent misannotations in the HGMD database,
however only 0.72% of entries are affected. These variants were excluded for
further analysis. We then assessed the carrier burden in our samples using the
remaining 495 low frequency mutations (Figure 3.6 B). The carrier burden
of severe autosomal recessive mutations ranged from 0 to 12 per individual,
the average carrier burden of these mutations was 3.6.

Additionally, new, putatively deleterious variants (variants in severe pedi-
atric disease genes that create premature stop codons or coding frameshifts)
were quantified: We identified 15 new non-sense mutations in the 327 sam-
ples investigated. All these mutations were heterozygous, as expected as, to
our knowledge, none of our samples is affected by the corresponding disorder.
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Figure 3.6: Frequency distribution of known HGMD mutations in 327 sam-
ples (A). Individual carrier burden of these mutations (B).
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Chapter 4

Outlook

4.1 Third-Generation Sequencing

Next-generation sequencing technologies revolutionized the field of genomics
and enabled a more complete undestanding of whole genome sequences, the
transcriptome and the methylome. Yet there are still sequencing applica-
tions and aspects of genome biology that are presently beyond the scope of
these sequencing technologies. These aspects could potentially be solved by a
new generation of sequencing instruments, i.e. third-generation sequencing.
Second-generation sequencing platforms are based on PCR-amplification of
the DNA template, attaching the DNA to a solid surface and the genera-
tion of clusters of identical molecules and subsequent cycle wise sequencing
and imaging to determine the nucleotide order of the template. In contrast,
third-generation sequencing instruments interrogate single DNA (or RNA)
molecules, circumventing the problems of PCR introduced bias and phas-
ing. Additionally, sequencing is performed not cycle wise but in real-time
by directly observing either the DNA polymerase or the nucleotides as they
are incorporated in the DNA strand. As a result, run times are greatly de-
creased (from days to hours) and by avoiding chemistry cycles read lengths
are significantly increased.

Third-generation sequencing technologies can be grouped into three dis-
tinct approaches:

1. Sequencing-by-synthesis where single DNA polymerases are observed
as they synthesize a single DNA molecule. This approach is utilized by
Pacific Biosciences single molecule real time sequencing.
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2. Nanopore sequencing technologies where individual bases are detected
as they pass through a nanopore, an approach currently developed by
Oxford Nanopores (amongst others)

3. Direct imaging of single DNA molecules by advanced microscopy tech-
niques.

Example technologies and instruments and their potentials and caveats are
discussed in greater detail in the following.

4.1.1 Single-Molecule Real-Time Sequencing

Single molecule real time sequencing (also known as SMRT) is a parallelized
single molecule DNA sequencing by synthesis technology developed by Pacific
Biosciences [29]. Pacific Biosciences is a biotechnology company founded in
2004. Single molecule real time sequencing utilizes the zero-mode waveguide
(ZMW), developed at Cornell University [51, 67]. The DNA sequencing
is performed on a chip, comparable to the flow-cells employed by Illumina
sequencing, that contains a multitude of ZMWs. The initial design comprised
3,000 ZMWs, but since then the number increased. Inside each ZMW, a
single active DNA polymerase with a single molecule of single stranded DNA
template is immobilized to the bottom of the ZMW. Light can penetrate the
surface of the ZMW to create a visualization chamber that allows monitoring
of the activity of the DNA polymerase at a single molecule level. The signal
from a phospho-linked nucleotide incorporated by the DNA polymerase is
detected as the DNA synthesis proceeds which results in the DNA sequencing
in real time. For each of the nucleotide bases, there are four corresponding
fluorescent dye molecules that enable the detector to identify the base being
incorporated by the DNA polymerase as it performs the DNA synthesis. The
fluorescent dye molecule is attached to the phosphate chain of the nucleotide.
When the nucleotide is incorporated by the DNA polymerase, the fluorescent
dye is cleaved off with the phosphate chain as a part of a natural DNA
synthesis process during which a phosphodiester bond is created to elongate
the DNA chain. The cleaved fluorescent dye molecule then diffuses out of
the detection volume so that the fluorescent signal is no longer detected.

The zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) itself is a nanophotonic confinement
structure that consists of a circular hole in an aluminum cladding film de-
posited on a clear silica substrate [44]. The ZMW holes are ∼70 nm in diam-
eter and ∼100 nm in depth (Figure 4.1). When a nucleotide is incorporated
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of Pacific Bioisciences SMRT sequencing technology:
ZMW with polymerase and DNA template immobilzed at the surface. Image
available at www.pacificbiosciences.com.

by the polymerase a flourescent ’pulse’ is produced, lasting a defined time,
then quickly fading from detection. This incorporation pulse is followed by
a brief time of no activity, then the incorporation of the following nucleotide
starts a new flourescent pulse. This pattern is detected and recorded in order
to facilitate base calling (Figure 4.2).

Pacific Biosciences launched its first instrument, the PacBio RS, to a lim-
ited set of early access customers in 2010 and was publicly released in 2011.
Currently, the instrument supports three unique modes of sequencing, stan-
dard sequencing, circular sequencing and strobe sequencing.

Standard sequencing. Standard SMRT sequencing generates single pass,
long reads. This sequecing mode most resembles the second-generation se-
quencing standard. It mainly distinguishes iteelf from the former by consider-
ably longer reads of up to 1,500 bp and the sequencing speed. While second-
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Figure 4.2: Pacific Bioisciences data analysis: Trace of flourescent pulses.
Image available at www.pacificbiosciences.com.

generation sequencing instruments rely on cycle-wise sequencing where after
each nucleotide incorporation the chemical reaction is halted to perform the
imaging step. Here the sequencing and signal detection is performed in real-
time while the polymerase continously incorporates nucleotides. This leads
to a sequencing speed of approximately 10 bases per second.

Circular consensus sequencing. The circular consensus sequencing pro-
tocol uses a circular DNA template to enable multiple reads across a single
molecule. This procedure significantly increases the accuracy of the consen-
sus sequence as each template is sequenced multiple times. In comparison
with established second-generation sequencing instruments the SMRT se-
quencing has a higher raw error rate which can be circumvented using the
circular sequencing mode.

Strobe sequencing. One of the most innovative features of the PacBio
RS is the so-called strobe sequencing. Strobe protocol increases physical
coverage and effective readlength by ’strobing’ the illumination on and off.
This technique effectively extends readlength by minimizing polymerase dam-
age resulting from continuous laser illumination. Data is then collected at
user defined illumination intervals. When the illumination is off, sequencing
continues at a predictable rate allowing to approximate the length of the
unsequenced DNA stretch. This approach results in multiple sub-reads of
varying lengths from a single molecule, which are interrupted by predictable
long stretches of unsequenced DNA. This mode may be used primarily for
de-novo sequencing and genome assembly where the great physical coverage
of the strobe reads is most useful.

Specific analysis software and algorithms are provided by the developer suited
to the unique nature of the sequencing reads. BLASR (Basic Local Align-
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ment with Successive Refinement) maps reads to genomes by finding the
highest scoring local alignment or set of local alignments between the read
and the genome. The initial set of candidate alignments is found by query-
ing a rapidly searched pre-computed index of the reference genome, and then
refined until only high scoring alignments are retained. The base assignment
in alignments is optimized and scored using all available quality information,
such as insertion and deletion quality values.

ALLORA (A Long Read Assembler) is the PacBio de novo assembly al-
gorithm. It is based on the open source assembly software package AMOS
along with additional software components tailored to the long reads and
error profile generated by the instrument. Allora uses a traditional overlap-
layout-consensus approach to iteratively assemble reads into contigs, out-
putting these contigs as FASTA sequence.

The goal of EviCons (Evidence-based Consensus) is to produce the con-
sensus sequence from a multiple sequence alignment. It can be employed to
both mapped reads (resequencing) or contigs from de-novo assembly. Us-
ing empirical conditional probabilities and a likelihood ratio test, EviCons
demarcates the multiple sequence alignment into regions of certainty and re-
gions of uncertainty. For regions of uncertainty, EviCons uses base quality
values to produce the best estimate of the local consensus sequence.

The RCCS (Reference Circular Consensus Sequencing) module is de-
signed to call SNP and small indel variants against a reference sequence
from the circular subreads for each single molecule. It uses a probability
alignment algorithm testing all possible single base variants at a given loca-
tion and determines the correct one using the likelihood calculated with the
alignment model.

While providing several innovative features and improvements in compar-
ison with second-generation sequencing instruments this technology also has
some disadvantages when compared to the former. First, the raw accuracy of
the reads is lower (∼5% raw error rate). Additionally, the main source of er-
rors are ’missed’ bases which cause a false positive deletion in the reads when
compared to the reference sequence. This complicates the alignment process
as more gaps have to be introduced during this step. In second-generation
sequencing the prominent error type are substitution errors which are con-
siderably easier to deal with than deletion errors. On the other hand the raw
sequencing throughput of second generation instruments is not yet reached.
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4.1.2 Nanopore Sequencing

Nanopore sequencing refers to the approach of determining the nucleotide se-
quence of a template strand by detection of the bases as they move through
a defined ’hole’ or ’tunnel’ (i.e. the nanopore) in a membrane. The base is
then detected by either a measurable impact on the electric current or by an
optical signal. Since this appraoch uses unmodified, single DNA molecules it
circumvents previously discussed caveats of other sequencing platforms. Both
biological nanopores constructed from preengineered proteins and synthetic
nanopores are currently developed by different institutions and/or companies
[88]. Some of the most promising approaches up to date are discussed in the
following.

Oxford Nanopore. Oxford Nanopore is currently developing a sequenc-
ing system that relies on the direct, electrical detection of DNA molecules.
In this approach a biological nanopore is utilized that is constructed from
a modified α-hemolysin pore. The pore has an additional exonuclease at-
tached on the extracellular surface of the pore. On the inside of the pore a
synthetic cyclodextrin sensor is introduced [15, 94]. For sequencing, the sys-
tem is contained in a liquid bilayer where the to be sequenced DNA template
is loaded on the exonuclease side. By applying a voltage to the bilayer and
changing the salt concentration the exonuclease subsequently cleaves off sin-
gle nucleotides from the DNA strand. The cleaved bases are then detected
by their characteristic alteration of the ionic flow as they pass one-by-one
through the nanopore (Figure 4.3). The company has recently announced
the development of two distinct sequencing devices employing their nanopore
technology. The GridION sequencer has a modular, node based design sim-
ilar to computing installations. A single node can be used as a benchtop
sequencing device, while the combination of multiple nodes allows flexible
scalability comparable to storage system solutions. Each node hereby oper-
ates with single-use cartridges that contain all necessary reagents. The sec-
ond sequencing device, the MinIon could represent a major paradigm shift in
next-generation sequencing by using the same technology in a miniaturized,
USB-stick sized, portable sequencing instrument. The device contains all
components to perform a single molecule experiment and transmits the gen-
erated data to a laptop or computer via USB port (Figure 4.4). Although,
this approach looks very promising it remains to be seen how it translates
into practice onced released.
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Figure 4.3: Oxford Nanopore sequencing approach. Single nucleotides are
detected by electric signal as they pass through a biological nanopore. Image
available at www.nanoporetech.com.

MspA Nanopore sequencing. A different approach employing a bio-
logical nanopore aims to directly sequence an intact strand of template DNA.
In contrast to the Oxford Nanopore approach where each nucleotide is cleaved
by an exonuclease and traverses the nanopore seperately, this approach uti-
lizes a Myobacterium smegatis Porin A (MspA) protein as the core nanopore
[26]. This protein allows for a complete molecule of single-stranded DNA
to pass through. The current that passes the nanopore is then measured to
gain a readout and determine the nucleotide sequence of the passing DNA
template. Each individual base interupts the current in a distinguishable
way, thus allowing the base composition to be determined. To accurately
detect each base the transition of the single-stranded DNA molecule has to
be slowed down as it travels through the nanopore. To achieve this travel
speed reduction a region of double-stranded DNA is introduced, which up to
date seems to be the crucial point in this technology and poses a significant
obstacle to overcome for a finished instrument. On the other hand, if this
appraoch matures and reaches production stage the possibility to directly se-
quence complete single-stranded DNA molecules without the need to break
it down to the individual bases is a very attractive alternative to existing
sequencing technologies [88].

Optical readout nanopore sequencing. The two previously described
nanopore sequencing approaches both rely on a change in the current through
the nanopore to gain a sequence readout. These approaches may prove dif-
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Figure 4.4: Oxford Nanopore Sequencing Instruments: GridION (single node
and combined rack with multiple nodes) and MinION sequencing devices.
Image available at www.nanoporetech.com.

fcult to scale up to a highly parallel environment due to the need to monitore
a large number of different nanopores. An alternative approach uses optical
detection which is easier to achieve in a highly parallel instrument [66]. In
this case each nucleotide is first biochemically converted to an ordered pair
of concatenated oligonucleotides. In the next steps two different flourescent
markers, so-called ’beacons’ are hybridized to the converted DNA. These
beacons are then subsequently removed from the DNA molecules and pass
through the nanopore. Upon traversal through the nanopore the flourophores
are released, generating two distinct flourescent pulses, that are subsequently
detected by a high resolution optic system. In order to detect the floures-
cent signals of individual bases the process of beacon traversal through the
nanopore is slowed by adjusting the voltage in the system. The basic prove
of principle with this technology has been successful, though it remains to
be seen if long read length and accurate sequencing can be achieved. One
potential caveat of this system is the conversion of the DNA template to the
pairs of oligonucleotides which may introduce bias if the conversion process
is not flawless [88].

Transitor based nanopore sequencing. An example for a DNA sequenc-
ing technology that employs synthetic nanopores is currently under develop-
ment by IBM [88]. The nanopore follows the architecture of an transistor and
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Figure 4.5: IBM nanopore sequencing approach. Single stranded DNA tem-
plate strand passes through the transistor-nanopore. Individual bases are
identified by unique electron signatures. Figure adapted from [88].

consists of alternating layers of metal and dielectric material. Similar to the
MspA nanopore sequencing approach this ’transistor pore’ allows the passing
for complete, single stranded DNA molecules (Figure 4.5). The flow of the
DNA molecule through the pore is controlled by modulation of the current
in the electrodes of the transistor. This approach promises low cost by cir-
cumventing any advanced optics devices. Additionally, the technology uses
label free, complete DNA molecules as substrate. Theoretically, unpreceded
sequencing speed can be achieved though the main disadvantage up to date
is the difficulty of distinguishing the singal of a single base from the signals
of its surrounding nucleotides.

4.1.3 Sequencing by microscopy techniques.

Several efforts have been launched to accurately determine a DNA sequence
by advanced electron micoscopy techniques. These approaches are still at
an early phase of development and as to date no substantial proof of princi-
ple publication has been released. However, the basic approaches offer some
promising advantages should they prove feasible in the future. These advan-
tages consist of unbiased detection of unmodified bases (as now flouroescent
groups are required) and very long read lengths, potentially in the scale of
million base long reads, at a fairly low cost [88]. These approaches are driven
by the principle that the best way to look at important biomolecules like
DNA, RNA and proteins is to look at them directly (postulated by Richard
Feynman 1959). Two example approaches are now highlighted in greater
detail.

Halcyon Molecular microscopy sequencing. Halcyon Molecular is cur-
rently working on a technique to directly image and detect atoms that un-
ambigously identify the different nucleotides in an DNA template strand
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by employing transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It has already been
demonstrated that different atoms can be distinguished with this approach
[46]. To apply this technique to complete DNA molecules different, support-
ing technologies have to be developed. For example, a method is needed
to stretch and attach DNA molecules to a substrate surface on which they
can be imaged by TEM. The current state of this technique is still in early
development. When the technology matures it remains to be seen what the
specific advantages and disadvantages of this approach will be in comparison
to other second and third generations sequencing instruments.

ZS genetics microscopy sequencing. A different TEM-based approach is
pioneered by ZS genetics. In contrast to the former technology, ZS genetics
employs labeled bases that are imaged using high-resolution, sub-angstrom
electron microscopy. The individual nucleotide sequence of the DNA tem-
plate is then identified based on their size and intensity differences between
the labeled bases. Although no publication of proof-of-principle of this tech-
nology has surfaced, the developer claims the capability of sequencing 10,000-
20,000 base reads at a rate of 1.7GB per day [88]. Whether this claim holds
true remains to be seen when the technology is further developed.

4.1.4 Complete Genomics

A different entrance to the high-throughput sequencing market was made
by a company called Complete Genomics [28]. In contrast to established
sequencing companies like Illumina, Life Technologies or Pacific Biosciences,
who each adopted the business model of developing a technology and then
selling a finished instrument and the complementary reagents, Complete Ge-
nomics took a different approach. Even though they invented a unique se-
quencing strategy and constructed instruments to perform the sequencing,
these instruments are not sold to the customer. Instead, Complete Genomics
is solely a service provider where all sequencing projects are carried out on
their in-house genome sequencing center. Additionally, bioinformatics analy-
sis like mapping, assembly and variant calls are also performed by Complete
Genomics and only the finished sequences, assemblies and/or variant reports
are returned back to the customer.

The sequencing technology that was developed and employed by Com-
plete Genomics is based on self-assembling DNA nanoarrays. The main aim
of the approach is to reduce volumes and concentrations of the employed
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reagents in comparison to existing next-generation sequencing instruments
in order to reduce the total cost of the sequencing process. It has been re-
cently demonstrated by the sequencing of three human genomes at average
coverage levels of 45-fold to 87-fold that this technology can produce high
quality genome sequences (1 false positive variant per 100kb) at a fairly low
cost of $ 4,400 [28].

The sequencing procedure at first follows a standard library prepara-
tion with the shearing of the genomic template DNA in 400-500 bp long
fragments and ligation of specific adaptor sequences to the fragments. The
library preparation then follows a unique approach by circularizing the frag-
ments, which are then replicated by rolling circle replication, resulting in
many single-stranded copies of each DNA fragment. The DNA fragments
then cocatenate head to tail into a single, long strand, and are folded into
compact DNA nanoballs. These nanoballs are then attached to the surface
of a flowcell, in this context called nano-array (Figure 4.6). The actual DNA
sequence of the template is then determined by ligating flourescent probes,
which interrogate specific positions in the DNA nanoball. First, oligonu-
cleotide anchor DNA that is complementary to either the right or left end of
one of the adapters is added to the flow cell. Next, T4 DNA ligase is added
to a pool of four 10-mer DNA sequences that have degenerate nucleotides in
all but one position and are added to the flow cell. Only the DNA probe
with the complementary nucleotide in the interrogated position is able to
bind to the template DNA. The flourescent group is released upon ligation
of the matching probe by the T4 DNA ligase. The signal is recorded through
a high-resolution optics device.

DNA nanoball sequencing technology offers several advantages over other
sequencing platforms. One major advantage is the use of very high-density
arrays. The array design permits one DNA nanoball to attach to each pit that
is part of an ordered array, and therefore a higher concentration of DNA can
be added. This allows a high percentage of the pits to be occupied by a DNA
nanoball thus maximizing the number of reads per flow cell [28], compared
to other sequencing technologies, for example Illumina, where the template
DNA molecules are randomly attached to a flow cell. Another important
advantage is that the sequencing reactions are non-progressive; after each
reading of the probe, the probe and anchor are removed and a new anchor
and probe set are added. Therefore, if a probe did not bind in the previous
reaction, this has no effect on the next probe ligation, thus eliminating a
major source of reading error [78]. The main disadvantages of this approach
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Figure 4.6: Sequencing setup for Complete Genomics technolgy: Template
DNA is compacted into nanoballs which are attached to a sequencing flowcell.
Figure adapted from [28].

is the fairly low read length in comparison to established instruments and the
use of multiple PCR cycles during library preparation, which may introduce
PCR bias and result in false positive variant calls.

4.1.5 Ion Torrent

In February 2010 Ion Torrent Inc. relaeased a novel sequencing technol-
ogy based on ion semiconductors [76]. This technique is also referred to
as pH-mediated sequencing or silicon sequencing. It follows a traditional
sequencing-by-synthesis approach as a DNA template strand is complemen-
tarized, although the method of detecting the incorporated nucleotides differs
substantially from other sequencing instruments. The incorporation of a de-
oxyribonucleotide (dNTP) into a growing DNA strand involves the formation
of a covalent bond and the release of pyrophosphate and a positively charged
hydrogen ion. The Ion Torrent system detects hydrogen ions as they are
released during nucleotide incoporation by the DNA polymerase. Microw-
ells on a semiconductor chip containing the to be sequenced template DNA
strand and a DNA polymerase are subsequently flooded with a single type
of nucleotide at a time. If the nucleotide is complentary to the template it
is incorporated and relases a hydrogen ion. Beneath the layer of microwells
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Figure 4.7: Ion Torrent sequencing technology: Semiconductor chip (ver-
sion 314) (a) and schematic layout of chip design. Image available at
www.lifetechnologies.com.

is an ion sensitive layer, below which is a hypersensitive ISFET ion sensor.
Each released hydrogen ion triggers the ISFET ion sensor and the signal is
translated into the DNA sequence of the template strand. All layers are
contained within a CMOS semiconductor chip, similar to that used in the
electronics industry (Figure 4.7).

The intial specifications given for the system were a throughput of 100Mb
per run, with 50bp long reads, achieving a raw accuracy of 99.6%. As of
February 2011 the read length was expanded to 100bp. One of the main
strengths of the system is the sequencing speed as the measurements can
almost be performed in real time (4 seconds per incorporation), resulting in
a run time of approximately two hours. Additionally, the up-front sequenc-
ing costs are lower due to the unmodified nucleotides that are employed. In
contrast to other sequencing instruments no optic devices are needed and un-
modified nucleotides can be employed, as no flourescent signaling is required,
circumventing potential biases. The throughput of the system is fairly low in
comparison to other platforms but is alleviated by the short run time and can
potentially scale up with further improvements of the semiconductor chips
(as predicted by Moore’s law). On the other hand, if the template DNA
contains homopolymer runs multiple nucleotides get incorporated in one cy-
cle, leading to the release of multiple hydrogen ions at once. This results in
a proportionally higher signal, yet homopolymer runs are more difficult to
accurately determine than with other sequencing instruments. Additionally,
the throughput of the system is not yet suited for large-scale whole genome
projects. If this technology aims to be employed in this kind of projects the
throughput has to be increased substaintially to make it viable in such an
environment.
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4.1.6 Clinical Diagnostics and Personalized Medicine

As previously discussed exome sequencing can be successful in the identifica-
tion of causative mutations in genetic disorder. Consequently, there is consid-
erable interest in implementing this application for use in clinical diagnosis.
The first, although unexpected, molecular diagnosis was made in early ex-
ome sequencing study [13]. The authors were able to reach an unanticipated
genetic diagnosis of congenital chloride diarrhea in a patient with a suspected
diagnosis of Bartter syndrome, a renal salt-wasting disease. The molecular
diagnosis was based on the finding of a homozygous missense mutation in
the gene SLC26A3 in the vicinity of a known locus for congenital chloride
diarrhea which was confirmed by a clinical follow-up. Recently a larger study
attempted to evaluate the application of whole exome sequencing in clinical
diagnosis by examining 12 patients with unexplained genetic conditions by
sequencing both the patients and their unaffected parents [69]. In conclusion
a likely genetic diagnosis could be made for 6 or the 12 probands, including
the identification of causative mutations in 4 genes known to be related in
genetic disorders and one gene which is likely related to a mendelian disorder.
Additionally, the authors could identify a homozygous mutation which can
explain at least a portion of the patients phenotypical features. These studies
show that next-generation sequencing in particular and exome sequencing in
general may become a standard tool in clinical diagnostics, yet a multitude of
challenges remain for this transition to occur. These challenges include cost
and reimbursement, communication of results to the patients and their fami-
lies and the handling of chance findings. Especially the question of how a re-
searcher or clinician should handle a molecular diagnosis or the identification
of a risk factor for a completely different disorder from the one that was un-
der initial investigation? Aside from these questions two main challenges are
highlighted: First, in the opinion of the authors laboratory-based functional
analysis of candidate variants is still a crucial part of determining causative
mutations in a larger set of identified variants, and it remains unclear how
this functional analysis can be incorporated into a diagnostic setting. Sec-
ondly, the authors state that even though a likely genetic diagnosis could be
reached for 6 of 12 probands the identification of causative mutations still
required substantial manual inspection of sequence data, alignments, vari-
ants and candidate genes, explicitly illustrating the need to further develop
and implement standardized, automated analysis software suited for use in
a clinical setting [69]. In addition the multitude of sequencing instruments
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available renders the selection of the approriate instrument for each applica-
tion increasingly difficult, in particular since unbiased comparisons between
different devices are scarce, and it remains to be seen how the introduction
of new methodologies further changes this fast-paced field.

4.1.7 Summary and Conclusion of Next-Generation Se-
quencing Instruments

Since the introduction of the second-generation sequencing instruments the
field of DNA sequencing is constantly and rapidly evolving as even more
technologies and sequencing approaches (as discussed in the previous chap-
ter) become available on the market or near completion. An era of a single
dominant sequencing technology as gold standard which is constantly im-
proved and refined, like Sanger sequencing, seems highly unlikely today. The
development is rather going in many different directions where multiple se-
quencing technologies have their own niche applications where they excel in
comparison to other techniques.

Unbiased comparisons between different platforms is a difficult task as
defined standards are non-existent and all companies release data and state-
ments that cast their systems in the best possible light. There are no ac-
cepted standards for what measures the companies need to report, let alone
particular protocols and procedures of how the data is analysed. The tem-
plates used, types of pre-analysis data filters used and number of runs used
(e.g. best single run, average of many runs, etc.) can have significant im-
pacts. Independent testing of NGS platforms to determine yield, error rates,
etc. would be ideal, but is expensive and problematic. These problems are
further aggrevated by the pace of development in this sector. Chemistry,
software and other key components of the systems are frequently updated,
rendering comparisons obsolete in a short time. A minimum set of charac-
teristics include run time, number of reads generated, length and type of
reads (i.e. single or paired-end reads), total yield per run, cost per run and
cost per megabase of sequence. Table 4.1 summarizes key parameters for
the different sequencing instruments that are currently available on the mar-
ket [35]. Everyone using NGS data would benefit from the development of
a standard set of conditions, analysis and a template (possibly Escherichia
coli genomicDNA) or set of templates (e.g. specific clones, E. coli genomic
DNA, human or mouse genomic DNA) that could be adopted and used for
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testing of all platforms. Results from these templates could then be used
to determine values that would allow direct comparison of NGS platforms,
chemistry and software upgrades.

It is already obvious that each technology has advantages and disadvan-
tages and thus focuses on diverse main fields of application. Some techniques
have their strengths in very long reads, especially the Roche 454 series and
the recently launched PacBio RS, which will be primarily employed in de-
novo sequencing where the longer read length is thought to help with the
assembly of unknown genomes. On the other hand there are the sequencing
machines that excel in pure throughput and thus reach an unprecedented low
cost per sequencend base which should be the prime choice for large scale
genome resequencing projects like the 1000 Genomes project or the Interna-
tional Cancer Genome Project. The most cost efficient machines currently
are the Illumina HiSeq and LifeTechnologies SOLiD series. Another set of
instuments focus on very short runtimes and aim at smaller labs which don’t
have the need and the capability to invest in a genome scale sequencing ma-
chines. These sequencers are generally smaller bench-top instuments and the
run time is typically as fast as one day or even several hours. This enables
labs a short turn around time for samples and experiments that don’t require
whole genome sequencing. Example applications include targeted amplicon
sequencing of a moderate number of genes (50-200), RNA expression pro-
filing and ChIP-Seq. Instuments in this category are the Roche 454Jr., the
Illumina MiSeq and the Ion Torrent system of Life Technologies.
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The continous development of these diverse instruments and application,
each with specific strength and weaknessed/biases, also create a challenging
environment for Bioinformatics that calls for the improvement of existing
and implementation of new algorithms to facilitate data analysis. Problems
and challenges that need to be addressed in the future include:

1. Primary data analysis: New methodology of sequencing warrants im-
plementation of new analysis algorithms (for example base callers)
which are tailored to the unique properties of the different sequenc-
ing platforms.

2. Data integration: Many projects may employ a variety of different
instruments and the different data needs to be converted to standard
formats in order to be combinable and exchangable between different
labs.

3. Data storage: Efficient techniques of data storage to cope with the
tremendous amount of raw (base calls) and secondary (variant calls)
sequencing data generated need to be developed to make the results of
large sequencing projects available to the scientific community.

4. Data comparison: Standard algorithms, procedures and filters for anal-
ysis need to be formulated in order to enable unbiased comparison be-
tween different platforms.

4.2 Appendix - Manuscripts

4.2.1 Identification of recurring tumor-specific somatic
mutations in acute myeloid leukemia by tran-
scriptome sequencing.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Identification of recurring tumor-specific somatic mutations in acute myeloid leukemia
by transcriptome sequencing

PA Greif1,2,5, SH Eck3,5, NP Konstandin1,2,5, A Benet-Pagès3, B Ksienzyk1,2, A Dufour2, AT Vetter1, HD Popp2,
B Lorenz-Depiereux3, T Meitinger3,4, SK Bohlander1,2,6 and TM Strom3,4,6

1Clinical Cooperative Group ‘Leukemia’, Helmholtz Zentrum München, German Research Center for Environmental Health,
Munich, Germany; 2Department of Medicine III, Universität München, Munich, Germany; 3Institute of Human Genetics,
Helmholtz Zentrum München, German Research Center for Environmental Health, Neuherberg, Germany and 4Institute of
Human Genetics, Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany

Genetic lesions are crucial for cancer initiation. Recently, whole
genome sequencing, using next generation technology, was
used as a systematic approach to identify mutations in
genomes of various types of tumors including melanoma, lung
and breast cancer, as well as acute myeloid leukemia (AML).
Here, we identify tumor-specific somatic mutations by sequenc-
ing transcriptionally active genes. Mutations were detected by
comparing the transcriptome sequence of an AML sample with
the corresponding remission sample. Using this approach, we
found five non-synonymous mutations specific to the tumor
sample. They include a nonsense mutation affecting the RUNX1
gene, which is a known mutational target in AML, and a
missense mutation in the putative tumor suppressor gene
TLE4, which encodes a RUNX1 interacting protein. Another
missense mutation was identified in SHKBP1, which acts
downstream of FLT3, a receptor tyrosine kinase mutated in
about 30% of AML cases. The frequency of mutations in TLE4
and SHKBP1 in 95 cytogenetically normal AML patients was 2%.
Our study demonstrates that whole transcriptome sequencing
leads to the rapid detection of recurring point mutations in the
coding regions of genes relevant to malignant transformation.
Leukemia advance online publication, 22 February 2011;
doi:10.1038/leu.2011.19
Keywords: acute myeloid leukemia; point mutations; TLE4;
SHKBP1; RUNX1; transcriptome sequencing

Introduction

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is the most frequent hemato-
logical malignancy in adults, with an annual incidence of 3 to 4
cases per 100 000 individuals. Despite the increasing knowl-
edge about the molecular pathology of AML, the prognosis
remains poor, with a 5-year survival of only 25–30%.
Chromosomal aberrations in tumor cells are found in approxi-
mately half of the AML patients, whereas the other half of the
patients has a normal karyotype (cytogenetically normal-AML).1

Even though a growing number of submicroscopic genetic
lesions is identified in AML, about 25% of cytogenetically
normal-AML patients do not carry any of the currently known
mutations. The list of frequently affected genes includes the
receptor tyrosine kinase FLT3, the transcription factor CEBPA,

the human trithorax homolog and histone methyltransferase
MLL and nucleophosmin (NPM1).2–7

So far, most of the genes that were found mutated in AML
were found through a candidate gene approach, because of their
involvement in translocations or in hematopoetic differentiation.
For example, CEBPA knockout mice show a block in myeloid
differentiation, and both MLL and NPM1 were initially found to
be involved in fusion genes that resulted from chromosomal
translocations in leukemia patients.5–9

With the advent of next generation sequencing technology,
the unbiased detection of tumor-specific somatic mutations
became possible.10–15 Sequence analysis of an AML genome
resulted in the identification of recurring mutations in the gene
IDH1, encoding the enzyme isocitrate dehydrogenase 1.11

Metabolite screening of AML samples revealed that the related
enzyme IDH2 is another mutational target.16 Despite its
technical feasibility, whole genome sequencing is still cost
intensive, and therefore several alternative approaches of
targeted sequencing have been proposed, like the sequencing
of coding regions. Although the size of a diploid human genome
is about 6 Gbp, the transcriptome, as defined by the combined
length of all mRNAs in a cell, is only 0.6 Gbp in size. This figure
is based on the estimate that a cell contains about 300 000
transcripts, with an average length of 2000 bases.17,18 Sequenc-
ing of only a few gigabases of the transcriptome should allow
mutation detection in a large proportion of transcribed genes.
Here we report that sequencing of an AML tumor and the
corresponding remission transcriptome allowed us to analyze
approximately 10 000 genes and to identify five tumor-specific
somatic mutations.

Materials and methods

Case information
A diagnostic bone marrow sample was collected from a 69-year-
old patient, diagnosed with AML M1 in May 2008. The patient
was included in the AML Cooperative Group clinical trial, and
informed consent and ethical approval for scientific use of the
sample including genetic studies were obtained. After induction
therapy using the sequential high-dose cytosine arabinoside and
mitoxantrone (S-HAM) protocol, complete remission was
achieved. After leukocyte recovery in July 2008, a remission
sample from peripheral blood was taken.

Sample preparation
Approximately 50� 106 cells from each sample were used for
mRNA extraction using Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA).
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The sequencing library was prepared using mRNA-Seq sample
preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). In brief, mRNA
was selected using oligo-dT beads (dynabeads, Invitrogen). The
mRNA was then fragmented using metal ion hydrolysis and
reversely transcribed using random hexamer primers. Following
steps included end repair, adapter ligation, size selection and
polymerase chain reaction enrichment.

Sequence alignment
Short-read alignment and consensus assembly were performed
using the BWA (v.0.5.5) sequence-alignment program,19 with
the default parameters and interactive trimming of low quality
bases at the end of reads (cut-off quality value q¼ 15). We used
an expanded reference sequence comprising the human
genome assembly (build NCBI36/hg18) and all annotated splice
sites extracted from the University of California Santa Cruz
(UCSC) genome browser-known gene track. In total, we
generated 127 115 919 paired-end reads of 36 bp length for
the AML sample, of which 95.08% aligned to the reference
sequence, and 187 782 678 paired-end reads for the remission
sample with 82 % aligning to the reference. Read mapping,
subsequent assembly and variant calling were performed using
the resequencing software packages BWA and SAMtools.19,20

During alignment, 31.27 and 39.81% apparently duplicated
reads were removed from the AML and remission sample,
respectively.

Distribution of reads across exonic and non-exonic
regions
To determine the success of the RNA library preparation, we
calculated the percentage of reads matching to known exons
from the UCSC genome browser. For the AML sample, B63% of
reads aligned to exons, B28.5% to introns and B7.5% to
intergenic regions, whereas for the remission sample, B73.5%
of reads aligned to exons, B20.5% to introns and B6% to
intergenic regions (Figure 1b). The relatively high proportion of
intronic reads may stem from unspliced mRNAs. Variable
proportions of intronic and exonic reads were observed between
different preparations from the same samples, indicating that
minor differences in RNA concentration and quality might
strongly influence the competitive binding of shorter spliced and
longer incompletely spliced mRNAs to oligo dT-beads. The
values varied between the different chromosomes and the
number of reads mapping to exons were correlated with overall
gene density on the chromosome (Supplementary Figure S1).

Expression analysis
Expression values were calculated as RPKM (reads per kilo-base
of gene model per million mapped reads.21 In brief, the number
of uniquely mapping reads (BWA mapping quality 40, B75 to
85% of reads for both samples) for each gene was counted
and then normalized by gene length and the total number of
reads generated in the experiment. As the reference set,

Figure 1 (a) Histograms of the sequence coverage in a non-redundant gene set based on the Ensembl annotation (35 876 genes) for genes detected
in both samples (left), the acute myeloid leukemia (AML, middle) and remission (right) samples. Minimum sequence coverage is plotted on the
x-axis and number of genes is plotted on the y-axis. We sequenced 10 152 genes with an average coverage of 7 or greater, 6989 genes with an
average coverage of 20 or greater and 5535 genes with an average coverage of at least 30 in both samples (left). The result obtained from the AML
sample was 11 293 genes with an average coverage of 7 or greater, 7878 genes with an average coverage of 20 or greater and 6326 genes with an
average coverage of 30 or greater (middle). The sequencing of the remission yielded 11 906 genes with an average coverage of 7 or greater, 8805
genes with an average coverage of 20 or greater and 7446 genes at an average coverage of at least 30 (right). The high proportion of genes detected
in both samples indicates a good comparability of expression profiles. (b) Two pie charts showing the percentage of reads from the AML (left) and
remission samples (right) that map to exons, introns or intergenic regions (see also Supplementary Figure S1).
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we used a non-redundant gene set based on the Ensembl gene
annotations by merging all annotated transcripts from the same
gene into a single ‘maximum coding sequence’. This set
contained 35 876 genes. Exonic regions that were shared by
two or more different genes (for instance sense and anti-sense
transcripts or non-coding RNAs within exons) were excluded
and not used for RPKM calculation as reads from these regions
can not be unambiguously assigned to single genes.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was calculated from the
log2 RPKM values of the tumor and remission sample, using the
R package for statistical computing.

SNP calling
Variant calling was performed using the SAMtools package
(v.0.1.5c).20 For the variant filter of SAMtools, we used the
following settings: minimum read depth¼ 3; maximum read
depth¼ 9999; minimum root mean square mapping quality
for single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)¼ 25; minimum
mapping quality of gaps¼ 10; minimum indel score for
filtering¼ 25; window size around potential indels¼ 10; win-
dow size for filtering dense SNPs¼ 10; maximum number of
SNPs allowed in window¼ 2.

Subsequently, we applied additional filters. We required each
putative SNP to have (i) a median quality value of the variant
bases of at least 20 (ii) that at least 15% of all reads covering the
position show the variant allele and (iii) that at least 10% of
reads showing the variant allele are from opposite strands.

Functional analysis of SNPs was performed with custom Perl
scripts using data sets from Ensembl and the UCSC genome
browser. Known SNP locations, Ensembl and known gene
annotations were used as provided by the UCSC genome
browser.

Results

To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, we selected an
AML sample (bone marrow aspirate) and a corresponding
remission sample (peripheral blood) for transcriptome sequen-
cing. The patient, a 69-year-old female, presented with de novo
AML, with blood counts and bone marrow morphology being
consistent with the diagnosis of AML without maturation
according to the French-American-British classification (FAB
AML M1). After induction therapy, complete remission was
achieved. One year after initial diagnosis, the patient relapsed
and received an allogenic bone marrow transplant.

Conventional cytogenetic analysis revealed a normal female
karyotype (46, XX[20]). An internal tandem duplication of FLT3,
an NPM1 mutation and a partial tandem duplication in the
MLL gene were excluded in a routine diagnostic screen. We
further investigated whether the tumor sample contained
somatic copy number variations using the HumanOmni1-Quad
chip (Illumina), containing probes for approximately 1 million
loci. We found no evidence of somatic loss-of-heterozygosity
indicating the presence of a normal diploid genome. A total of
29 copy number changes were present in both the tumor and
remission sample. We compared the copy number variations
with those contained in the database of genomic variants and
1600 controls from a population-based study. All the copy
number variations were present at least once in these cohorts.

We sequenced 4.35 and 5.54 Gbp of the tumor and remission
sample, respectively, on an Illumina GA IIx sequencer
(Illumina). We used the NCBI36/hg18 genome assembly as
reference sequence and compiled a non-redundant mRNA set
from the Ensembl transcripts database resulting in a set of 35 876
genes. Read mapping to the reference genome was performed
with the BWA software.19 Approximately 95 and 82% of the
reads mapped to the reference, of which 63 and 74% mapping
to exonic sequences in the tumor and remission sample,
respectively (Figure 1b, Supplementary Figure S1).

The average sequence read depth for every gene was first
calculated to obtain the number of genes suitable for mutation
detection. The read depth per gene ranged from 0 to over 1000.
A total of 10 152 genes had an average read depth of at least
sevenfold and 6989 genes had an average read depth of 20 or
greater in both samples. These numbers were only slightly
higher when the tumor and remission samples were analyzed
individually, indicating that the gene expression pattern was
comparable even though the tumor sample was a bone marrow
aspirate with more than 90% blasts, whereas the remission
sample was from peripheral blood with a normal white blood
cell count (Figure 1a). The comparability was supported by a
high correlation of the gene expression levels between the
samples as shown by a Spearman Rank correlation coefficient of
0.82 (Figure 2a).

Single-nucleotide variants (SNV) were called with the
SAMtools software package,20 using mainly the default para-
meters and custom filters applied at later stages. To achieve a
low false-positive rate, we required a minimum read depth of
7 in both samples. We set this threshold because there is a
detection rate of approximately 70% at this read depth.22 For the
same purpose, we quality filtered the SNV set of the tumor
sample, but used an unfiltered set of the remission sample for
comparison (Figure 2b).

Quality filtering in the tumor resulted in a set of 8978 SNVs in
coding regions. This compares favorably with approximately
20 000 SNVs that can be found in the entire coding sequence
using exome sequencing.23 In the next step, we excluded all
coding SNVs that were present in the dbSNP database version
130 or in the exomes of 8 HapMap samples. The remaining 926
sites contained 612 SNVs, which led to an amino acid
substitution or, which disrupted canonical splice sites. These
612 SNVs were then compared with the unfiltered calls of the
remission sample at these 612 positions. We excluded all
positions with any indication that the same SNV was also
present in the remission sample.

This strategy resulted in the identification of 11 candidate
SNVs unique to the tumor sample. Capillary sequencing of
genomic DNA from both the tumor and the remission sample
confirmed five SNVs, which affected the genes RUNX1, TLE4,
SHKBP1, XPO7 and RRP8. (Table 1, Figure 3). Two SNVs were
false positives with the same heterozygous SNVs being also
present in the genomic DNA of the remission sample, four SNVs
could not be confirmed in the AML sample.

RUNX1 (AML1) carried a heterozygous stop mutation in the
Runt domain. RUNX1 is the fusion partner of RUNX1T1 (eight
twenty one (ETO)) in the recurring t(8;21) (q22;q22) transloca-
tion present in 8–13% of de novo AML cases.24 In addition,
point mutations in RUNX1 have recently been described in
AML, in particular AML secondary to myelodysplastic syn-
drome, radiation exposure or chemotherapy, at a frequency of
8–10%.25

TLE4 carried a missense mutation at position 511 (N511S).
TLE4 is located on chromosome 9 band q34, which is frequently
deleted in AML with t(8;21) translocations, and is therefore a
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putative tumor suppressor gene. Interestingly, the TLE4 protein
interacts with RUNX1, and haploinsufficiency of TLE4 was
shown to collaborate with the RUNX1/RUNX1T1 fusion to
rescue cells from apoptosis.26

The third tumor-specific SNV resulted in a missense mutation
(V89I) in SHKBP1 (also known as SETA binding protein 1, SB1).
Through SETA, SHKBP1 interacts with CBL,27 a ubiquitin ligase
that regulates the degradation of FLT3. CBL mutations, which
result in the increased activity of FLT3, have recently been

described in AML and myelodysplastic syndrome.28 Thus, it is
likely that SB1 mutations affect FLT3 signaling. SHKBP1
overexpression in cell lines has antiapoptotic effects.29

The fourth and fifth AML-specific mutations were missense
mutations in XPO7 (a member of the importin beta superfamily)
and RRP8 (a methyltransferase, possibly involved in ribosomal
RNA processing).

Although recurring mutations in RUNX1 are known to occur
in AML, mutations in TLE4 or SHKBP1 have not been described
before. We therefore screened the complete coding sequence of
TLE4 and SHKBP1, as well as of RUNX1 in 95 cytogenetically
normal-AML patients by capillary sequencing of genomic DNA
(Table 2). As expected, we found several patients with RUNX1
mutation (9/95; 9.5%): nine missense mutations (two patients
with two mutations each), one nonsense mutation and a 5 bp
insertion. We also discovered two missense mutations in TLE4
and two missense mutations in SHKBP1 (Table 2), strongly
suggesting that both TLE4 and SHKBP1 are mutational targets in
AML at a frequency of about 2%. Mutations in TLE4, SHKBP1
and RUNX1 were mutually exclusive in the cohort of 95
cytogenetically normal-AML patients. TLE4 mutations were
found in patients with mutations in NPM1 and C/EBPA, whereas
SHKBP1 mutations were found in combination with mutations
in NPM1 and FLT3 (Table 2).

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that whole transcriptome sequencing
is an efficient method to discover point mutations in AML.
Using stringent filtering criteria, we were able to identify just
11 candidate mutations from a total of almost 10 Gbp of
primary transcriptome sequence. Five of these mutations
were confirmed by sequencing of genomic DNA. Three of
these mutations affect genes in pathways involved in AML
pathogenesis (Figure 4). Although RUNX1 mutations are
known to occur at a frequency of about 8% in AML patients,
we describe for the first time TLE4 and SHKBP1 as recurr-
ing mutational targets in AML. In summary, our approach
proved to be extremely efficient in identifying recurring
mutations with a high likelihood of contributing to the
pathogenesis of AML.

Overexpression of TLE4 in the RUNX1/RUNX1T1 (AML1/ETO)
fusion-positive Kasumi cell line was reported to cause apoptosis
and cell death, suggesting that TLE4 may act as a tumor
suppressor gene.26 The missense mutations we identified may
diminish the function of TLE4 or even act in a dominant negative
fashion. The point mutations in SHKBP1, on the other hand, may
result in a gain of function, because the antiapoptotic effects
of its overexpression classify SHKBP1 as a putative proto-
oncogene.29 In AML, mutations in SHKBP1 may disturb the
degradation of the FLT3 tyrosine kinase through the interaction
of SHKBP1 with SETA and indirectly with the ubiquitin-ligase
CBL.27 Although little is known about the protein structure of
both TLE4 and SHKBP1, all point mutations found in the present
study affect evolutionarily highly conserved domains encoded
by neighboring exons (Table 2). Although biochemical assays
are required to test whether these missense mutations influence
the protein interactions between TLE4 and RUNX1 or SHKBP1
and CBL, in vivo transformation assays are required to elucidate
the potential role of these mutations during the onset and
progression of AML. Considering the increasing number of
recurring mutations that have been identified in AML, it will be
very challenging to understand their complex interplay.

Figure 2 (a) Correlation between gene expression values (log2
RPKM) for the AML and remission sample for robustly detected genes
(X20 unique reads in each sample): The Spearman Rank correlation
coefficient between the two samples was 0.82. (b) Work flow
overview for the mutation detection. AML SNVs were stringently
quality filtered to a set of high confidence, non-synonymous SNVs
(n¼ 612). This set was then compared with the unfiltered remission
results at these positions to exclude positions with evidence for the
same SNV in the remission sample. The alignments of candidate SNVs
(31 SNVs) were manually inspected, yielding the final candidate list
(11 SNVs). Finally, five heterozygous point mutations could be
confirmed by capillary sequencing.
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Apparently, many subtle genetic changes may contribute to the
disease through multiple interactions.

Although analysis of the two AML genomes required
sequencing of over 120 Gbp for each patient and resulted in
the detection of 10 to 12 tumor-specific mutations in the gene
coding regions in each case,10,11 our analysis of an AML

transcriptome required only the sequencing of 10 Gbp and
resulted in the identification of five tumor-specific mutations in
the gene coding regions. Thus, our findings demonstrate that
whole transcriptome sequencing might be an order of magni-
tude, faster and more cost effective than whole genome
sequencing for the detection of point mutations in coding

Figure 3 Sequencing of genomic DNA from the patient confirms five point mutations detected by whole transcriptome sequencing. The genes
affected are RUNX1, (a) TLE4, (b) SHKBP1, (c) XPO7 (d) and RRP8 (e) Chromatograms show sequences from AML (upper panels) and remission
(lower panels) for each gene.

Table 1 Confirmed tumor-specific somatic mutations identified by transcriptome sequencing

Gene Position (hg18) Reference
genotype

Tumor
genotype

Amino acid Ensembl protein Read depth
tumor

Read depth
remission

TLE4 chr9:81523675 A/A A/G Asn-Ser (N511S) ENSP00000365735 167 114
SHKBP1 chr19:45775904 G/G G/A Val-Ile (V89I) ENSP00000291842 81 249
RUNX1 chr21:35128760 G/G G/A Gln-Stop (Q208X) ENSP00000300305 59 36
XPO7 chr8:21883756 A/A A/G Arg-Gly (R139G) ENSP00000252512 52 44
RRP8 chr11:6579867 G/G G/C Ser-Cys (S85C) ENSP00000254605 23 38

Abbreviation: AML, acute myeloid leukemia.
The table shows details of the five point mutations detected in the AML patient including affected genes, genomic position, resulting amino-acid
change and sequence coverage of the affected sites (see also Figure 3).
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regions of expressed genes. The main limitation of transcrip-
tome sequencing is the representational bias of transcripts.
Considering recent reports of alternative cleavage and poly-
adenylation of oncogenic transcripts,30 sequencing of reversely
transcribed poly-A selected transcripts may not always correctly
reflect the original expression levels in the leukemia cells.
Moreover, mutations that lead to increased-mRNA decay might
be missed in the present study. As only expressed mRNAs are
sequenced, non-expressed and extremely rare transcripts are not
sequenced at all or are not sequenced to sufficient coverage
levels for reliable mutation detection. However, this limitation
might not greatly affect the ability of this method to detect
activating mutations in oncogenes, as these genes would have to
be transcribed and translated to mediate their oncogenic effect.
Recently, exon-capture techniques became available providing
a more even read depth across protein coding regions, thus

allowing an exhaustive mutation analysis. In contrast to whole
exome or genome sequencing, transcriptome sequencing
provides valuable additional information on gene expression
levels and exon-composition of transcripts. Apart from mutation
detection, transcriptome sequencing could also be used to
detect tumor-specific fusion genes and splice variants.
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4.2.2 Adaptor Protein Complex 4 Deficiency Causes
Severe Autosomal-Recessive Intellectual Disabil-
ity, Progressive Spastic Paraplegia, Shy Charac-
ter, and Short Stature
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Adaptor Protein Complex 4 Deficiency Causes Severe
Autosomal-Recessive Intellectual Disability, Progressive
Spastic Paraplegia, Shy Character, and Short Stature

Rami Abou Jamra,1,8,* Orianne Philippe,2,8 Annick Raas-Rothschild,3 Sebastian H. Eck,4 Elisabeth Graf,4

Rebecca Buchert,1 Guntram Borck,2 Arif Ekici,1 Felix F. Brockschmidt,5,6 Markus M. Nöthen,5,6

Arnold Munnich,2 Tim M. Strom,4,7 Andre Reis,1,9 and Laurence Colleaux2,9,*

Intellectual disability inherited in an autosomal-recessive fashion represents an important fraction of severe cognitive-dysfunction disor-

ders. Yet, the extreme heterogeneity of these conditions markedly hampers gene identification. Here, we report on eight affected indi-

viduals who were from three consanguineous families and presented with severe intellectual disability, absent speech, shy character,

stereotypic laughter, muscular hypotonia that progressed to spastic paraplegia, microcephaly, foot deformity, decreased muscle mass

of the lower limbs, inability to walk, and growth retardation. Using a combination of autozygosity mapping and either Sanger

sequencing of candidate genes or next-generation exome sequencing, we identified one mutation in each of three genes encoding

adaptor protein complex 4 (AP4) subunits: a nonsense mutation in AP4S1 (NM_007077.3: c.124C>T, p.Arg42*), a frameshift mutation

in AP4B1 (NM_006594.2: c.487_488insTAT, p.Glu163_Ser739delinsVal), and a splice mutation in AP4E1 (NM_007347.3:

c.542þ1_542þ4delGTAA, r.421_542del, p.Glu181Glyfs*20). Adaptor protein complexes (AP1-4) are ubiquitously expressed, evolution-

arily conserved heterotetrameric complexes that mediate different types of vesicle formation and the selection of cargo molecules for

inclusion into these vesicles. Interestingly, two mutations affecting AP4M1 and AP4E1 have recently been found to cause cerebral palsy

associated with severe intellectual disability. Combined with previous observations, these results support the hypothesis that AP4-

complex-mediated trafficking plays a crucial role in brain development and functioning and demonstrate the existence of a clinically

recognizable syndrome due to deficiency of the AP4 complex.

With a worldwide prevalence of around 2%, early-onset

cognitive impairment, commonly referred to as intellec-

tual disability (ID), is the most frequent cause of severe

disability and a leading socioeconomic healthcare problem

inWestern countries.1 For the last two decades, remarkable

progress has been made in the elucidation of ID condi-

tions. About 30% percent of severe ID cases have been

ascribed to chromosomal imbalances.2 Defects in X-linked

genes account for about 10% of male ID cases.3 Yet despite

these recent advances, the cause of ID remains unex-

plained in the majority of cases, and this leaves families

without accurate diagnosis or genetic counseling. In partic-

ular, very little is known about the autosomal-recessive

forms of ID (ARID). The broad genetic heterogeneity of

ARID precludes any possibility of pooling families, and

the scarcity of large pedigrees suitable for linkage analyses

have hitherto hampered identification of the genes

responsible for most of these cases. This problem has

been successfully circumvented by the use of autozygosity

mapping in large consanguineous families; in nonspecific

ARID ten genes have been identified so far.1,4–12 Neverthe-

less, mutations in each of these genes only account for one

or very few families, suggesting that many genes remain to

be identified.

Here, we present linkage analyses, mutation discovery,

and clinical characterization of a recognizable ARID

syndrome in eight affected individuals from three consan-

guineous families.

Family ID01 is a sibship of three affected and two

healthy siblings born to healthy parents, who are second

cousins of Israeli–Arab descent (Figure 1A and Table 1).

Pregnancy and delivery were unremarkable in all three

affected cases. At birth all three siblings presented with

microcephaly and muscular hypotonia, which later devel-

oped to hypertonia. At the time of examination, a clinical

assessment showed hyperreflexia, spastic paraplegia, and

an inability to walk unaided. All affected individuals re-

vealed a severe cognitive deficit, marked speech delay,

and adaptive impairment. Furthermore, they presented

with microcephaly, a high palate, mildly remarkable facial

gestalt with a wide nasal bridge, short stature, hyperlaxity,

genu recurvatum, pes planus, and awaddling gait. All three

affected individuals had stereotypic laughter andmarkedly

shy character. None of the patients had seizures, vision or
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hearing impairments, or any anomalies of inner organs

(Table 1).

FamilyMR061 is composed of threenuclear families from

middle Syria; the families have one affected child each: the

index, V-14, his nephewVI-3, and his cousin once removed

V-28 (Figure 2). Pregnancy, delivery, and neonatal period

were unremarkable. Affected individuals sat at age one

and walked at age two to four but lost their ability to walk

six to 24 months later. At the time of examination, clinical

assessment showed muscular hypertonia, especially of

lower limbs; contractures; talipes equinovarus; weak and

decreased muscle mass of the shanks; and a clinical suspi-

cion of peripheral neuropathy. All affected individuals

revealed a severe cognitive deficit and absent speech and

could only express basic needs (i.e., thirst, hunger, and

strangury). Further, they presented with microcephaly

(VI-3 and V-28); mild facial dysmorphisms, including

a prominent and bulbous nose, a wide mouth, and coarse

features; short stature; and mild spasticity in flection of

upper limbs, which could be used only for simple tasks

(e.g., holding a bottle of water). Similar to the former

Figure 1. Genetic Analysis of Family
ID01
(A) Pedigree of the family.
(B) Electrophoregrams illustrating the
c.487_488insTAT, p.Glu163_Ser739de-
linsVal variant in exon 5 of AP4B1. Data
are shown for homozygous affected
individuals, heterozygous healthy parents,
and homozygous wild-type healthy
siblings.
(C) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of AP4B1
mRNA. AP4B1 expression in fibroblast
cells from three controls and from patient
IV-2.
Data are normalized to glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH).
Means 5 standard deviation are given
(n ¼ 3 independent experiments). ***p
value of < 0.01 (Student’s test) for the
difference of expression. **p value of
< 0.05 (Student’s test) for the difference
of expression.

family, all affected individuals were

markedly shy, amicable, and calm

and kept smiling or laughing for no

obvious reason but did not have

laughter bursts. None of the patients

had seizures, a hearing impairment,

or any anomalies of inner organs

(Table 1). The nephew of the index,

VI-3, has an unclassified vision

impairment. In addition, V-9 and

VI-7 presented with moderate intel-

lectual disability, could walk and

speak, and did not have growth retar-

dation and thus presented clinically

with a different form of disability.

Family MR071 is composed of two nuclear families who

are from the north of Syria and had one affected child

each: the index, III-5, and his cousin, III-11 (Figures 3A

and 3B). The pregnancy and birth were unremarkable in

both cases. The parents reported muscular hypotonia in

the neonatal period; this later developed to muscular

hypertonia, especially of the lower limbs. At the time of

examination, clinical assessment revealed contractures;

talipes equinovarus; and decreased muscle mass of the

shanks; together these findings resembled peripheral

neuropathy. All affected individuals presented with

a severe cognitive deficit and absent speech. Furthermore,

they hadmicrocephaly; short stature; and a mildly remark-

able facial gestalt that included a prominent and bulbous

nose, a wide mouth, and coarse features. Individual III-11

had epilepsy. Both patients showed a shy, amicable, and

calm character. They smiled or laughed for no obvious

reason but did not have laughter bursts. None of the

patients had vision or hearing impairments or any anom-

alies of inner organs (Table 1). In this family one other

cousin, III-1, presented clinically with a different form of
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disability. She had mild ID, could walk and speak, and did

not have growth retardation.

Chromosome analysis and metabolic screening

(including plasma amino acid, lactate, carnitine and

urinary oligosaccharides, mucopolysaccharidoses, and

organic acids) as well as biochemical screening for GM1

Gangliosidosis, Tay Sachs, and Krabbe diseases were all

normal. No brain magnetic resonance imaging was avail-

able for any of the patients.

All procedures followed in this study were approved by

the local ethical committee at the contributing Universi-

ties and proper informed consent was obtained. Additional

consent was obtained from parents of affected persons

whose photographs are presented in this work. Blood

samples were collected from all affected and most unaf-

fected siblings and parents. Blood lymphoblasts (families

MR061 and MR071) and skin fibroblasts (patient IV-2 of

family ID01) were cultured. Genomic DNA was extracted

by standard methods and analyzed with the Affymetrix

GeneChip Mapping 250K array (family ID01) or 6.0 array

(families MR061 and MR071) (Affymetrix, Santa Clara,

CA, USA). Analysis did not reveal pathogenic deletions or

duplications. Mendelian segregation was calculated with

PedCheck software and was confirmed in all instances.13–15

Table 1. Clinical Findings in Patients with Mutation in Distinct AP4 Subunits

Family

This Report
Moreno-De-Luca
et al.32 Verkerk et al.31ID01 MR061 MR071

Patient IV-2 IV-4 IV-5 V-14 V-28 VI-3 III-5 III-11 IV-4 IV-5 IV-1 IV-3 IV-4 IV-5 IV-6

AP4 subunit
disrupted

B1 B1 B1 S1 S1 S1 E1 E1 E1 E1 M1 M1 M1 M1 M1

Sex F F M M F M M F F M F M F M M

Age at evaluation
(years)

23 15 11 22 20 18 11 6 23 22 24 23 22 1.5 21

Severe ID þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ

Normal speech þ � � � � � � � � � � � � NA �

Stereotypic
laughter

þ þ þ þ þ þ � þ þ þ þ þ þ NA þ

Shy character þ þ � þ þ þ � � NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Neonatal
hypotonia

þ þ þ þ NA þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ

Progressing
to hypertonia

þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ NA þ

Hyperreflexia þ þ þ þ NA þ NA NA þ þ þ þ þ NA þ

Babinski sign þ � þ NA NA NA NA NA þ þ þ þ þ NA þ

Spasticity þ þ þ þ � þ þ þ þ þ þ þ þ NA þ

Drooling � � þ þ þ þ � � þ þ þ þ þ NA þ

Walk
independently
(years)

2.5 2.5 2.5 2 2 2.5 � � � � � � � � �

Ambulation wheelchair þ wheelchair � � � crawling crawling � � � � � NA �

Foot deformity � � � þ þ þ þ þ NA NA � þ � � �

Head
circumference

�2 SD �2.5 SD �3 SD �1 SD �4 SD �2 SD �3 SD �4 SD �3 SD �3 SD �1 SD 0 SD �2 SD NA �2.5 SD

Height (cm) Y Y Y 145 130 140 125 105 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Epilepsy � � � � � � � þ þ þ � � � � �

Sphincter control � � � þ þ þ � � � � � � � NA �

Eye evaluation normal normal normal normal normal amblyopia normal normal normal normal NA normal NA NA POD

Hearing
evaluation

normal normal normal normal normal normal normal normal normal normal NA NA NA NA NA

Overweight þ þ normal normal normal normal normal normal NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

The following abbreviations are used: F, female; M, male, NA, not available POD, pale optic disc. The following symbols are used: þ, present; �, absent; Y, short
stature, but not exactly measured.
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We performed linkage analysis with ALLEGRO under an

autosomal-recessive mode of inheritance with 99% pene-

trance and a disease allele frequency of 0.001 by using the

EasyLinkage interface software.14–16 Multipoint linkage

analysis resulted in significant linkage peaks at 1p13.2-

q21.2 for family ID01, at 14q11-q12 for MR061,17 and at

15q21.1-q25.1 for MR071. Further genotype and haplotype

analyses confirmed homozygosity by descent and defined

critical intervals of 34Mb, 9.1Mb, and 32.9Mb, respectively

(TableS1, availableonline). Individuals fromfamiliesMR061

andMR071, who presentedwith a clinically distinct form of

ID, neither showed linkage to the above-mentioned regions

nor, in the case of individuals V-9 and VI-7, showed

a common locus. This means that in families MR061 and

MR071 three and two different ID disorders exist,

respectively.

After prioritizing genes according to their expression in

the brain and their putative role in the central nervous

system, we screened eight genes mapping to 1p13.1-

q21.2 in family ID01 by using direct sequencing of

all coding exons and exon-intron junctions. We

identified a 3 bp homozygous insertion (NM_006594.2:

c.487_488insTAT) within exon 5 of AP4B1 (encoding the

b subunit of the adaptor complex 4 [MIM 607245]) (Fig-

ure 1B). This variant cosegregated with the disease and

was not present in NCBI dbSNP (build 131) or detected

in any of 796 control chromosomes, including 160 chro-

mosomes from individuals of Israeli-Arab origin. This

frameshift mutation (p.Glu163_Ser739delinsVal) was pre-

dicted to cause premature termination of translation.

Quantitative real-time PCR with the DCT method showed

significantly less AP4B1 transcript in patient skin fibro-

blasts than in three controls (p ¼ 0.0084–0.013 with

Student’s test, Figure 1C). These results suggest that the

primary effect of this frameshift mutation is nonsense-

mediated decay.

DNA from individual V-14 of family MR061 was en-

riched with the SureSelect Human All Exon Kit, which

targets approximately 38 Mb, that is 1.22%, of the human

genome (Agilent, Santa Clara, Ca, USA). Sequencing was

carried out on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx (Illumina,

San Diego, CA, USA) as 54 bp or 76 bp paired-end runs.

Image analysis and base calling were performed with the

Genome Analyzer Pipeline version 1.5 with default

Figure 2. Genetic Analysis of Family MR061
(A) Pedigree of family; arrows indicate index. Family MR061 is large with multiple affected individuals with variable phenotypes. Grey
symbols denote individuals inwhom clinical presentation ismarkedly different andwho have noAP4S1mutation (heterogeneity within
the family).
(B) Electropherograms illustrating the mutation in exon 2 of AP4S1.
(C) Facial appearance of affected individuals with discreet remarkable facial gestalt, including a prominent and bulbous nose, a wide
mouth, and coarse features and photographs of lower limbs with foot deformity and decreased muscle mass of the shanks.
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parameters. We performed read alignment with BWA

(v 0.5.8) by using the default parameters18 with the human

genome assembly hg19 (GRCh37) as reference. Single-

nucleotide variants and small insertions and deletions (in-

dels) were detected with SAMtools (v 0.1.7).19 Variant

annotation was performed with custom Perl scripts inte-

grating data from dbSNP (v131) and the UCSC Genome

Browser knownGene track. Additionally, we compared

variants to 80 sequenced exomes in an in-house database

to identify further common variants that are not present

in dbSNP. We captured 26,037 variants; 6,655 variants

were coding and homozygous, 345 of those were not anno-

tated, and 139 of those were nonsynonymous. Only two

variants were located in the linked region on chromosome

14: a missense variant in the last exon of SLC22A17

(NM_020372.2: c.1429G>A, p.Val477Met) and a nonsense

variant in the first coding exon of AP4S1 (NM_007077.3:

c.124C>T, p.Arg42*). In silico analysis with Muta-

tionTaster20 and PolyPhen21 indicated a high probability

for a pathogenic effect for both variants. The variants

were also absent in 740 Syrian control chromosomes and

cosegregated with the affected status within the family.

Both SLC22A17 (highly expressed in the brain and

belonging to the organic cation transporter family [MIM

611461]) and AP4S1 (encoding the small subunit of the

adaptor complex 4, MIM [607243]) are thus good a priori

candidates for ID. Because the clinical presentation of

affected persons with mutations in the different AP4

subunits shows high similarity (Table 1), we assume that

the AP4S1 mutation, which truncates the protein at its

very beginning, is the main determinant of the phenotype

in this family, although we cannot exclude an additional

effect of the SLC22A17 or other variant in the linked

region.

Finally, we tested homozygosity at the four loci coding

for the subunits B1, E1, S1, and M1 of the AP4 complex

by genotyping cohorts of 22 French and 62 Syrian17

ARID families with Affymetrix GeneChip Mapping 6.0,

Figure 3. Genetic Analysis of Family MR071
(A) Pedigree of family MR071.
(B) Representative sequence traces from cDNA showing skipping of exon 5.
(C) Facial appearance of affected individuals includes discreet remarkable facial gestalt with prominent and bulbous nose, wide mouth,
and coarse features. Also shown are photographs of the lower limbs with foot deformity and decreased muscle mass of the shanks.
(D) RT-PCR products of mRNA from homozygous affected individuals, heterozygous healthy parents, and homozygous wild-type
healthy siblings; the expected size from the normal AP4E1 allele (512 bp) as well as a smaller band corresponding to aberrant splicing
of the mutated allele with skipping of exon 5 (389 bp) is shown.
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Affymetrix GeneChip 250K (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA,

USA) or Illumina 610K arrays (Illumina, San Diego, CA,

USA). One Syrian family (MR071) showed linkage to

chromosome 15 containing AP4E1. Direct sequencing of

this gene (encoding the 3 subunit of the adaptor complex

4 [MIM 607244]) identified a homozygous splice-donor

site mutation in intron 5 (NM_007347.3, c.542þ1_542þ
4delGTAA) (Figure 3). This variant cosegregated with the

phenotype, was not present in dbSNP build 131, and was

absent in 740 control chromosomes from healthy individ-

uals of Syrian descent. This mutation was predicted to

abolish the intron 5 splice-donor site. Consistently, anal-

ysis of AP4E1 transcript from patient lymphoblastoid cell

lines revealed skipping of exon 5 (Figure 3). This deletion

was predicted to cause a frameshift and a premature

termination of translation in exon 6 (NM_007347.3:

r.421_542del, p.Glu181Glyfs*20). In an additional Syrian

family, an individual who had a homozygous 11 bp

deletion in intron 11 of AP4E1 (c.1346þ44_1346þ
54delGCAGTGACTTT) was identified . In silico analysis

indicated that this deletion is not pathogenic and it was

present in 20% of 320 control chromosomes from healthy

individuals of Syrian descent. No additional, not anno-

tated variants were identified.

Adaptor protein complexes (AP1, AP2, AP3, and AP4)

play a key role in signal-mediated trafficking of integral

membrane proteins. They mediate different types of

vesicle formation and the selection of cargo molecules

for inclusion into these vesicles. These evolutionarily

conserved heterotetrameric complexes share a common

structural organization and are composed of four subunits:

two large subunits or adaptins (~100 kD; a-3/b1-4), one

medium (~50 kD; m1-4), and one small subunit (~17 kD;

s1-4).22 AP1-3 complexes are widely distributed among

eukaryotes from yeast to humans. By contrast, the AP4

complex is absent in organisms such as Saccharomyces

cerevisiae, Caenorhabditis elegans, and Drosophila mela-

nogaster.23 Moreover, although AP1, AP2, and AP3

complexes have been shown to be associated with clathrin

vesicles, the AP4 complex functions independently of cla-

thrin and is preferentially linked to membranes regulated

by the small GTPase ARF, another coat-vesicle protein.24–26

As shown in Figure S1, expression analysis of AP4B1,

AP4E1,and AP4S1 transcript levels by quantitative RT-

PCR in various adult and fetal tissues revealed ubiquitous

expression in all fetal and adult brain structures tested. It

has been suggested that the AP4 complex is involved in

various sorting processes. In HeLa cells, the m4 subunit

interacts with the cytoplasmic tyrosine motif of lysosomal

cargo proteins such as the lysosome-associated membrane

protein 2 and mediates their direct transport to lysosomes

without passing via the plasma membrane. In Madin-

Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK), the m4 subunit inter-

acts with different cargo proteins destined for the basolat-

eral membrane. In the brain, the AP4 complex has been

involved in the transport of amyloid precursor protein

(APP) from the trans-Golgi network to early endo-

somes.27 Ap4b1-deficient mice were fertile, exhibited no

anatomical brain abnormalities, and had normal life spans,

body weight, and grip power. They exhibited no ataxia but

a significantly poorer rotorod performance than wild-type

mice did. There was no information about learning ability

of the Ap4b1-deficient mice. Analysis of those mice

demonstrated that Ap4 mediates the trans-Golgi network

to the postsynaptic somatodendritic domain transport

of d2 and a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepro-

pionic acid (AMPA) glutamate receptors in both cerebellar

Purkinje cells and hippocampal neurons.28 We thus

propose that motor disturbances observed in patients

with mutations in the AP4 complex might be because of

cerebellar dysfunction caused by mislocalization of gluta-

mate receptors. Similarly, defective AMPA receptor sorting

might impact synaptic plasticity in hippocampal neurons

and cause ID.

Mutations in other AP complexes have already been

linked to human disorders. Mutations of AP1S2 (encoding

the s small subunit of the adaptor complex 1 [MIM

300629]) cause an X-linked intellectual disability

syndrome associating muscular hypotonia, delayed

walking, speech delay, aggressive behavior, brain calcifica-

tions, and elevated cerebrospinal fluid protein levels (MIM

300630).29,30 Mutations in AP3B1 (encoding the b subunit

of the adaptor complex 3 [MIM 603401]) cause Herman-

sky-Pudlak syndrome type 2 (HPS [MIM 608233]), a disease

characterized by hypopigmentation of the eyes and skin,

prolonged bleeding, and lysosomal ceroid storage.27

Interestingly, homozygosity for a splice-donor site muta-

tion in AP4M1 (encoding the m subunit of the AP4 complex

[MIM 602296]) was found to be associated with an auto-

somal-recessive spastic tetraplegia with intellectual

disability and white matter anomalies (MIM 612936).31

Moreover, a 192-kb-long deletion encompassing SPPL2A

(MIM 608238) and AP4E1 (MIM 607244) was also found

to be associated with autosomal-recessive cerebral palsy,

microcephaly, and intellectual disability (no MIM number

has been assigned).32 Patients carrying mutations in

AP4M1 and AP4E1 share many clinical features with those

patients described in our study (Table 1). Primarily, all

patients had an infantile muscular hypotonia that pro-

gressed to spasticity, hypertonia, and paralysis and became

unable to walk. They presented with a severe ID, absent or

markedly delayed speech, stereotypic laughter, and growth

retardation. In addition to those common symptoms,

several other features were observed in some of the

patients: microcephaly, epilepsy, waddling gait, joint hy-

perlaxity (in patients withAP4B1mutation), and feet defor-

mity (Table 1). Yet, despite this phenotypic variability, our

data suggest that disruption of any of the four AP4 subunits

causes a clinically recognizable AP4-deficiency syndrome.

This was also supported by the fact that three other individ-

uals in families MR061 and MR071 have a clinical pheno-

type of ID different from the AP4 syndrome and

consistently do not carry the familial mutations homozy-

gously. Heterozygous carriers of the mutations have no ID.
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In conclusion, our findings illustrate the power of

combining systematic autozygosity mapping with large-

scale sequencing for unraveling themolecular basesof auto-

somal-recessive ID.More importantly, they suggest the exis-

tence of a clinically recognizable AP4-deficiency syndrome

characterized by the association of severe ID, growth retar-

dation, stereotypic laughter, progressive spasticity, and

inability towalk. Finally, this studyprovides further support

to the hypothesis of a crucial role of AP4-mediated traf-

ficking in brain development and functioning.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include one figure and one table and can be

found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/AJHG/.
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A Mutation in VPS35, Encoding a Subunit
of the Retromer Complex, Causes
Late-Onset Parkinson Disease
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To identify rare causal variants in late-onset Parkinson disease (PD), we investigated an Austrian family with 16 affected individuals by

exome sequencing. We found a missense mutation, c.1858G>A (p.Asp620Asn), in the VPS35 gene in all seven affected family members

who are alive. By screening additional PD cases, we saw the same variant cosegregating with the disease in an autosomal-dominantmode

with high but incomplete penetrance in two further families with five and ten affected members, respectively. The mean age of onset in

the affected individuals was 53 years. Genotyping showed that the shared haplotype extends across 65 kilobases around VPS35.

Screening the entireVPS35 coding sequence in an additional 860 cases and 1014 controls revealed six further nonsynonymousmissense

variants. Three were only present in cases, two were only present in controls, and one was present in cases and controls. The familial

mutation p.Asp620Asn and a further variant, c.1570C>T (p.Arg524Trp), detected in a sporadic PD case were predicted to be damaging

by sequence-based andmolecular-dynamics analyses. VPS35 is a component of the retromer complex andmediates retrograde transport

between endosomes and the trans-Golgi network, and it has recently been found to be involved in Alzheimer disease.

Parkinson’s disease (PD [MIM 168600]) is the second-most

common neurodegenerative disorder; it affects 1%–2% of

the population above the age of 60.1 It is characterized

by degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the nigro-

striatal pathway and other monoaminergic cell groups in

the brainstem. This degeneration leads to bradykinesia,

resting tremor, muscular rigidity, and postural instability

as well as nonmotor symptoms. Up to 20% of cases with

PD are reported to be familial,2,3 but extended pedigrees

with clear Mendelian inheritance are rare. Genetic studies

have so far revealed mutations in five genes causing auto-

somal-recessive (PARK2 [MIM 602544], PINK1 [MIM

608309], PARK7 [MIM 602533]) or autosomal-dominant

(SNCA [MIM 163890], LRRK2 [MIM 609007]) forms of

PD.4–9 Whereas the autosomal-recessive forms with

early onset and SNCA missense mutations or duplica-

tions10 are rare, a single LRRK2 mutation (RefSeq number

NM_198578.3: c.6055G>A [p.Gly2019Ser]) accounts for

approximately 1% of sporadic cases of European

origin.11–13 A recent study revealed a strong association

of PD with glucocerebrosidase (GBA) mutations in carriers

for Gaucher [MIM 230800] disease, thus implicating a lyso-

somal enzyme in the pathogenesis of PD.14,15 Genome-

wide association studies revealed several low-risk suscepti-

bility loci, among them LAMP3 [MIM 605883] and HIP1R

[MIM 605613], which have been reported to be implicated

in the lysosomal pathway.16–18

We identified an Austrian family in which 16 members

were affected by PD (family A, Figure 1). PD seemed to be

inherited in an autosomal-dominant mode with high

penetrance. Seven affected members were available for

clinical and DNA investigations. Six of them exhibited at

least three of the four cardinal signs of PD (akinesia, resting

tremor, rigidity, and postural instability) and showed

improvement after dopaminergic treatment. A single

affected individual had displayed action tremors since

childhood but developed L-Dopa-responsive resting

tremors and akinesia only at the age of 62 years. The

mean age of onset was 53 years (range 40–68 years) (Table

1). The clinical diagnosis of idiopathic PD was made by

movement-disorder specialists who used UK brain bank

criteria for PD.19 All participants gave written informed
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consent. The study was approved by the institutional

review board of the Medizinische Universität Wien and

the Hessische Landesärztekammer Wiesbaden.

To identify the disease-causing variant, we selected two

second cousins (#3017 and #3020) for exome sequencing.

We assumed that any rare variants common in both indi-

viduals would be disease-causing candidates. Selecting

distantly relatedmembers of the pedigree shouldminimize

the proportion of alleles shared by descent. Exome

sequencing was performed on a Genome Analyzer IIx

system (Illumina) after in-solution enrichment of exonic

sequences (SureSelect Human All Exon 38Mb kit, Agilent).

We sequenced two lanes of a flowcell for both samples, each

as 54 bp paired-end runs. Read alignment was performed

with BWA (version 0.5.8) to the human genome assembly

hg19 (Table S1, available online). Single-nucleotide variants

and small insertions and deletions (indels) were detected

with SAMtools (v 0.1.7). We filtered called variants to

exclude those present in 72 control exomes from patients

with other unrelated diseases. We further excluded all vari-

ants that were present in dbSNP 131 and had an average

heterozygosity of more than 0.02. Variant annotation was

performed with custom scripts. This approach left ten

heterozygous nonsynonymous variants shared by both

affected individuals (Table 2; see also Table S2).

Only a singleheterozygous variant in theVPS35 gene (Re-

fSeq number NM_018206.4: c.1858G>A [p.Asp620Asn])

fulfilled two further criteria of being possibly causative: (1)

it was found in all seven affected members investigated

and (2) was absent in approximately 680 KORA S4

general-population samples (Tables 2 and 3).20 We next

screened 486 unrelated PD patients from Austria for the

p.Asp620Asn variant by MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy

(SequenomMassArray system).We detected two additional

index patients carrying this mutation (families B and C;

Figure 1 and Table 1). The variant was detected in all eight

affected individuals investigated in both families. It was

not present in a second set of 554 Austrian controls or in

an additional 1014 KORA-AGE controls (Table 3). The

variant was further detected in three clinically unaffected

family members in families A, B, and C. Because the

unaffected individuals are all younger than 60 years of

age, either they are all presymptomatic or the mutation is

nonpenetrant in these subjects.

A

B C

Figure 1. Pedigrees of Families A, B, and C
Unaffected familymembers are indicated by open symbols, affectedmembers by closed symbols. Asterisks denote individuals genotyped
for p.Asp620Asn. Tomaintain confidentiality, we have not shown genotypes of unaffected individuals. A questionmark within a symbol
denotes an unknown phenotype. Diagonal bars through symbols denote deceased individuals.
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Cross-species alignment of VPS35 from plants, fungi,

invertebrates, and vertebrates showed complete conserva-

tion of amino acid Asp620 (Figure S1). The likely conse-

quence of the p.Asp620Asn variant was predicted to be

damaging by PolyPhen2,21 SNAP,22 and SIFT.23 We there-

fore concluded that the variant p.Asp620Asn is indeed

very likely to be causative for PD in families A, B, and C.

To determine whether the variant p.Asp620Asn occurred

on the same haplotype, we genotyped 20 individuals

from families A–C with oligonucleotide SNP arrays

(HumanOmni2.5-Quad, Illumina). Haplotyping and

linkage analysis were performed with the Merlin soft-

ware.24 The haplotypes carrying the variant p.Asp620Asn

in families A–C are depicted in Table S3. Family A and B

shared a commonhaplotype across 21Mbbetweenmarkers

rs1072594 and rs4444336. FamilyC,however, showedonly

a common region of 65 kb across VPS35. Different alleles

were located at markers rs56168099 and rs74459547,

25 kb upstream and 11 kb downstream of VPS35, respec-

tively (Table S3). Because the two intragenic markers did

not differ, we could not determine whether the three fami-

lies shared an old commonhaplotype or whether themuta-

tion has recently arisen on two different haplotypes.

To assess the prevalence of other VPS35 mutations

among PD cases and the general population, we screened

all 17 coding exons for variations by dye-binding/high-

resolution DNA melting curve analysis (LightScanner HR

I 384, Idaho Technology) in 860 cases (484 Austrian and

Table 1. Clinical Findings for PD Patients Carrying Variants in VPS35

Family Patient Variation AaO DD IS B R RT PI L-Dopa/DA Other Features

A 3017 p.Asp620Asn 48 7 B þ þ � þ þ

A 3019 p.Asp620Asn 40 5 B þ þ þ þ þ

A 3020 p.Asp620Asn 46 7 PI þ þ � þ þ

A 3021 p.Asp620Asn 68 16 PI þ þ þ þ þ

A 3049 p.Asp620Asn 49 4 RT þ þ þ � þ

A 3044 p.Asp620Asn 64 3 PI þ þ þ þ þ

A 3045 p.Asp620Asn 63 1 RT þ � þ � þ action tremor since
childhood

B 2056 p.Asp620Asn 61 15 RT þ þ þ þ þ fluctuations, dyskinesias

B 2057 p.Asp620Asn 56 8 RT þ þ þ þ þ fluctuations, dyskinesias

B 2098 p.Asp620Asn 46 0.5 RT � � þ � untreated depression, action tremor,
pathologic DAT SPECT

B 2099 p.Asp620Asn 51 5 B þ þ þ � þ fluctuations, pathologic
DAT SPECT

C 3022 p.Asp620Asn 61 5 RT þ þ þ � þ dyskinesias

C 3055 p.Asp620Asn 46 12 RT þ þ þ � þ

C 3054 p.Asp620Asn 53 9 B þ þ � � þ dyskinesias

C 3056 p.Asp620Asn 43 10 B þ þ þ þ þ dyskinesias

211 p.Arg524Trp 37 9 MG þ þ þ � þ mild action tremor since
youth; 75% motor
improvement on
levodopa-test; DBS for
fluctuations and
dyskinesias; pathologic
DAT SPECT

524 p.Leu774Met 51 7 RT þ þ þ � þ marked postural tremor

243 p.Leu774Met 73 9 RT þ þ þ þ þ dyskinesias, pathologic
DAT SPECT

806 p.Ile241Met 72 2 Postural
tremor

þ � þ þ þ hyposmia (6/12 sniffing
sticks), DAT SPECT
pathologic, pathologic
crying

90/05 p.Met57Ile 62 13 RT þ þ þ þ þ dementia (MMSE 23),
dysphagia and dysarthria,
hyposmia by history,
depression

Abbreviations are as follows: AaO, age at onset; DD, disease duration in years; IS, initial symptoms; B, bradykiesia; R, rigidity; RT, resting tremor; PI, postural insta-
bility; L-Dopa/DA, response to L-Dopa and/or dopamine agonist; MG, micrographia; DBS, deep brain stimulation.
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376 German cases) and 1014 controls. For controls, we

used a population-based cohort (KORA AGE) with

a mean age of 76 years but excluded eight individuals

known to be on medications for PD (Table 3). Exons 2

to 12 are located within a region that is duplicated 12

Mb upstream. Primers were designed to specifically

amplify these exons (Table S4). The screening revealed

six further rare coding SNVs in addition to p.Asp620Asn

(Table 4). Including p.Asp620Asn, we identified four

different nonsynonymous missense variants only present

in cases, two only present in controls, and one present in

cases and controls. Two of the variants unique to PD cases

were predicted to be damaging by all three methods

(c.1858G>A [p.Asp620Asn]; c.1570C>T [p.Arg524Trp]),

and one was predicted by PolyPhen2 to be possibly

damaging (c.723T>G, p.Ile241Met). The other variants

were predicted to be benign by all methods. Family infor-

mation was only available for the patient carrying the

p.Arg524Trp variant. The only available family member

was her mother, aged 74 years. She was found to also carry

the variant and showed mild extrapyramidal signs,

including intermittent resting tremor of the left fingers

and mild postural tremor of both upper limbs, but no bra-

dykinesia. However, a DAT SPECT examination showed

normal striatal binding, excluding the possibility of an

early stage of PD in this subject. Of note, the screening

did not reveal any common nonsynonymous coding

SNVs. Furthermore, common nonsynonymous coding

SNVs were not found in the 72 control exomes from

patients with other unrelated diseases, nor were any re-

corded in the dbSNP database (version 131).

VPS35 is a component of the retromer complex and is

involved in retrograde transport from the endosomes back

to the trans-Golgi network.25 This multi-protein complex

consists of the cargo-recognition VPS26-VPS29-VPS35

heterotrimer and a membrane-targeting heterodimer or

homodimer of SNX1 and/or SNX2 (vps5).25,26 All proteins

involved are evolutionarily conserved and have been

previously described in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The best

characterized cargo proteins of the retromer complex are

the cation-independent mannose 6-phosphate receptor

Table 2. Exome Sequencing: Rare, Heterozygous, Nonsynonymous Variations Shared by Two Individuals of Pedigree A

Gene Position (hg19) dbSNP Transcript

Variations Control Genotypes

SegregationNucleotide Amino Acid 1/1 1/2 2/2

PLK3 chr1:45270359 NM_004073.2 c.1543T>A p.Ser515Thr 669 0 0 4 of 7

C8A chr1:57383357 rs41285938 NM_000562.2 c.1723C>T p.Pro575Ser 5 of 7

ADCY10 chr1:167787479 rs41270737 NM_018417.4 c.4313A>G p.Asn1438Ser 2 of 7

LAMB2 chr3:49166460 NM_002292.3 c.1724G>A p.Arg575Gln 647 28 0 5 of 7

NOM1 chr7:156762317 NM_138400.1 c.2503G>A p.Ala835Thr 670 0 0 3 of 7

KIF22 chr16:29816237 NM_007317.1 c.1780G>A p.Asp594Asn 665 6 0 6 of 7

SEZ6L2 chr16:29899021 NM_012410.2 c.947G>A p.Arg316His 660 4 0 7 of 7

VPS35 chr16:46696364 NM_018206.4 c. 1858G>A p.Asp620Asn 1069a 0 0 7 of 7

NLRP1 chr17:5421150 NM_001033053.2 c.3985G>A p.Val1329Ile 666 4 0 3 of 7

NEURL4 chr17:7221197 NM_001005408.1 c.4109G>A p.Arg1370Gln 3 of 7

Rare variations revealed by exome sequencing were checked in 670 controls (KORA S4) by MALDI-TOF analysis. The variant allele was denoted as ‘‘2,’’ the refer-
ence allele as ‘‘1.’’
a This number includes additional 554 Austrian control individuals investigated by a TaqMan genotyping assay. Segregation shows the number of affected pedi-
gree A individuals who carry the variant allele.

Table 3. Summary of the Samples Used in This Study

Cohort Sample Size Mean Age (SD) Females/Males

Austrian PD casesa 486 58.7 (11.3) 172/314

German PD casesb 376 71.1 (9.4) 119/257

KORA S4 controlsc 680 54.7 (11.9) 280/400

KORA-AGE controlsd 1014 76.0 (6.6) 508/505

Austrian controlse 554 46 (15.2) 254/300

Patients presenting with atypical or secondary (e.g., vascular) parkinsonian
disorders as well as patients with known mutations were excluded.
a The Austrian cases were recruited at the Department of Neurology,
Medizinische Universität Wien, Vienna, as well as in affiliated departments on
a consecutive basis. A positive family history for PD was reported from 131
patients. A positive family history was defined by at least one other affected
first- or second-degree related family member.
b The German PD population originated from the Paracelsus-Elena Klinik,
Kassel, a hospital specializing in movement disorders.
c This control population was recruited from the KORA S4 survey, comprising
individuals who were aged 25–74 years and were examined during 1999–
2001.
d The KORA-AGE samples were collected in 2009 as a gender- and age-
stratified subsample of the KORA S1–S4 studies comprising participants born
before 1944. KORA S1–S4 surveys comprise four independent cross-sectional
population-based studies in the region of Augsburg, Southern Germany, and
were conducted in 5 year intervals. Patients for whom PD was suspected on
the basis of questionnaire data were excluded.
e These control samples were recruited through the Department of Neurology,
Medical University of Vienna, as subjects without known history of a neurolog-
ical disorder and included, for example, blood donors or unrelated compan-
ions or spouses of patients.
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Table 4. Rare VPS35 Variants in Cases and Controls

ID Cases
KORA AGE
Controls

Heterozygous
Nucleotide
Change

Amino Acid
Change

Predicted
Impact
on Protein

Exon/
Intron

Genomic
Position
(hg19, chr16)

KORA S4
Controls

1/1 1/2 2/2

Nonsynonymous (i) (ii) (iii)

- 1 c.151G>A p.Gly51Ser þ þ þ 3 46,716,,039

90/05 - c.171G>A p.Met57Ile þ þ þ 3 46,716,019 670 0 0

- 1 c.245C>G p.Thr82Arg þ þ þ 4 46,715,367

806 - c.723T>G p.Ile241Met 5 þ þ 7 46,711,308 667 0 0

[211] - c.1570C>T p.Arg524Trp � � � 13 46,702,919 671 0 0

[Families A-C] - c.1858G>A p.Asp620Asn � � � 15 46,696,364 669 0 0

243, 524 2 c.2320C>A p.Leu774Met þ þ þ 17 46,694,455

Synonymous

53097 - c.492A>G p.Glu164Glu 5 46,714,597 671 0 0

- 1 c.954A>T p.Gly315Gly 9 46,708,542

53496 - c.1881C>T p.Ala627Ala 15 46,696,341 668 5 0

45, 117, 53626 1 c.2145A>G p.Leu715Leu 16 46,695,696 666 2 0

53667 - c.2241C>T p.Ile747Ile 17 46,694,534 667 2 0

53063 - c.2346A>G p.Glu782Glu 17 46,694,429 671 0 0

- 1 c.2361G>A p.Glu787Glu 17 46,694,414

Noncoding

2212 2 c.1-35C>T 50UTR 46,723,080 667 2 0

- 2 c.1-29C>T 50UTR 46,723,074

95, 2206 3 c.3þ24A>G 1 46,723,019 662 6 0

159, 528 1 c.102þ33G>A 2 46,717,387 668 2 0

[157, 2023] - c.103-77T>C 3 46,716,164 668 0 0

- 1 c.199þ9T>G 3 46,715,982

213 - c.506þ6T>C 5 46,714,577 644 0 0

53093 - c.720þ18C>T 6 46,712,773

- 1 c.914þ38T>C 8 46,710,457

52824 - c.1161-87A>C 10 46,706,471

52791 - c.1161-70G>A 10 46,706,454 668 0 0

- 1 c.1368þ16C>T 11 46,706,161

[2028] - c.1369-11G>A 12 46,705,783 669 0 0

- 1 c.1525-17delT 12 46,702,985

- 1 c.1647þ14T>C 13 46,702,828

320 - c.2212-45T>C 16 46,694,608 670 0 0

[352] - c.2391þ7A>G 30UTR 46,694,377

- 1 c.2391þ8A>G 30UTR 46,694,376

Variants for 863 cases and 1014 KORA AGE controls were determined by dye-binding/high-resolution DNA melting curve analysis and confirmed by Sanger
sequencing. The table lists the case ID and the number of detected variant alleles of the cases and KORA AGE samples, respectively. Genotypes of identified variants
were further investigated by MALDI-TOF analysis in approximately 680 KORA S4 controls. For the KORA S4 samples, the variant allele was denoted as ‘‘2,’’ the
reference allele as ‘‘1.’’ cDNA numbering is based on reference gene NM_018206.4 for VPS35, where þ1 corresponds to the A of ATG start translation codon.
Familial cases are given in square brackets. Three methods were used for predicting the impact of SNPs on the protein. (1) PolyPhen2, (2) SNAP, and (3) SIFT;
‘‘þ’’ indicates a benign impact, ‘‘5’’ indicates a possibly damaging impact, and ‘‘�’’ indicates a damaging impact. We detected a further nonsynonymous variant
(c.1093C>T [p.Arg365Cys], genomic position 46,708,293) in a patient carrying two PARKIN variants (c.exon3_4del and p.Arg275Trp). This variant was not
present in 670 KORA S4 and 1014 KORA AGE controls. It is predicted to be possibly damaging by all three methods. This patient’s brother is also affected by
PD. He carries the 2 PARKIN variants but not the VPS35 variant.
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(CI-MPR)27 and Vps10p in mammals and Saccharomyces

cerevisiae, respectively; these proteins transport hydroxy-

lases to the lysosomesor lysosomal vacuoles. Recently, addi-

tional cargo proteins and functions of VPS35 have been

described.28,29 Most interesting in our context is the

involvement of the retromer into the retrograde transport

of SORL1, a VPS10P-domain receptor protein that has

been implicated inAlzheimer disease.30,31 The crystal struc-

ture of the C-terminal part of VPS35 has been resolved.32

The three variants p.Asp620Asn, p.Arg524Trp, and

p.Leu774Met are located in this part of the protein, and

we have investigated their impact on protein stability by

usingmolecular dynamics (MD) simulations.Wemanually

introduced the mutations to the crystal structure and

modeled the side chains by using scwrl 4.0.33 All MD simu-

lations were performed via GROMACS 4.5,34 with the all-

atom force field AMBER0335 and the water model TIP3P36

as parameters. All three proteins are found on the edge of

helices interacting with VPS29. Wild-type residue Asp620

forms frequent hydrogen bonds (HBs) to Lys622, but these

bonds are less frequent in the p.Asp620Asn variant

(Figure 2A). Similarly, Arg524 is involved in a triple HB

network together with residues Asp483 and Asp486, but

this network is broken by the introduction of p.Arg524Trp

(Figure 2B). Both changes result in the loss of salt bridges

and cause the protein to be locally more flexible, as shown

by root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) profiles (Figure S2).

In contrast to the effect predicted for p.Arg524Trp and

p.Asp620Asn, the p.Leu774Met variant was not predicted

to have a strong impact on protein stability.

In summary, we identified rare VPS35 missense variants

that are potentially pathogenic. One of these variants,

p.Asp620Asn, cosegregates with late-onset PD in three

unrelated families. The observation that the three families

share only a small common haplotype across VPS35, the

high conservation of VPS35, the predicted structural

changes, and the protein’s known involvement in lyso-

somal trafficking together provide strong support for the

p.Asp620Asn variant’s being causative for late-onset PD,

although we identified only a single familial mutation.

The penetrance of p.Asp620Asn is high but not complete

and might be lower for the other variants. The proportion

of PD caused by VPS35 variants is expected to be low.

Although exome sequencing provides perfect access to

rare-variant detection, both large families and large collec-

tions of cases and controls remain a crucial resource for the

identification of disease genes.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include two figures and four tables and can be

found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/AJHG/.
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